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2020
2-8 March 2020: International Geological Congress – IGC
 Ö@PBGÖ ITB Berlin – Participation with GGN Stand
in ITB Berlin
19 March 2020: IGGP Open Session - Paris
24 - 30 March 2020: 45th European Geoparks Network
Meeting - Papuk UNESCO Global Geopark, Croatia
24 March – 3 April 2020: 209th Session of the UNESCO
Executive Board – IGGP Evaluation
22nd April 2020: International Earth Day - Geopark Activities
22-28 April 2020: 1st APGN Geoparks Week 2020
22-23 April 2020: 2nd International Meeting and Workshop
on UNESCO Global Geoparks in Qeshm Iran (with
emphasis on Central Asia)
26-29 April 2020: Geoparks Conference in Vietnam
May 2020: 1st Conference on UNESCO Global Geoparks in
Africa - Tanzania
24th May – 7th June 2020: European Geoparks Week
1 - 11th June 2020: International Intensive Course on
Geoparks: UNESCO Global Geoparks and Sustanability Lesvos Island UNESCO Global Geopark, Greece
25-27 June 2020: 3rd Geoparks Conference on UNESCO
Global Geoparks in Greece and Cyprus: GeoparksProtected areas Biodiversity and Geodiversity
Conservation and Management – Vikos Aoos UNESCO
Global Geopark, Greece
14-22 September 2020: 9th INTERNATIONAL
CONFERENCE ON GEOPARKS - Jeju Island UNESCO Global
Geopark, Republic of Korea
14-16/9/20 UNESCO Global Geoparks Council Meeting
16/9/2020 APGN – EGN – GEOLAG Regional Meetings
18.00 GGN Executive Board Meeting
17/9/2020 Opening of the Conference – Conference Sessions
GGN AC Meeting
18/9/2020 Conference Sessions
GGN General Assembly
Ø&IEKDØ4QIOØAMDØ'AKAØ$IMMEQØ^Ø!VAQDØØ#EQSIÜCASERØ
Ceremony
20/9/2020 Sessions – Evaluator’s Seminar
Closing Ceremony
21-22/9/20 Post Congress Field Trips
5-10 October 2020: Regional Course on UNESCO Global
Geopark 2020 - Langkawi UNESCO Global Geopark, Malaysia
13th October 2020: International Day for Disaster
reduction - Geopark Activities
25th – 30th October 2020: 6th International Course on
UNESCO Global Geoparks, China University of Geosciences
Beijing, China
11th December 2020: International Mountain Day - Geopark
Activities

2021
January 2021: International Tourism Fair in Madrid FITUR
March 2021: 47th European Geoparks Network Meeting,
Katla UNESCO Global Geopark, Iceland
September 2021:Ö QH@LÖ/@BHÚBÖ&DMN@PIQÖ-DRUMPIÖ
Coordination Committee Meeting, Satun UNESCO Global
Geopark, Thailand
September 2021:ÖRGÖ QH@LÖ/@BHÚBÖ&DMN@PIQÖ-DRUMPIÖ
Symposium, Satun UNESCO Global Geopark, Thailand
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T

he European Geoparks Network (EGN) is one of
three regional networks designated as UNESCO Global Geoparks (UGGps).
The European Geoparks Network’s main achievements during 2019 include the very successful 15th
European Geoparks Conference, hosted by the Natural Park Sierra Norte de Sevilla UGGp (Spain),the
creation of the “The transnational Geoparks Forum” initiated in Muskau Arch UGGp (Germany/Poland) and the addition of Courel Mountains UGGp
&QAMCE Ø 4QNKKÙØEKKØ 5''OØ .NQVAX Ø AMDØ 6IRØ !QCHI
pelago UGGp (Croatia) to the EGN’s list of members. However, 2020 is a very special year because
it marks the EGN’s 20th anniversary. Through 20
years of successful networking, the EGN expanded
from four founding members in four countries in
2000 into a vibrant network with 74 Geoparks in 26
countries. The variety of articles in EGN Magazine
Issue 17 celebrates 20 years of networking and actively engaging in common projects.
Successful outcomes achieved by networking are
showcased in the following articles: The European
Geoparks Week 2019; UNESCO Global Geoparks
target cooperation (Harz- Braunschweiger Land
- Ostfalen UGGp); V Open Days of the Spanish
Geoparks Forum (Las Loras UGGp); Education and
UNESCO Global Geoparks.
All geoparks engage in formal and informal
education. Beigua UGGp introduces its “Junior
Geoparker” programme; Bohemian Paradise UGGp
is actively involved in the “Guardians of the Earth”
international programme. Collections of rocks and
minerals illustrate the geodiversity of the Azores
and Tuscan Mining Park. Chelmos Vouraikos UGGp
focuses on the interaction between abiotic and biological factors. De Hondsrug UGGp has created
two new educational trails. The formation of oceanic crust in Troodos UGGp is revealed in 2D and
3D animations. The 1920 Garfagnana-Lunigiana
Earthquake and the centenary of the eruption of
the Katla Volcano were used by the Apuan Alps
UGGp and Katla UGGp to inform the public about
the catastrophic consequences of tectonic and volcanic processes.
Geoparks develop geotourism by promoting their
geological and cultural heritage. Contributions by
UNESCO Global Geoparks Bakony – Balaton, Idrija, Pollino, Rocca di Cerere, Styrian Eisenwurzen,
Swabian Alb, Odsherred and Vikos-Aoos describe
new developments for extending their geotourism
services. Promoting the cultural heritage is emphasized in articles by UNESCO Global Geoparks
Famenne- Ardenne, Naturtejo, Lanzarote and Chin-

FORWORD

%#-.0)1
5FCPCÐQF?PGLEÐEMMBÐ
practice for 20 years
K?ICQÐ?ÐBG˾ÐCPCLAC
jo Islands, Rocca di Cerere and Sobrarbe – Pireneos.
English Riviera UGGp highlights its new “Associate
Partners” scheme. Cooperation with the new Jomfruland National Park protects the landscape for
the future in Gea Norvegica UGGp. In the North
Pennines AONB and UGGp a traineeship involving
geoheritage protection was funded by the UK’s
National Lottery Heritage Fund and the INTERREG
Atlantic Area Programme.
Geoparks also engage in marketing and promotional initiatives for sustainable development.
Arouca and Magma UGGps use local food production for developing a sustainable local economy.
“The Local Quality Pact” ensures the quality of services provided in Sitia UGGp. Chablais UGGp created a communication kit for its tourism partners.
Geo-quotes are used as a strategy for online and
Nß
ØØIMEØ LAQJESIMGØ IMØ SHEØ "ARPTEØ #NARSØ 5''OØ 4HEØ
"TQQEMØAMDØ#KIÛØRØNFØ-NHEQØ5''OØOQNLNSERØGEMDEQØ
equality and empowering women as a driver for
sustainable development.
Communications about fossils as evidence of ancient life are always exciting. Lesvos Island UGGp
describes the discovery and geo-conservation of
giant fossil tree trunks. Luberon UGGp reports the
rediscovery of an outstanding site with 33 million
year old fossil footprints. TERRA.vita UGGp highKIGHSRØ SHEØ ÜØQRSØ QECNQDØ NFØ -EGAKADNM Ø SHEØ KAQGERSØ
known shark in Earth’s history, from NW Germany.
The earliest remains of bio-mineralized metazoans
and complex trace fossils were the subject of a major international meeting in Villuercas- Ibores-Jara
UGGp.
Geoparks deliver a bottom-up approach for engaging with the worsening global climate and environmental crisis, the threat to biodiversity and
the impact of plastic pollution resulting from the
world’s carbon based economy and agricultural
practices. “Together for our Future - Climate protection is environmental protection” is a LEADER
funded educational project in Ore of the Alps UGGp.
Promoting green travel is one of Fforest Fawr
UGGp’s aims in becoming a greener Geopark. Vulcaneifel UGGp describes the potential of an energy
crop for enhancing biodiversity and mitigating soil
erosion. “Fruit Trees of the Year”,a project in Bergstrasse – Odenwald UGGp, is concerned with conserving biodiversity. The plastic pollution problem is
addressed in Adamello Brenta UGGp’s “Plastic Free”
campaign.
Tony Ramsay
Publication Editor
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Adamello Brenta UNESCO Global Geopark, Italy
Adamello Brenta Geopark launches “Plastic Free”, a
campaign to reduce plastic waste together with public
organizations
Arouca UNESCO Global Geopark, Portugal
The contribution of Arouca Agricola & Geofood initiatives
for Sustainable Development in Arouca Geopark
English Riviera UNESCO Global Geopark, UK
A new Associate Partner Scheme for 2019
Fforest Fawr UNESCO Global Geopark, Wales, UK
Driving change through green travel
Magma UNESCO Global Geopark, Norway
The GEOfood brand: Local and International cooperation
Ore of the Alps UNESCO Global Geopark, Austria
Together for our Future - Climate protection is
environmental protection
The Rocca di Cerere UNESCO Global Geopark, Italy
Hosting the study visit on “Enhancement of ancient
biodiversity in the agri-cultural District”
Sitia UNESCO Global Geopark, Greece
The Local Quality Pact: The real support for the Local
Community in Sitia Geopark
Basque Coast UNESCO Global Geopark, Spain
We got it! Geo-quotes, a special way to celebrate
the Green Card in the Basque Coast Geopark.
Bergstrasse-Odenwald UNESCO Global Geopark, Germany
“Fruit trees of the year” the taste of the territory and
protection of biodiversity (Global Agenda 2030, SDG 15).
Ö!SPPDLÖ@LCÖ"JHÙÖQÖMEÖ,MGDPÖ4-$2".Ö&JMA@JÖ&DMN@PI Ö(PDJ@LC
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Geopark, France
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Vulkaneifel UNESCO Global Geopark, Germany:
An energy crop for enhancing biodiversity and mitigating
soil erosion in Vulkaneifel Geopark
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Chelmos-Vouraikos Unesco Global Geopark, Greece
Crossing trails and meeting geosites
UNESCO Global Geopark Styrian Eisenwurzen, Austria
A New Visitor Guidance System in the Green Heart of
Austria
Gea Norvegica UNESCO Global Geopark, Norway
Gea Norvegica Geopark cooperates with the new
Jomfruland National Park
De Hondsrug UNESCO Global Geopark, Netherlands
Sabre-toothed Tiger Trail and Leewal Walk-ThroughTime: Children and adults experience the Ice Ages in 3D in
Hondsrug Geopark
Idrija UNESCO Global Geopark, Slovenia
A New Visitors Centre Featuring the “Written in rocks”
Exhibition, an excellent starting point for exploring Idrija
Geopark
Lanzarote and Chinijo Islands UNESCO Global Geopark,
Spain
Art and Geology in Lanzarote and Chinijo Islands Geopark
Naturtejo UNESCO Global Geopark, Portugal
Proença-a-Velha Village celebrates 800 years by Promoting
Research and Hosting Cultural Events in Naturtejo Geopark
Odsherred UNESCO Global Geopark, Denmark
Odsherred Geopark opens its third Information Point within
one year
Pollino UNESCO Global Geopark, Italy
“On the trail of the Pollino line”, a geo-route through
the Pollino Geopark
Swabian Alb UNESCO Global Geopark, Germany
Experience Earth history in the Geopoints Project in the
Swabian Alb Geopark
Vikos- Aoos UNESCO Global Geopark, Greece
Edutainment in the UNESCO Vikos-Aoos Geopark!
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Apuan Alps UNESCO Global Geopark, Italy
The Centenary of the 1920 Garfagnana-Lunigiana
Earthquake provides the Apuan Alps Geopark with an
opportunity to learn from the past to build a safer future
Lesvos Island UNESCO Global Geopark, Greece
&DMBMLQDPT@RHMLÖ@LCÖ/SAJHBÖ6MPIQÖ(KNPDQQHTDÖLDUÖÚÖLCQÖMEÖ
giant fossil tree trunks at the the Acrochiras Wind Farm in
Lesvos Island Geopark
Famenne-Ardenne UNESCO Global Geopark, Belgium
The «Fond des Vaulx»: folkore, geology and education
Luberon UNESCO Global Geopark, France
Rediscovery of the fossil footprints of Saignon: a voluntary
community project in Luberon Geopark
TERRA.vita UNESCO Global Geopark, Germany
The Megalodon Excavation Project
Villuercas-Ibores-Jara UNESCO Global Geopark, Spain
The origin of life as we know it: the international meeting
on the Ediacaran System and the Ediacaran–Cambrian
transition in Villuercas-Ibores-Jara Geopark
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“LITOTECA”: more than a collection of rocks!
North Pennines AONB and UNESCO Global Geopark, UK
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Troodos Unesco Global Geopark (TUGGp), Cyprus
A New Geoeducational Programme in Troodos Geopark
Tuscan Mining UNESCO Global Geopark, Italy
The Educational Collection of Rocks and Minerals in the
Tuscan Mining Geopark
Beigua UNESCO Global Geopark, Italy
Beigua UNESCO Global Geopark’s Junior Geoparker
Programme
Bohemian Paradise UNESCO Global Geopark, Czech
Republic
Guardians of the Earth in the Bohemian Paradise Ecological
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New UNESCO Global Geoparks
Courel Mountains UNESCO Global Geopark, Spain
Man and geology in the Courel Mountains Geopark
3PMJJ×ÖDJJÖ4-$2".Ö&JMA@JÖ&DMN@PI Ö-MPU@W
The northernmost UNESCO Global Geopark
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15th European Geoparks Conference

Natural Park Sierra Norte de Sevilla – UNESCO
Global Geopark, Seville, Spain.

The 15th
European
Geoparks
Conference
closes with a
performance
by the Geopaca
Folk Group,
from VilluercasIbores-Jara
UNESCO Global
Geopark (Spain).

T

he Natural Park Sierra Norte de Sevilla - UNESCO Global Geopark (Spain) hosted the 15th
European Geoparks Conference, from 25 -27
September in the the Fundación Tres Culturas
del Mediterráneo (Three Mediterranean Cultures
Foundation), an architecturally splendid building
in the city of Seville.
!OOQNWILASEKXØØOAQSICIOAMSRØFQNLØØDIÛØEQ
ent countries attended the conference, with the
motto “Geoparks: Memory of Earth, Future for People”. The majority of the participants were from
European countries with established Geoparks

(90%). However, delegates from European countries, currently without Geoparks (Estonia, Luxembourg, Russia, and Sweden) were welcomed
together with participants from Asia (China, Iraq,
Iran, Nepal and Taiwan), Africa (Gambia and Tunisia) and the continents of North and South
America (Brazil, Canada, Chile, Mexico, Uruguay,
and the USA).
The activities of the Conference began on
Wednesday, September 25 with the Opening Ceremony, in which the delegates were welcomed
by Carmen Crespo Díaz, Minister of Agriculture,
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Delegates
arriving at the
Fundación Tres
Culturas del
Mediterráneo
for the opening
ceremony of the
15TH European
Geoparks
Conference.

Livestock, Fisheries and Sustainable Development (Andalusian Government); Charalambos
Fassoulas, EGN Vice-Coordinator; and Kristof Vanderberghe, Head of UNESCO International Geoscience and Geoparks Programme.
The speeches were followed by three keynote
presentations delivered by: Nickolas Zouros,
President of the Executive Board of the Global
Geoparks Network (The Global Geoparks Network:
Challenges and future perspectives), Maxie Syren,
German UNESCO Commission (Implementation
of the Agenda 2030 UNESCO Global Geoparks as
regional moderators), and Asier Hilario, Coordinator of the Spanish Geoparks Forum (Geoparks:
Earth’s Memory, People’s Future). The day conclud-

6

ed with the conference dinner, a social event and
an opportunity for delegates to get to know each
other.
A total of 152 presentations including 119
lectures and 33 poster displays with the following themes were delivered during the conference: “Aspiring Geoparks”; “Education and
communication in Geoparks”; “Geohazards and
climate change”; “Sustainable development and
geotourism” and “Geological heritage and research
in Geoparks”.
Thursday, 26 September was devoted to
LID CNMFEQEMCEØ ÜØEKDØ SQIORØ 3EUEMØ QNTSERØ VEQEØ
selected allowing delegates, accompanying persons and conference volunteers to discover the

Kristof
Vanderberghe,
Head of the
UNESCO
International
Geoscience
and Geoparks
Programme
MLÖRGDÖJDÞÖÖ
Carmen Crespo
Díaz, Minister
of Agriculture,
Livestock,
Fisheries and
Sustainable
Development
(Andalusia
&MTDPLKDLRÖ
and
Charalambos
Fassoulas,
EGN ViceCoordinator
welcome
delegates to the
15TH European
Geoparks
Conference.

GLOBAL GEOPARKS
Nickolas Zouros,
President of
the Executive
Board of Global
Geoparks
Network, during
his keynote
address: The
Global Geoparks
Network:
Challenges and
future perspectives.

Conference
delegates visit
the Hueznar
River Spring, the
largest source of
groundwater in
Seville Province.

Natural Park Sierra Norte de Sevilla – UNESCO
Global Geopark and enjoy its landscapes, geology, ecological resources, cultural sites and its
people and traditions. The following routes to
RIGMIÜØCAMSØKNCASINMRØIMØSHEØHEAQSØNFØSHEØ'ENOAQJØ
included: Cerro del Hierro and Huéznar Waterfalls;
El Chorro Gorge; El Berrocal landscapes and the
Suture Zone; La Lima iron mine and Cazalla de la
Sierra historical Centre; Local and Natural Park
history ; In the heart of Sierras Subbéticas Geopark
and The geo-cultural legacy of Sierras Subbéticas.
4HEØCISXØÜØEKDSQIOØVARØDEUNSEDØSN Fossils in Seville
City.
Five workshops with the following themes
were held on 27 September: Agenda SDG and
Geoparks; Interpretive tools for Geoparks; Education in Geoparks; American Geoparks: Identity
and relations with the EGN. Their success was
ensured by the active involvement of the delegates. The signing of collaboration agreements
between the Mexican Geopark Mixteca Alta and
the European Geoparks Naturtejo (Portugal) and
Villuercas-Ibores-Jara (Spain), at the end of the
workshop dedicated to American Geoparks, is an
example of what can be achieved in an EGN Conference workshop.
The Conference Venue Hall provided delegates

VISHØ AØ KNCASINMØ SNØ EMȫNXØ ÜØUEØ EWHIBISRØ 4HEREØ IM
cluded: The European Geoparks Photo Exhibition
(with one photo from each of the 75 Geoparks in
24 countries); The 2030 Agenda for Sustainable
Development in Geoparks; The Fossils Workshop
Poster: Images of ancient life in the European
Geoparks; INTERREG Project Atlantic Geoparks;
and the RENPA Shop – Network of Natural Protected Areas of Andalusia with products from the
Andalusian Geoparks.
The Closing Ceremony was chaired by Kristin Rangnes, EGN Coordinator and Francisco
José Gutuíerrez Rodríguez, General Secretary of
Environment, Water and Climate Change representing the Andalusian Regional Government.
Sessia Val Grande UNESCO Global Geopark
(Italy) was presented as the location and host
Geopark for the 16th European Geoparks Conference. The ceremony concluded with a performance by Geopaca, a musical group from Villuercas-Ibores-Jara (Spain), consisting of students
and teachers from this UNESCO Global Geopark.
The Chair and the Organizing Committee of
the 15th European Geoparks Conference wishes
to emphasize the success of the Conference,
which involved more than 30 news bulletins and
interviews on radio and social media, They also
wish to thank all participants for attending and
contributing to the Conference and associated
events. We were honoured by your presence in
Sierra Norte de Sevilla UNESCO Global Geopark
and in Andalusia!
Alberto Gil Toja
agil3@tragsa.es

The Abstract Book of the Conference is
available on the website
http://www.europeangeoparks.org/
wp-content/uploads/2015/09/15th
-European-Geoparks-Conference.
-ABSTRACTS-BOOK.pdf
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15th European Geoparks Conference
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Interacting
with students
in a primary
school in Sierras
Subbéticas
UGGp.
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hen this issue of the European Geoparks
Magazine appears in 2020, UNESCO will
have already launched the new 2020-2030
framework on Education for Sustainable Development (ESD). Approved by the General ConferEMCEØ IMØ .NUELBEQØ  Ø SHEØ ÜØMAKØ QERNKTSINMØ EM
courages the member states and the UNESCO
programmes, among which the Global Geoparks
are cited, to adopt this framework by integrating
ESD into their educational activities. In the words
of UNESCO, “(ESD) empowers people to change
their thinking and work towards a sustainable
future. Through ESD, access to quality sustainable development education at all levels and in all
social contexts must be improved, to transform
society by reorienting education and helping people develop knowledge, skills, values and behaviors necessary for sustainable development. It
involves sustainable development issues, such as
climate change and biodiversity, in teaching and
learning. Individuals are encouraged to be responsible actors who solve challenges, respect cultural
diversity and contribute to creating a more sustainable world”.
ESD must support the achievement of all Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs). Although obȫECSIUEØØIRØROECIÜØCØSNØEDTCASINM Ø'ENOAQJRØEMGAGEØ
IMØ DIÛØEQEMSØ EDTCASINMAKØ ACSIUISIERØ CNQQERONMDIMGØ
to the priority areas of action of the EDS for 2030
Framework. That is, cooperating with the national
or local authorities’ experts in education, getting
involved in the learning environment and working
with educators and trainers, with young people
and with the communities.
The European Geopark Working Group on education has documented many of these activities
as good practices and has promoted their disRELIMASINM ØÜØQRSKXØIMØAØRTLLAQXØDNRRIEQØOQNDTCEDØ
in 2018 and secondly by organizing workshops

on education during the UNESCO International
Conferences held in Madona di Campliglio, 2018
and the European Geoparks Conference Seville,
2019. During the last year, the Working Group
decided to organize seminars that encourage
the exchange between the participants, through
KIUEØ OQEREMSASINMRØ AMDØ EWEQCIRERØ TRIMGØ DIÛØEQEMSØ
tools or methodologies. Therefore, it promoted
the same active methodology that geoparks use
in their educational activities that are considered
appropriate for conducting workshops.
At the Seville Conference, September 2019, the
Workshop consisted of three micro-workshops of
short duration:
4HEØ ÜØQRSØ LICQN VNQJRHNOØ VARØ EMSISKEDØ b#NL
munication of sciences for a wider public” aiming
to share practices in how the communication was
ACHIEUEDØ EISHEQØ FACE SN FACEØ NQØ BXØ TRIMGØ DIÛØEQ
ent tools or information panels. Coordinated by
Asier Hilario from the Basque Coast UGGp and
Marie-Luise Frey from Messel Pit World Heritage Site, the micro-workshop revealed amazing
insights about the innovative dissemination of
information by UNESCO Global Geoparks. These
included: talks organized by the Gea Norvegica
UGGp in a bar and in a jazzclub about geoparks
in general and about Gea Norvegica Geopark;

UNESCO
Education for
Sustainable
Development
information
panel.

GLOBAL GEOPARKS
Participants in
the European
Geoparks
Working Group
on Education in
Seville 2019.

Creating a
comic showing
the relationship
between
geology, stone
art, science
and education
in Beaujolais
UGGp.

bringing the palaeontological heritage to the
GEMEQAKØOTBKICØBXØEWOEQIEMCIMGØRCIEMSIÜØCØQEREAQCHØ
in Causses du Quercy UGGp; creating a comic
showing the relationship between geology, stone
art, science and education in Beaujolais UGGp; a
workshop for blind people, both indoors and outdoors in the North Pennines AONB and UGGp;
AMD Ø ÜØMAKKXØ SHEØ TREØ NFØ QEREAQCHØ LESHNDNKNGIERØ
with students creating hypotheses about geological history carried out in Sesia - Val Grande UGGp.
$IÛØEQEMSØ AOOQNACHERØ IMØ TRIMGØ IMFNQLASINMØ OAM
els were presented by Hondsrug UGGp, Origens
UGGp and the Basque Coast UGGp.
The second micro-workshop provided an opportunity to interact directly with schools in Las Loras and Sierras Subbéticas UGGps. The students
from Las Loras explained how they developed a
trail learning about the Geopark and its landscape
using a methodology in which they learned different skills resulting in the production of a game
and a video. The students concluded that it was

hard work, very challenging but much better than
an ordinary lesson. They also developed a sense
of belonging and a feeling of pride in their territory. The Sierras Subbéticas primary school presented a game in which they played, competed
and learned about the Spanish Geoparks.
Finally, a large exhibition of games was exhibited with the participation of many other Geoparks.
This activity, coordinated by Cristian Ciobanu
from Hateg UGGp and Naomi Foster from North
Penines AONB and UGGp, encourages the participants to act the parts of students or Geopark
visitors. Games are very exciting tools which are
useful in formal and informal education in the
classroom as well as in Geopark visitor centres
for families, students and geotourists.
!àØEQØ SHEØ VNQJRHNO Ø RNLEØ CNMCKTRINMRØ CNM
cerned with keys to success, included:
dØ,EAQMIMGØBXØDNIMGØDIÛØEQEMSØSHIMGRØIMØDIÛØEQEMSØ
ways
dØ,ESSIMGØRSTDEMSRØÜØMDØIM
formation by themselves.
dØ!OOEAKØSNØDIÛØEQEMSØRJIKKR
dØ'ESSIMGØNTSØNFØSHEØCKARR
room.
All are associated with
the aims of the ESD, outlined above, for helping
people to develop knowledge, skills, values and
behaviours necessary for
sustainable development.
The EGN Working Group
on Education will continue to share practices
that help their territories
to improve their own approaches to sustainable
development.
José Mª Barrera. VilluercasIbores-Jara UGGp. Catalyst.
jmbarrera@dip-caceres.es
With contributions by
the members of the EGN
Workgroup on Education.
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YEARS
Haute-Provence Geopark, FRANCE

Copper Coast Geopark, IRELAND

Styrian Eisenwurzen Geopark, AUSTRIA

Bohemian Paradise Geopark, CZECHIA

T

Vulkaneifel Geopark, GERMANY

Marble Arch Caves Geopark, IRELAND & UK

North Pennines AONB Geopark, UK

Cabo de Gata – Nijar Geopark, ANDALUCIA, SPAIN

he European Geoparks journey began 20
years ago in June 2000 when representatives
from four European Geoparks met in Lesvos IsKAMD Ø'QEECEØAMDØRIGMEDØAØCNMUEMSINMØDEÜØMIMGØSHEØ
Geopark concept and declaring the formation of
the European Geoparks Network (EGN).
The four territories included the Reserve Geologique de Haute-Provence (France), the NatTQAKØ (IRSNQXØ -TRETLØ NFØ ,ERUNRØ 0ESQIÜØEDØ &NQERSØ
Geopark (Greece), Gerolstein/Vulkaneifel (Germany) and the Maestrazgo Cultural Park (Spain).
Already from the beginning important decisions
were made, concerning the aims and objectives for
European Geoparks. The main objectives involved
the protection and conservation of the geological
heritage and promotion of sustainable economic
development in their territories. The general purpose of the Network was to share expertise and
IMFNQLASINMØ !àØEQØ Ø XEAQRØ NFØ MESVNQJIMGØ SHEØ
main aims are unchanged and involve: the conservation of the geological heritage, communicating
SHEØRIGMIÜØCAMCEØNFØSHIRØHEQISAGEØIMØQEKASINMØSNØNSH
er natural and cultural assets within the Geopark

10

Lesvos Island Geopark, GREECE

Madonie Geopark, ITALY

'@ƅDF©"NTMSQX©#HMNR@TQR©&DNO@QJ ©1., -(

Naturtejo da Meseta Meridional Geopark, PORTUGAL

territory and, by disseminating knowledge, to
enhance local sustainable development, mainly
through geotourism.
)MØ!OQIKØ ØAMØNÞ
ØØCIAKØAGQEELEMSØVARØRIGMEDØ
between the EGN and UNESCO in which the new
Geoparks organization was placed under the auspices of UNESCO, a designation recognized and
used by all new Geoparks until 2016.
Although the Geopark Network started in Europe, the Geopark concept was also evolving in
other parts of the world. This development presented the EGN and UNESCO with an ideal objective. Following the EGN model, the Global Geoparks
Network (GGN) was founded in 2004 in Paris, as
an international partnership for developing models of best practice for conserving the geological
heritage and promoting local sustainable economic development. The Madonie Declaration in 2005
QECNGMIYEDØSHEØ%'.ØARØSHEØNÞ
ØØCIAKØQEGINMAKØBQAMCHØ
of the GGN. Subsequently the model for creating
regional networks has been adopted by the Asian
0ACIÜØCØ'ENOAQJRØ.ESVNQJ ØSHEØ,ASIMØ!LEQICAMØAMDØ
Caribbean Geoparks Network and most recently

Novohrad – Nograd Geopark, HUNGARY & SLOVAKIA

Rokua Geopark, FINLAND

,TRJ@TDQ©%@KSDMANFDM©©ŧTJ©,TƝ@JNV@©&$1, -8©©/.+ -#

Katla Geopark, ICELAND

Bakony-Balaton Geopark, HUNGARY

Karavanke/Karawanken Geopark, SLOVENIA & AUSTRIA

Idrija Geopark, SLOVENIA

De Hondsrug Geopark, NETHERLANDS

Kula-Salihli Geopark, TURKEY

Odsherred Geopark, DENMARK

Troodos Geopark, CYPRUS

Famenne-Ardenne Geopark, BELGIUM

by the African UNESCO Global Geoparks Network.
Another milestone was reached in 2015 when
UNESCO sanctioned the creation of a new designation, the UNESCO Global Geoparks, as part
of UNESCO’s new International Geoscience and
'ENOAQJRØ 0QNGQALLEØ )''0 Ø 4HIR Ø SHEØ ÜØQRSØ IMI
tiative of its kind to be established by UNESCO
FNQØ Ø XEAQR Ø QERTKSEDØ FQNLØ EÛØECSIUEØ MESVNQJIMGØ
among geoparks. This was a huge step for the
whole Geopark community and in its Coordination
Committee Meeting in Paris 2015 they agreed to
continue as the regional network for Europe, to
follow the GGN rules and to include individual and
honorary GGN members from Europe as new categories for membership of the EGN.
Through 20 years of networking the EGN has
developed into a very active network consisting
of 74 Geoparks in 26 countries, actively engaging in common projects, working groups, biannual
Coordination Committee Meetings, Geopark conferences and activities like EGN Week and participating in international tourism fairs. The EGN
communication tools include the EGN Magazine
AMDØ .EVRKESSEQ Ø KEAÝØESR Ø LAORØ AMDØ RNCIAKØ LEDIAØ
The European Geoparks are also active in, and will
continue to promote and implement, the SustainaBKEØ$EUEKNOLEMSØ'NAKRØDEÜØMEDØBXØSHEØ5.ØIMØØ
European Geoparks communicate the very
long history of Mother Earth, including the histo-

GLOBAL GEOPARKS

Papuk Geopark, CROATIA

Gea Norvegica Geopark, NORWAY

ry of mankind. However, now it is essential that
Geoparks contribute to safeguarding the future
of our Earth, its climate, nature and its people. In
September 2019 The EGN conference in Sevilla,
Spain ended with the following conclusion:
Geoparks: memory of the Earth – future for
people:
Geoparks are concerned – we are committed
TOÚ THEÚ DOCUMENTÚ THATÚ -OTHERÚ %ARTHÚ HASÚ LEâÚÚ USÚ
Geoparks are active, we conserve the geological heritage, interpret Earth’s history and disseminate this
knowledge.
Several geoparks are in areas where our restless Earth makes geohazards happen. And climate
CHANGEÚ AÝÚECTSÚ USÚ ALLÚ 'EOPARKSÚ WORKÚ WITHÚ RESIL
ience, how to cope with and understand geohazards,
geoparks are active partners in the combat against
climate change, geoparks are committed to our common goals. We are sharing, we are using our experiences to improve people’s lives, and, as a growing
network, we will continue to strive for our common
future.
With this conclusion European Geoparks celebrate our 20th anniversary and will continue with
our activities and responsibilities for the next 20
years!
Kristin Rangnes kristin.rangnes@geanor.no
Charalampos Fassoulas bfassoulas@gmail.com
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The European Geo
ADAMELLO BRENTA GEOPARK, ITALY
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APUAN ALPS GEOPARK, ITALY

BOHEMIAN PARADISE GEOPARK, CZECHIA

TUSCAN MINING GEOPARK, ITALY
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ORIGENS GEOPARK, SPAIN

T

he European Geoparks Week (often called
the Geoparks Festival) is held in late May
and early June. The dates for Geoparks Week
are a major item in the annual calendar of
events for all European Geoparks. This European-wide festival aims to raise public awareness about Geoparks, their role in conserving
the geological heritage, in educational activities and how they endeavour to provide eco-
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AZORES GEOPARK, PORTUGAL
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QRPLFEHQH¿WIRUWKHORFDOSHRSOHE\SURPRWLQJ
geotourism. It also demonstrates to communities that they are part of a wider European
Network. During EGN Week, 2019, 73 European Geoparks organized approximately 1,100
events that attracted nearly 430,000 people.
Nowadays on-line promotion of the Geoparks
on the web and social media plays an increasingly important role but still more than 228,000

3/"2!2"%¨̬¨0)2%.%/3¨'%/0!2+ ¨!2!'/.¨30!).

LAS LORAS GEOPARK, SPAIN

KATLA GEOPARK, ICELAND
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LANZAROTE AND CHINIJO ISLANDS GEOPARK, SPAIN
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SIERRAS SUBBETICAS GEOPARK, ANDALUCIA SPAIN
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PAPUK GEOPARK, CROATIA
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SURJUDPPHÀ\HUVDQGRYHUSULQWHGDUWLFOHV
were published in 24 European countries.
Events in the 2019 European Geoparks’ programmes involved a variety of activities and,
by highlighting the links between the natural
heritage and the local communities, informed
the wider public about the holistic nature of the
Geopark concept. Guided tours provide an opportunity to showcase landscapes along estab-

GLOBAL GEOPARKS

parks Week 2019

NATURTEJO GEOPARK, PORTUGAL

lished way-marked trails and to introduce new
trails, e.g. Las Loras UGGp. However, guided
tours are not just restricted to following trails
through the landscape. The Apuan Alps UGGp
included a historical re-enactment of the Italian
Campaign of World War 2 along its Gothic Line
trails. Chelmos Vouraikos UGGp added bird
watching and environmental games for children. Origens UGGp linked myths and geology,
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while Sobrarbe UGGp linked its cultural heritage
with geology. Lesvos Island UGGp includes an
HGXFDWLRQDO¿HOGWULSLQ7KH3HWUL¿HG)RUHVW3DUN
as part of the Intensive Course on Geoparks. The
guided tour of Csodabogyós Cave in Bakony–
Balaton UGGp focused on a geosite. Field excursions and guided tours require trained guides
DQG6HVVLD9DO*UDQGH8**SLQWURGXFHVLWV¿UVW
specially trained Geopark Guides.
A beautiful landscape can also be appreciated in other exciting ways. In Katla UGGp participants experienced geology through ziplining, in
Trollfjell UGGp through coasteering, in Styrian
Eisenwurzen UGGp through GeoRafting, and in
the English Riviera UGGp on a sight-seeing kayak tour. Cycling in the Massif des Bauges UGGp
DQGSDQQLQJIRUJDUQHWVLQWKH%RKHPLDQ3DUD
GLVH8**SDUHRWKHUH[FLWLQJDFWLYLWLHV3UHSDU
ing or sharing a meal contributed to social events
LQ /DQ]DURWH DQG &KLQLMR ,VODQGV DQG 3DSXN
UNESCO Global Geoparks. Visitors were entertained by school choirs in Karavanke/Karawanken UGGp, and by geological chatter and music
in the Tuscan Mining UGGp. Fossils provide
an added attraction during European Geoparks
Week. In Naturtejo UGGp, participants searched
IRUWULORELWHVRQWKH)RVVLOV7UDLORI3HKD*DUFLD
made models of trilobites in Vulcaneifel UGGp
and, through play, learned about the age of the
dinosaurs in TERRA.vita UGGp.
Activities designed for children and students

are a regular feature during European Geoparks
Week. The Azores UGGp celebrated “Children’s
Day” with the game “Azores Volcanoes”. Children participated in a treetop quiz in Chablais
UGGp, a clay workshop in Molino Alto Tejo
8**S DQG PDGH ÀD[ PDQGDODV JHRPHWULF GH
VLJQVZLWKVSLULWXDOVLJQL¿FDQFH LQ,GULMD8**S
Students from two schools in Sierras Subbeticas
UGGp enrolled in the “I am a Geoparker” project.
Magma UGGp organized a workshop together
with a high school.
Networking at a regional level among UNESCO Global Geoparks is an essential activity.
Fforest Fawr UGGp used its Family Day to showcase the cooperation between twelve Geoparks
LQWKH,QWHUUHJ$WODQWLF$UHD3URJUDPPH
Concern for protecting the environment and the
effect of global climate change was expressed in
Katla UGGp, by involving school children in litter
picking and in Adamello Brenta UGGp by focusLQJRQVFLHQWL¿FUHVHDUFKDWKLJKDOWLWXGHV
The great variety of activities during European
Geoparks Week 2019 and the large number of
participants is evidence of its success, and we
look forward to building on this by offering even
more exciting activities in 2020.
Barnabás Korbély korbely@geopark.hu
Tony Ramsay tonhel@btinternet.com
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The European Geoparks Week 2019

Adamello Brenta Geopark
Apuan Alps Geopark
Arouca Geopark
Azores Geopark
Bakony–Balaton Geopark
Basque Coast Geopark
Beaujolais Geopark
Beigua Geopark
Bergstrasse-Odenwald Geo-Naturpark
Bohemian Paradise Geopark
"TQQEMØAMDØ#KIÛØRØNFØ-NHEQ
Cabo de Gata-Nijar Natural Park
Catalunya Central Geopark
Causses du Quercy Geopark
Chablais Geopark
Chelmos Vouraikos Geopark
Cilento, Vallo di Diano and Alburni Geopark
Origen Geopark
Copper Coast Geopark
El Hierro Geopark
English Riviera Geopark
Famenne-Ardenne
Fforest Fawr Geopark
Gea Norvegica Geopark
Geological, Mining, Historical and Environmental
Park of Sardinia
GeoMôn Geopark
Harz · Braunschweiger · Land · Ostfalen Geopark
Hateg Country Geopark
Haute-Provence Geopark
Hondsrug Geopark
Idrija Geopark
Karavanke/Karawanken Geopark
Katla Geopark
Kula–Salihli Geopark
Lanzarote and Chinijo Islands Geopark
Las Loras Geopark
Lesvos Island Geopark
Luberon Geopark
Madonie Geopark
Magma Geopark
Marble Arch Caves Geopark
Massif des Bauges Geopark
Molina Alto Tajo Geopark
Monts d’Ardèche Geopark
-TRJATEQØ&AKSEMBNGEMØØŮTJØ-TƤAJNVAØ'ENOAQJ
Naturtejo Geopark
North Pennines AONB
North West Highlands Geopark
Novohrad–Nógrád Geopark
Odsherred Geopark
Ore of the Alps Geopark
Papuk Geopark
Pollino Geopark
Psiloritis Natural Park
Reykjanes Geopark
Rocca di Cerere Geopark
Rokua Geopark
Sesia–Val Grande Geopark
Shetland Geopark
Sierra Norte de Sevilla Natural Park
Sierras Subbéticas Natural Park
Sitia Geopark
Sobrarbe-Pirineos Geopark
Styrian Eisenwurzen Geopark
Swabian Alb Geopark
Terra.Vita Naturpark
Terras de Cavaleiros Geopark
4QNKKÙØEKKØ'ENOAQJ
Troodos Geopark
Tuskan Mining Geopark
Vikos–Aoos Geopark
Villuercas-Ibores-Jara Geopark
Vis Archipelago Geopark
Vulkaneifel Geopark

Activities/
Events

GLOBAL GEOPARKS

Name of the Geopark
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NETWORKING

Muskau Arch UNESCO Global Geopark,
Germany/Poland

The transnational Geoparks
$MPSKÐGLGRG?RCBÐGLÐ+SQI?SÐ
Arch Geopark

Group photo
with Stefan
Ludwig (centre)
the Minister
of Justice, for
Europe and
for Consumer
Protection in
the German
Federal State of
Brandenburg.

F

rom October 16th to 19th 2019 thirteen representatives from transnational Geoparks
LESØIMØ7EIVARREQØ/,Ø'EQLAMX ØAMDØŮņJMICAØ
[venk´ni:ca] (Poland) in the Muskauer FaltenboGEMØ Ø ŮTJØ -TƤAJNVAØ 5.%3#/Ø 'KNBAKØ 'ENOAQJØ
(UGGp) to discuss closer cooperation in the future. Currently the four transnational UNESCO

Presentation by
Nancy Sauer,
Managing
Director of
Muskau Arch
UGGp, during
the opening
session of the
Transnational
Geoparks
Forum.
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Global Geoparks include: Karavanke/Karawanken
UGGp (Austria and Slovenia), Marble Arch Caves
UGGp (Republic of Ireland and Northern Ireland,
UK), and Novohrad – Nógrád UGGp (Hungary and
Slovakia). The forum, was initiated by the German-Polish UGGp, in order to raise awareness of,
AMDØSNØADDQERR ØSHEØDIÛEQEMSØCHAKKEMGERØFACEDØBXØ

NETWORKING
Richard Watson,
chairman of
the meeting,
co-ordinates
the formulation
MEÖRGDÖŬńILHB@Ö
Declaration.

transnational Geoparks in comparison with other
Geoparks. These can include, for example, different languages, legal procedures and administration structures which impact on the management structures of transnational Geoparks.
4HEØÜQRSØNÞCIAKØLEESIMGØVARØNOEMEDØBXØ3SEfan Ludwig, the Minister of Justice for Europe
and for Consumer Protection in the German Federal State of Brandenburg with the statement
thatÚ c4HEÚ -USKAUERÚ &ALTENBOGENˎUKÚ -ŪAKOWAÚ
UNESCO Global Geopark as a transnational initiative is a true European project. Therefore sharing
experiences and ideas with colleagues from other
transnational Geoparks is the next logical step.”
For two full days the participants were able
to visit sites throughout the entire Geopark area

and participate in discussions and workshops
with stakeholders in Germany and Poland. The
Forum explored numerous issues and challenges which were shared by all of the transnational
Geoparks and agreed on various steps for working together in the future. The meeting concludEDØVISHØSHEØRIGMIMGØNFØSHEØŮņJMICAØ$ECKAQASINMØNMØ
18 October, 2019 for the establishment of the
Transnational UNESCO Global Geoparks Forum.
4HEØDEKEGASERØIMØŮņJMICAØEKECSEDØ2ICHAQDØ7ASRNMØ
ARØSHEØ&NQTLaRØÜQRSØCHAIQOEQRNM
The Forum invites and will advise and support
initiatives for creating transnational Geoparks
from all over the world.
Manfred Kupetz manfred.kupetz@t-online.de
Nancy Sauer n.sauer@muskauer-faltenbogen.de
)@BDIÖ*MƠK@Öjacek.kozma@wp.pl

A visit, during a
ÚDJCÖDVBSPQHMLÖ
to the ring
kiln, an ancient
site for brick
production in
Klein Kölzig,
Germany. This
building is
scheduled in
2020 as the
ESRSPDÖMÜBDÖ
for the Muskau
Arch Geopark.

Presentation
by Péter Oláh
from Novohrad/
Nógrád UGGp,
Hungary/
Slovakia during
a session in
ŬńILHB@ Ö/MJ@LC

Visit to a site
with a cold
acidic, iron
sulphate spring
in the Polish
sector of
Muskau Arch
UGGp.

)@BDIÖ*MƠK@Ö
FSHCDQÖRGDÖÚDJCÖ
excursion in the
Polish sector of
Muskau Arch
UGGp.
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Las Loras UNESCO Global Geopark, Spain

4Ð-NCLÐ"?WQÐMDÐRFCÐ1N?LGQFÐ
%CMN?PIQÐ$MPSKÐGLÐ*?QÐ*MP?QÐ
Geopark

G E O P A R Q U E LAS LORAS

Geoparks
group photo
at La Lorilla
viewpoint.

Meeting of the
delegates at
the Spanish
Geoparks’
Forum.

Opening of the
V Open days
of the Spanish
Geoparks’
Forum.

T

he Open Days and the meeting of the Spanish Geoparks Forum are annual events aiming to make Geoparks in Spain known and visible.
They are also a meeting point for sharing experiences and knowledge and provide an opportunity for designing common projects. In essence,
they are events for promoting cooperation and
MESVNQJIMGØ BESVEEMØ DIÛEQEMSØ SEQQISNQIERØ VHICHØ
share common goals.
This year, the V Open Days, from 15 -16 October, were organized by Las Loras UGGp. The
meeting focused on several lines of action supporting the daily work developed by Geoparks in
order to acquaint the public with the importance
of this UNESCO programme.
More than 160 people attended the event.
They included 23 representatives of the Spanish Geoparks, delegates of aspiring Geoparks,
representatives of local and regional administrations, representatives of the Geological Survey
of Spain, students and several people from local
communities, as well as the General Secretary of
the Spanish National Commission for UNESCO
Cooperation.
During the opening of the meeting, a press
conference, attended by politicians, representatives of Las Loras Geopark and the coordinator
of the Spanish Geoparks Forum, was held. Subsequently, members of the public were welcomed
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and the V Open Days were inaugurated.
The event consisted of several sessions, conducted like interviews and convened by the Spanish Geoparks’ directors, who presented the suggested subjects. Six tables were organized with
the following topics: Science, research and heritage protection; Education; Rural development
and participation; Geotourism; New applications;
Las Loras Geopark. At the end of each interview
the public was encouraged to ask questions or to
contribute relevant information. The Open Days
ÜMIRHEDØVISHØAØUIRISØSNØSHEØ'ENOAQJaRØ6IRISNQRØØ2Eception Centre, a meal for all participants and a
ÜEKDSQIOØSNØRNLEØNFØSHEØ,ARØ,NQARØ'ENOAQJaRØRISERØ
of interest. On 16 October an internal meeting
NFØSHEØ&NQTLØVARØHEKD ØARØVEKKØARØAØÜEKDSQIOØSNØ
show some of the activities developed within Las
Loras Geopark during the last years.
The success of the open days was demonstrated by reference to the event in more than ten
regional media, by the high number of participants and politicians and the initiation of several
common projects. All the aims pursued were fully
completed.
José Ángel Sánchez Fabian
geoloras@gmail.com
Karmah Salman Monte
geoloras@gmail.com

%CMRMSP ESGBCÐRP?GLGLEÐAMSPQCQÐ
as a tool for strengthening
£%CMN?PIG?L¤ÐGBCLRGRW

COOPERATION

Bakony–Balaton UNESCO Global Geopark, Hungary

Discovering the
cultural heritage
of the Geopark.
Participants
visit a church,
built in the 11th
century, near
Öskü.
(Photo by Barnabás
Korbély)

Geotour guides
near Veszprém
Castle which is
built on Triassic
dolomite.
(Photo by Barnabás
Korbély)

A volcanic
geosite along
the “Route of
Fire” nature
trail.
(Photo by Barnabás
Korbély)

G

TIDEDØ GENSNTQRØ AQEØ aÝAGRHIORaØ FNQØ GENSNTQIRLØ
provision in Bakony–Balaton UNESCO Global
Geopark. Sixty-hour-long geotour-guide training
courses, coordinated by Balaton Uplands National
Park Directorate and the management body of the
Geopark have been delivered in the Geopark since
2009. The courses aim to transfer as much ‘localized’ knowledge to the local participants as possible. To-date twelve courses have been delivered
IMØ DIÛEQEMSØ AQEARØ NFØ SHEØ 'ENOAQJØ AMDØ SHEØ EMSIQEØ
territory was covered by autumn 2019. However,
there is still much for future geotour-guides to
discover or for those who just simply would like to
learn about and appreciate the territory’s unique
geological and cultural heritage.
Altogether 179 people, mostly dedicated locals,
have participated in the programme, and some of
them are already working in geotourism. Thanks to
the enthusiastic participants who completed more
SHAMØNMEØCNTQRE ØAØSNSAKØNFØØCEQSIÜCASERØHAUEØ

been issued. Most of the courses were completed with the of Geopark Partner NGOs, Bakonyalja
Barátai Association and Pangea Association, who
successfully applied for funds to make the courses
ÜMAMCIAKKXØACCERRIBKEØFNQØLNQEØOAQSICIOAMSR
4HEØCTQQICTKTLØNFØEUEQXØSQAIMIMGØCNTQREØQEÝECSRØ
the holistic approach of UNESCO Global Geoparks.
Thanks to lectures delivered by an experienced
geologist, geographer, biologist, archaeologist
AMDØ ESHMNGQAOHEQ Ø SHEØ RERRINMRØ NÛEQØ AØ TMIPTEØ
opportunity to discover the Geopark’s geological,
geomorphological, hydrological, ecological and
CTKSTQAKØ HEQISAGEØ /FØ CNTQRE Ø LAMXØ ÜEKDØ SQIORØ AMDØ
outdoor exams at geosites are also important
parts of the courses. We have received very positive feedback regarding the quality of the training,
and the guides became members of a cohesive
community. Besides providing participants with an
interesting and joyful experience, the courses also
NÛEQØAØGQEASØNOONQSTMISXØSNØDEUEKNOØMEVØGENSNTQism services. In addition to geotour-guides within
SHEØ'ENOAQJaRØRSAÛ ØXEAQØNMØXEAQ ØBESVEEMØØ^ØØ
CEQSIÜCASEDØ GTIDERØ HAUEØ BECNLEØ NÞCIAKØ 'ENOAQJØ
Partners. For a modest annual fee, they are allowed to use the Bakony–Balaton Geopark Partner
logo and their guided geotours are promoted by
the Geopark. They can also take their geotour participants to some visitor centres and interpretive
sites at a discounted entrance fee.
Some of the Geopark Partner guides also provide geotours in English and German. It is worth
mentioning that Veszprém, the largest city in the
Geopark with a fantastic geoheritage, will be the
European Cultural Capital of Europe in 2023, and
we are ready (and happy) to welcome many visitors from abroad. Our geotour-guides are eager
to present the geological wonderland of Bakony–
Balaton UNESCO Global Geopark! You can read
about them and their geotours at www.geopark.
hu.
Barnabás Korbély, korbely@geopark.hu
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UNESCO Global Geopark Harz . Braunschweiger
Land, Ostfalen, Germany

3,#1!-Ð%JM@?JÐ%CMN?PIQÐ
target cooperation
The Chairman of
the Odsherred
UNESCO Global
Geopark Michael
Kristiansen
JDÞÖ@LCÖ
District
Administrator
Thomas Brych
present the
ÚPQRÖ&DMN@PIÖ
information
panel with
Danish
translation at
the Lutter Basin
site.
(Photo by Dr. Klaus
George)

R

ecently, representatives of the Danish UNESCO
Global Geopark Odsherred visited the Harz region
with the aim of building an international partnership. The result of a joint project presented by the
delegates of the Danish Geopark and the UNESCO
Global Geopark Harz ъ Braunschweiger Land ъ Ostfalen is represented by a new Geopark information
panel with texts in German and Danish. The Danish
Geopark’s geologist, Jakob Walløe Hansen, prepared
the Danish translation of the German text. The panel
provides information about the geological development of the Lutter Basin, in the northern foreland of
the Harz Mountains, together with the regional history. In the 17th century King Christian IV of Denmark
fought at this site against the forces of the Catholic
League. He only escaped with his life because his
General Fuchs von Bimbach, in protecting the king’s
back, lost his own life. At the new panel, District
Administrator Thomas Brych welcomed the Danish
guests and the representatives of the municipality
NFØ,TSSEQØALØ"AQEMBEQGEØ!KLNRSØØXEAQRØAàEQØSHEØ
great battle, a peaceful partnership with the Danish
UNESCO-Geopark should be established. The visit
VARØSHEØÜQRSØRSEOØNMØSHIRØOASH
To get to know the UNESCO Global Geopark
Geopark Harz ъ Braunschweiger Land ъ Ostfalen betSEQ ØSHEØGTERSRØUIRISEDØDIÛEQEMSØRISERØ)MØSHEØ:IMMÜGurenmuseum Goslar they saw a reconstruction in

Photo taken
at the meeting
in the Tourist
Information
Centre
Wernigerode.
(Photo by Isabel
Reuter)
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miniature of the Battle of Lutter am Barenberge.
4HEØLTRETLØIRØAKRNØNMEØNFØSHEØNÞCIAKØ'ENOAQJØ)Mformation Centres. The Danish guests were very
interested in the cooperation between the Geopark
and tourist companies. Erdmute Clemens, Managing Director of Wernigerode Tourismus GmbH, was
pleased to state that c7EÚAREÚRECOGNIZEDÚASÚANÚOàcial information point of the UNESCO Global Geopark
and keep all publications in readiness. This allows us to
OÝERÚOURÚGUESTSÚAÚGOODÚOVERVIEWÚOFÚNATURALÚTREASURESÚ
and interesting sights throughout the Harz region.”
She added that most foreign guests in Wernigerode
come from Denmark or the Netherlands.
The programme also included a visit to the
Geopark stele in Heimburg. It was established to
improve the visibility of the Geopark for motorists.
There are now more than 20 Geopark steles in the
Harz region. “This is a good idea that we could implement in our area as well”, said Hans-Jørgen Olsen,
director of the Odsherred UNESCO Global Geopark.
At the end of their visit, the Danish guests visited
the old town and the collegiate church of QuedlinBTQGØARØVEKKØARØSHEØ'ENOAQJaRØNÞCEØ$IRSQICSØ!DLIMistrator Martin Skiebe looked ahead optimistically:
“We want to sign a partnership agreement on our return visit to Denmark in May 2020.”
Isabel Reuter: reuter@harzregion.de
Translation: Fiona Giebeler
The Geopark
Stele in
Heimburg, a
stimulating
idea for
implementing
similar road
signs in
Odsherred
UNESCO Global
Geopark.
(Photo by Isabel
Reuter)

Raising Awareness about our
Geological Heritage through
Cooperation
Commemorating the catastrophic eruption
of the Katla Volcano in 1918

1

2

3
1. Approximately
400 participants
attended the
Katla 100
conference, held
in the sports
hall of Vík.
2. Explaining
earthquakes
and their role
in monitoring
volcanoes in
Katla UNESCO
Global Geopark.
3. The local
people and
experts inform
participants
during the
ÚDJCÖRPHNÖRMÖ
see how the
the coastline
changed (shown
on the map) in
RGDÖ@ÞDPK@RGÖMEÖ
the Katla 1918
eruption.
4. Looking at
ash particles
and learning
how the
dispersion of
@QGÖHQÖ@ÙDBRDCÖ
by particle size.

COOPERATION

Katla UNESCO Global Geopark, Iceland

4

K

atla UNESCO Global Geopark is located in
one of the most volcanically active areas
in Iceland where active volcanoes reside under
ice-sheets and during eruptions glacier outBTQRSØ ÝNNDRØ ȫĥJTKHKATO Ø AQEØ CNLLNMØ +ASKAØ IRØ
the name of one of the most dangerous volcanoes in Iceland and is known globally through
the eruption of Eldgjá, 939 AD. Katla erupts on
average every 40-80 years and its destructive
forces relate to volcanism within its large iceÜKKEDØ  LØ DEEOØ AMDØ Ø JLØ VIDEØ CAKDEQAØ
resulting in phreatomagmatic eruptions accomOAMIEDØ BXØ ARHOKTLERØ AMDØ CASARSQNOHICfØ ȫĥJTKHKATObØÝNNDIMGØ-īQDAKRRAMDTQ ØSHEØDERREQSØEARSØ
of the glacier, used to be home to a fertile area
with farming communities which has been deRSQNXEDØBXØQEOEASEDØGKACIAKØÝNNDIMGØSHQNTGHNTSØ
the centuries.
On the 12th of October, 1918 as farmers
where preparing to gather their sheep for winter, Katla suddenly awoke. The eruption started
with earthquakes followed in a matter of hours
by the formation of an ashplume with lightning
AMDØ ONIRNMNTRØ GARERØ AMDØ AØ GKACIEQØ ÝNNDØ 4HEØ
ONVEQFTKØfȫĥJTKHKATObØÝNND ØVHICHØVARØÜKKEDØVISHØ
debris and large chunks of ice originating from
the glacier, scoured everything in its path. There
was so much debris that the coastline of Iceland
actually extended a few kilometres to the south.
This eruption is one of the largest and most powerful eruptions in the 20th century.
In October 2018, a hundred years had passed
since the occurrence of this eruption. To commemorate this event, Katla Geopark hosted and

co-planned an open and free two-day conference
in the small coastal town of Vík. Nationally recognized experts were brought together from several disciplines to educate the public, addressing
UAQINTRØ SNOICRØ KIMJEDØ SNØ +ASKA Ø SHEØ EÛECSØ SHEØ
eruption had on the area and what would happen if Katla should erupt again in a similar way
today. Everyone who attended recieved a printed
book of abstracts which was also published online with free access.
The population of Vík nearly doubled as roughly 400 members attended, travelling from all
over Iceland and thousands watched the livestream online. GEO-schools in Katla Geopark
participated in a special „hands-on“ education
programme led by geohazard experts, introducing monitoring equipment and various proceDTQERØ/MØSHEØRECNMDØDAX ØSVNØGTIDEDØÜEKDØSQIORØ
VISHØBNSHØKNCAKØAMDØEWOEQSØGTIDERØVEQEØNÛEQEDØ
The local people were actively involved. They assisted the Geopark in planning and promoting
the conference and shared their knowledge in
SAKJR Ø ONRSEQØ DIROKAXR Ø AMDØ IMØ GTIDIMGØ ÜEKDØ SQIORØ
Local produce, artwork and food were on display,
AMDØUAQINTRØROECIAKØNÛEQRØIMØSHEØSNVMØVEQEØAKRNØ
included. The conference was a perfect platform
to raise awareness about the geoheritage and
geohazards, and provided a great opportunity to
strengthen the bond between local people and
academia, a great „grass-roots conference“!
Berglind Sigmundsdóttir
berglind@katlageopark.is
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SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT

Adamello Brenta UNESCO Global Geopark, Italy

B?KCJJMÐ PCLR?Ð%CMN?PIÐ
J?SLAFCQÐ£.J?QRGAÐ$PCC¤
a campaign to reduce plastic waste together
with public organizations

T

A formal
moment in
which the
“plastic free”
kit is given
to mayors
from the local
municipalities.
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he Adamello Brenta UNESCO Global Geopark
launched the “Plastic free” campaign by
proposing that public organizations within the
Geopark’s territory should banish the use of disposable plastic. Beginning in June 2019 with a
letter addressed to the 30 municipalities and
4 districts of the Adamello Brenta area, the
Geopark invited the public organizations to share
a worthwhile project which aims to progressively
eliminate the use of disposable plastic in public buildings (town halls, schools, etc) and from
events promoted by touristic bodies that are
supported by public funding. In the letter, the
Geopark appealed to the responsibility of public
bodies, also referring to advice from the European Community, regarding the increasing problem
of plastic waste in the environment. The negative impact of plastic waste in polluting the ecosystem at a global level is increasingly obvious
and alarming, as is the discovery of microplastic particles in apparently pristine environments
such as high altitude glaciers. The proposal has
two aims. Firstly, for the Geopark’s municipalities
and public bodies to sign a protocol committing
them to reduce plastic waste to a minimum level
by the end of 2020. Also to raise awareness of
the protocol among local touristic associations
that organize public events. Reducing plastic
waste can be achieved by replacing plastic cups
and plates with biodegradable or even reusable crockery, and also by organizing educational campaigns in schools to raise awareness of
the need to address this issue. Secondly, the
Geopark will give each municipality 1,000 kits,
each containing totally biodegradable crockery,
cutlery sets and napkins for use during social
events organized in the Adamello Brenta territory. In this way the municipalities can inform the
local associations organizing such events and
can also encourage and raise awareness among
participants of the need to abandon plastic and
adopt the use of eco-friendly materials during

Traditional
food served in
“plastic free”
containers.
events and in their daily lives. A choice that the
Adamello Brenta UGGp already made 10 years
ago. One of the Geopark’s roles is to encourage
public bodies inside the Adamello Brenta region
to adopt good practices and behaviour that protects the environment.
At the launching of the project, the Adamello
Brenta organized an outdoor event in the heart
of the Geopark where all the people involved
could meet and discuss the important issue of
plastic waste.
4NØÜMAMCEØSHIRØAMDØNSHEQØQEKASEDØOQNȫECSR ØSHEØ
Executive Board of the Adamello Brenta Nature
Park and UNESCO Global Geopark has recently
established the “Incentive Plan 2019”.
Chiara Grassi dichiaramente@gmail.com
Vajolet Masè vajolet.mase@pnab.it

The Geopark’s
plastic free cup.

The contribution of Arouca
EPGAMJ?ÐÐ%CMDMMBÐGLGRG?RGTCQÐ
for Sustainable Development
in Arouca Geopark

Farmers,
contributors
to the Geofood
initiative in
Arouca UGGp,
display their
products to the
public.

I

n order to maintain its leading position as a susSAIMABKEØ DEUEKNOLEMSØ SEQQISNQXØ AMDØ RIGMIÜCAMCEØ
as a geotourism destination, the Arouca UNESCO
Global Geopark must respond to challenges created
by new market trends in supply and demand. At the
same time it is imperative to prepare for the future,
SNØ DIÛEQEMSIASEØ AMDØ CQEASEØ LNQEØ ADDISINMAKØ UAKTEØ
and become increasingly competitive. In achieving
this, a strategy involving a short food supply chain
CNTKDØLAJEØAØDIÛEQEMCE
Since 2017, Arouca Agricola & Geofood initiatives
were developed in the Arouca UGGp integrating
agrofood, territory, education, tourism, health, susSAIMABIKISXØAMDØÝAUNTQØAMDØOQNLNSIMGØHEAKSHXØKIFEstyles.
The Arouca Agricola initiative currently has 62
members consisting of small local farms that have
provided more than 50 tons of fruit and vegetables
during the last three years.
The Geofood initiative was implemented as a
response to the promotion of local food, local development and the promotion of healthier and sustainable lifestyles. Currently, fruit and vegetables,
from local farmers are consumed in six local restaurants and four primary schools supported and

SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT

Arouca UNESCO Global Geopark, Portugal

recommended by Geofood.
In 2017 and 2018, the Geofood initiative received
HNMNQABKEØ QECNGMISINMØ IMØ SVNØ DIÛEQEMSØ CASEGNQIERØ
at the Portuguese National contest of Food and
Nutrition Awards.
Recently, Geofood Itineraries was launched as a
pilot project in Arouca UGGp making it possible for
tourists to discover, in Geopark guided tours, farms,
local agricultural practices and local products. The
tours also include information about geology, geography, biology, archaeology and history.
The Geofood initiative, which was started by the
partners Magma Geopark (Norway), Odsherred
Geopark (Denmark), Rokua Geopark (Finland), ReyJȫAMERØ 'ENOAQJØ )CEKAMD Ø IRØ BECNLIMGØ SHEØ NÞCIAKØ
brand and network for local food development in
UNESCO Global Geoparks. Nowadays the Geofood
Network provides a strong opportunity to promote
regional development, local resources and products
for the smart, inclusive and sustainable growth of
European Regions, and for simultaneously contributing to the United Nations Agenda 2030 for Sustainable development.
Antonio Duarte
antonio.duarte@aroucageopark.pt
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English Riviera UNESCO Global Geopark, UK

A new Associate Partner
Scheme for 2019

One of
the new
interpretation
panels in
the English
Riviera
UNESCO
Global
Geopark.

T

he English Riviera UNESCO Global Geopark in
the United Kingdom, has signed up fourteen local
BTRIMERRERØAMDØCNARSAKØIMISIASIUERØSNØBECNLEØNÞCIAKØ
Associate Partners of the Geopark.
A number of local organizations were invited to
join the new scheme this summer and become ofÜCIAKØ !RRNCIASEØ 0AQSMEQRØ BECATREØ NFØ SHEIQØ CTKSTQAK Ø
environmental, historical connection or proximity to
key sites of interest around Torbay.
Supporting the work of the long standing core
partners, the new Associate Partners will play a
vital role in raising awareness of the English Riviera’s UNESCO Global Geopark designation and the
importance of Torbay’s geological heritage both in
history and society today. They will work with the
Geopark team to give local people a sense of pride
in the area, and help them to further understand why
a Geopark designation is so special.
Melanie Border, English Riviera UNESCO Global
Geopark Co-ordinator, said “The variety of work
carried out by some of our Associate Partners demonstrates how naturally inspiring Torbay is and how
UNESCO Global Geoparks are not just about rocks.
Each of our core and associate partners raise awareness of the unique landscape we live in, in their own
special way whether it be through art, physical activity, learning or relaxation. The new scheme has already
opened up a wealth of opportunities, for example a
new Geopark Ambassador Artist Programme has been
established by the Artizan Gallery who were one of the
ÞRSTÚORGANISATIONSÚTOÚJOINÚTHEÚSCHEMEd
Associate Partners of the English Riviera UNESCO
Global Geopark represent a range of categories including; Art & Culture, Coastal Conservation, Education, Exploration, and Food & Drink. Each of the
partners demonstrates the Geopark’s diversity to local residents and national and international visitors.
Jessica Churchill-Bissett from Torbay Cleaner
Coasts Initiative said; c"EINGÚ ANÚ OàCIALÚ !SSOCIATEÚ
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Partner of the English Riviera UNESCO Global Geopark
means we can support each other’s objectives to protect and enhance Torbay and its amazing geology and
wildlife, helping it to continue to be an amazing place
to live and visit, for people and wildlife alike”.
4NØ CNIMCIDEØ VISHØ SHEØ /ÞCIAKØ !RRNCIASEØ 0AQSMEQØ
announcement, new interpretation panels were installed throughout the English Riviera UNESCO
Global Geopark with a brand new colourful and engaging design. Each of the panels tells the history of
the Geopark at the site where it is located, provides
suggestions for an exploratory walk together with
key Geopark information. In addition, all key and
associate partners have been provided with an ‘A’
frame board for display outside their business, which
RSASERØSHASØSHEXØAQEØAMØNÞCIAKØOAQSMEQØAMDØIMCKTDERØ
details of other key Geopark sites across the entire
area.
Further information can be found via the English Riviera
UNESCO Global Geoparks website.
Melanie Border
m.border@englishrivierageopark.org.uk

A group of
ambassadors
for the English
Riviera UNESCO
Global Geopark.

Driving change through
green travel

Using an
electric car
charging
station in
Ireland.

F

forest Fawr UNESCO Global Geopark is taking action to become a greener Geopark. By
aiming to travel sustainably and reduce its carbon footprint, the Geopark wants to inspire more
Geoparks to consider how they travel in the future.
Fforest Fawr Geopark is currently one of
twelve partners working together on the Atlantic
'ENOAQJRØ OQNȫECS Ø CN ÜMAMCEDØ BXØ SHEØ %TQNOEAMØ
Regional Development Fund through the Interreg Atlantic Area Programme, who are required
to travel to coordination meetings twice a year.
The last meeting took place in June 2019 at
Marble Arch UNESCO Global Geopark. Fforest
Fawr Geopark decided to make the trip more enUIQNMLEMSAKKXØFQIEMDKXØBXØAUNIDIMGØÝXIMGØAMDØBXØ
travelling the 730 mile round trip from Wales to
Ireland mainly in an electric vehicle (EV).
!KAMØ "NVQIMG Ø 'ENOAQJØ $EUEKNOLEMSØ /ÞCEQØ
AMDØ #KAQIRRAØ 0QICE Ø 'ENOAQJØ -AQJESIMGØ /ÞCEQ Ø
set out from the town of Brecon in a Hyundai
Kona EV. The Brecon Beacons National Park Authority, the Geopark’s lead partner, currently has
AØÝEESØNFØFNTQØEKECSQICØUEHICKERØVHICHØSHEØ'ENOArk uses for as many journeys as possible. The
Authority is working hard to reduce its carbon
ELIRRINMRØAMDØVIKKØIMCQEAREØISRØ%6ØONNKØÝEESØFQNLØ

four to seven EVs by 2020. With regards to green
travel and tourism, the Brecon Beacons National
Park and Fforest Fawr Geopark already has 7 EV
chargers in place for public use.
The route to and from Marble Arch was plotted using ZapMap which shows charging points
along the way. Ireland has an established network of charging points and whilst overnighting
at accommodation and visiting geosites it was
possible to charge the EV. The ferry crossing
the Irish Sea was equipped with charging points
which can be booked ahead. Recharging points in
rural Wales are still uncommon, Ireland proved to
BEØKEADIMGØIMØSHIRØÜEKD ØBTSØLNQEØVIKKØBEØIMRSAKKEDØ
in Wales. However, it is necessary to check in advance that the points are a) compatible and b)
available. The EV used by Fforest Ffawr Geopark
has a range of 280 miles and ‘range anxiety’ did
not impact negatively on the journey.
Fforest Fawr Geopark’s journeys to meetings,
training and events are completed using an EV or
public transport whenever it is possible to avoid
ÝXIMGØ7ISHØOQNȫECS BAREDØVNQJ ØFNQØEWALOKEØSHEØ
Atlantic Geopark Project where partners are in
DIÛEQEMSØCNTMSQIER ØUIDENØCNMFEQEMCIMGØIRØAMØIMcreasingly useful tool in striving to further reduce carbon footprints. Fforest Ffawr Geopark’s
use of an EV vehicle to attend the meeting in
Marble Arch Geopark sparked many conversations amongst project partners. Conversations
that need to be continued! Trying to be ‘green’ is
not straightforward, but is an essential contribution to address the global climate crisis. Along
with other Geoparks in the Global Geoparks
Network, Fforest Fawr Geopark is working hard
to demonstrate that travel and tourism can be
more sustainable, helping to protect the diversity
of planet Earth’s natural and cultural heritage for
present and future generations.
Clarissa Price clarissa.price@beacons-npa.gov.uk
'ENOAQJØ-AQJESIMGØ/ÞCEQ

SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT

Fforest Fawr UNESCO Global Geopark, Wales, UK

Arriving by
Hyundai Kona
EV at the Slieve
Russel Hotel,,
Marble Arch
UNESCO Global
Geopark.
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Magma UNESCO Global Geopark, Norway

2FCÐ%#-DMMBÐ@P?LBÐ*MA?JÐ
?LBÐ'LRCPL?RGML?JÐAMMNCP?RGMLÐ

Examples
of GEOfood
products
from UNESCO
Global
Geoparks.

M

agma UNESCO Global Geopark (MUGGp) is
a rural Geopark, located in the south west of
Norway. It is characterized by a low density popTKASINMØ AMDØ AØ KNCAKØ ECNMNLXØ BAREDØ NMØ SHEØ ÜRHIMGØ
industry and agriculture.
Since 2015 MUGGp has endeavored to strengthen the connection and cooperation between local
producers in developing the GEOfood brand together with other Nordic Geoparks. The GEOfood brand
aims to emphasize the authenticity of products,
producers and restaurants within UNESCO Global
Geopark territories. The idea stems from the need
to connect the food and raw materials with their
area of provenance, highlighting the connection
with the Geopark’s unique geodiversity. The geoKNGICAKØDIUEQRISXØVISHIMØEACHØ'ENOAQJØIMÝTEMCERØSHEØ
unique variety of food products which characterize
Geopark territories around the globe. The brand
CEQSIÜERØSHEØCNLLISLEMSØNFØSHEØ'ENOAQJØIMØVNQJIMGØ
with local communities, focusing on local food as a
source for a sustainable economy. It promotes rural
development practices by enhancing awareness of
the importance of soil diversity for biodiversity and
agricultural production. GEOfood is a tool for UNESCO Global Geoparks to promote their territories in
a holistic approach encompassing food traditions,
cultures, agricultural processes and human rela-
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tionships. The criteria for the adoption of the brand
are quite simple and inclusive and Geoparks are encouraged to use these. Currently ten UGGps have
implemented this approach. (www.geofood.no).
The use of the brand for international partnership is available upon request to the MUGGp sara@
magmageopark.com. The GEOfood brand has been
the main reason for MUGPp’s involvement with the
252)4!'%ØOQNȫECSØÜMAMCEDØBXØSHEØ%TQNOEAMØ#NLmission within the the framework of the H2020
Programme. The project focuses on cultural heritage as a tool for sustainable development in rural
areas, underlining the role of the GEOfood project
for local communities (more information at:www.
ruritage.eu). In future months, Magma UNESCO
Global Geopark will work closely on other project
proposals involving more UNESCO Global Geoparks
with the aim to expand and strengthen the GEOfood
philosophy worldwide. Video of GEOfood is available on Youtube-Magma Geopark channel.
Sara Gentilini
Cathrine Johannessen Skogen
Pål Thjømøe
Elvegaten 23 ,4370 Egersund
post@magmageopark.com
www.magmageopark.com

2MECRFCPÐDMPÐMSPÐ$SRSPCÐ Ð
Climate protection
is environmental protection

SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT

Ore of the Alps UNESCO Global Geopark, Austria

Gert Furtmüller
explains the
ecological
footprint using
the “Ecological
Footprint
Table”.
(© Nadine
Guggenberger).

Horst
Ibetsberger
answers the
students’
questions at the
Ice Age Station
in the Visitor
Centre.
(© Nadine
Guggenberger).

The “Ecological
Footprint Table”
illustrates
the ecological
footprint
of selected
nations.
(© Horst Ibetsberger)

“T

ogether for our Future” is an initiative of the
Ore of the Alps UNESCO Global Geopark,
which derives from the “Fridays for Future”
movement. For a UNESCO Global Geopark it is a
must to join this initiative to inform people about
the global climate “Early - Today - Tomorrow”.
On this occasion a LEADER project was initiated. This project focuses on climate development
with posters (Climate in Spaceship Earth, Snowball Earth, Tropical Heat before the Ice Age, The
Ice Age in which we live, Green Alps - End of the Ice
Age, Climate Change - Now and Today), and installations (Signature Wall, Ecological Footprint Table,
Footprint Calculators). These indoor facilities in
the Geopark Visitor Centre are complemented
by a theme wall in the area of the outside entrance. Here, information is provided for beginners about biodiversity, soils, insects, adapting to
climate change and forest protection.
Under the slogan “Together for our Future” or
“Climate protection is Environmental Protection”,
the Ore of the Alps UNESCO Global Geopark together with the Bischofshofen Tourism Association and the Climate Change Adaptation Region

Pongau, initiated an action day for schools. This
took place at the beginning of the International
Climate Week on 20 September 2019 inside and
in front of the Geopark Visitor Centre in Bischofs
hofen.
On the day of the action, a group of experts
gathered in front of the Visitor Centre to provide pupils with comprehensive information and
answers to their questions. Outdoors, the use
of plastic bottles in Austria and globally was
demonstrated with a provocative installation.
!SØ Ø ALØ SHEØ ÜQRSØ RCHNNKØ CKARRERØ AQQIUEDØ
Each class, supervised by an expert, went through
ÜUEØ RSASINMRØ )MISIAKKX Ø -AQJTRØ (ĕTOKØ IMFNQLEDØ
the children about UNESCO Global Geoparks.
!àEQVAQDRØ SHEXØ VEMSØ SNØ SHEØ GENKNGICAKØ CHQNMological table and to the Ice Age Station. The
Climate, Weather and Forecasts Station, which
was supervised by Claudia Riedl, and the Climate
Change Adaptation Station, which was superUIREDØBXØ.ADIMEØ'TGGEMBEQGEQ ØQNTMDEDØNÛØSHEØ
Climate Tour. Each station occupied the children
for about 15 minutes, then the school class was
passed on.
The climate action day inspired 16 school
classes. 400 pupils between 6 and 16 years in
age listened to the explanations of the lecturers. Countless questions were asked and answered by the experts. The Austrian National
Television (ORF) broadcasted a report about the
event which was also reported in many newspapers. Due to the great success and the great
demand from other schools, an additional day of
action will take place in autumn 2019. Further
action days on other topics such as biodiversity,
soils, mountain hazards etc. will follow every six
months. The Climate Action Days will be included
in the Geopark’s calendar of events and should
be imitated by as many other UNESCO Geoparks
as possible.
Horst Ibetsberger, Geoscientist Geopark Ore of the
Alps, ooaa@sbg.at, www.geopark-erzderalpen.at
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The Rocca di Cerere UNESCO Global Geopark, Italy

&MQRGLEÐRFCÐQRSBWÐTGQGRÐ
on “Enhancement of ancient
@GMBGTCPQGRWÐGLÐRFCÐ?EPG ASJRSP?JÐ
District”

T

he study visit “The valorisation of ancient biodiversity in the agri-cultural district” was held in
Aidone and organized by the LEADER National Rural
Network and by the Rocca di Cerere Geopark. The
study visit provided a delegation of Italian Local
Actions Groups (LAGs) (from Lombardy, Piedmont,
Abruzzo, Sardinia, Campania) with an opportunity
to share Rocca di Cerere UNESCO Global Geopark’s
experience in local development. This focuses on an
integrated system of geotourism which promotes
the natural, environmental and cultural resources
of the territory.
The visit also provided an opportunity to evaluate and spread the good practices for local development gained by the Geopark which is in a LEADER funded area. The day included an innovative
visit to the archaeological area of Morgantina and
the archaeological museum of Aidone, conducted
BXØSHEØAQCHAENKNGIRSØ3EQEMAØ2AÞNSSAØ4HEØUIRISØFNcused on the concept of an “agri-cultural district”,
with an emphasis on the interpretation of the cultural landscape and the cultural heritage based on
a multidisciplinary approach that allows us to read
the “cultural wealth” through the application of
Earth sciences.

Participants
visit the
archaeological
area of
Morgantina
and the
archeological
museum of
Aidone.
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Rocca di Cerere Geopark

Participants
engage in
the debate
convened by
Salvatore Troìa
and Giuseppe
Amato.

Participants in the study visit were welcomed
by the representatives of the Archaeological Park
of Morgantina and of the Villa Romana del Casale.
Arch. Liborio Calascibetta and Dr Rosario Patané
contributed actively to all the workshops. In the afternoon the delegation was hosted by Aidone’s Rocca di Cerere Factory for a debate on “Geo-tourism
and its connection with Mediterranean Biodiversity”.
The debate was convened by Salvatore Troìa,
director of the “Rocca di Cerere UNESCO Global
Geopark”, and by Giuseppe Amato, coordinator of
EDTCASINMAKØAMDØRCIEMSIÜCØACSIUISIERØIMØSHEØ'ENOAQJØ
The integrated local development model called
bAGQI CTKSTQAKØDIRSQICSc ØNÛEQRØAMØEWCEKKEMSØNOONQSTnity to strengthen production, support the dissemination of innovative solutions and services, and
encourage the sustainable growth of the territory.
The geological substratum is the “soul” and the
ROECIÜCØ EKELEMSØ NFØ SHEØ CNLOKEWØ b,AMDRCAOEØ 3XRtem”. The main recommendations relate to the role
of geological and geomorphological “history” in the
process of identifying a territory and all its abiotic, biotic and cultural components; the relationship
between the emotional and intangible landscape of
historical events; the role of landscape in the histoQXØNFØ)SAKIAMØÜGTQASIUEØAMDØMAQQASIUEØAQSRØSHEØCTKSTQal value of geo-tourism; the relationship between
development, sustainability and security.
“Earth sciences” aim to present the history of the
FNQLASINMØ NFØ AØ ROECIÜCØ CTKSTQAKØ KAMDRCAOEØ AMDØ ISRØ
physical environment through the “geosites” and
SHEØQNCJR ØRNIKØAMDØVASEQØ)MØAØLNQEØDEÜMEDØRNCIAKØ
OEQROECSIUE Ø b%AQSHØ RCIEMCERcØ NÛEQØ AMØ NOONQSTMISXØ
SNØ AMAKXREØ AØ ROECIÜCØ OAQSØ NFØ SHEØ SEQQISNQX Ø ARØ OEQceived by the population, whose character derives
from the action and interrelations of natural and /
or human factors.
Salvatore Troìa s.tro@libero.it
Fausto Amico amicofausto@libero.it

The Local Quality Pact:
The real support for the Local
Community in Sitia Geopark

The Geopark is
promoted on the
label of a local
product.

Honey, a local
product, is
sold with the
Geopark’s label.

T

Visitors inspect
an olive tree
in a farm
promoted by
Sitia UNESCO
Global Geopark.

SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT

Sitia UNESCO Global Geopark, Greece

hrough shared developments, the Sitia Geopark
has, together with the cooperation of local associations and producers, formulated a standard plan
– the Local Quality Pact- a trademark to support the
production and services provided by the UNESCO
Global Geopark.
The involvement and shared vision of the local
community which can be more powerful than any
legislation is a prerequisite for the sustainable development and success of any programme or project. In
achieving the success of the Local Quality Pact, Sitia
5''O Ø EWOAMDEDØ AMDØ LNDIÜEDØ SHEØ 'ENOAQJØ -AMagement Committee by involving representatives of
cultural associations, representatives from industry
and from the tourism sector, restaurants, shops and
voluntary groups.
What exactly is the Sitia Geopark Local Quality
Pact? It is an agreement between entrepreneurs
operating within the Geopark on the quality of their

products and services. Through the Quality Pact we
want to safeguard and promote the identity of the
region by highlighting: local diversity, traditional
cultivation and processing methods, local produce,
gastronomy, traditions, architecture and generally
the unique culture of the region. Enterprises producIMGØ KNCAKØ OQNDTCSR Ø QERSATQAMSRØ AMDØ RHNORØ NÛEQIMGØ
local cuisine, accommodation, alternative tourism
activities, visiting wineries and farms can join this
programme.
In order to obtain the Geopark’s trademark, an enSEQOQIREØLTRSØLEESØSHEØQEPTIQELEMSRØNFØCEQSIÜCASINMØ
and accept an inspection by the Geopark in order to
CNMÜQLØ CNLOKIAMCEØ VISHØ SHEØ SQADELAQJØ ROECIÜCAtions. These include the function of the enterprises
within the Geopark’s territory; the legal operations
to protect and grow the enterprises; their legitimacy,
utilizing and highlighting the local history and traditions; the use of local products; architecture and
ornamentation that conforms with the territories
unique identity; promoting the whole area of the
Geopark and promoting the trademark in business
partnerships.
Businesses have a lot to gain:
dØ&QEE ØSAQGESEDØAMDØCNMSIMTNTRØUIRIBIKISX
dØ2ECIOIEMSRØNFØSHEØSQADELAQJØAQEØOQNLNSEDØAMDØADvertised by the Geopark and have priority in all actions organized to promote the Geopark.
dØ"TRIMERRERØVISHØSHEØSQADELAQJØVIKKØHAUEØSHEØEWCKTsive priority of hosting guest groups from all over
the world.
dØ %MSEQOQIRERØ VISHØ SHEØ SQADELAQJØ AQEØ OQNLNSEDØ NMØ
the Geopark’s website which has a section dedicatEDØFNQØCEQSIÜEDØBTRIMERRER
Evangelos Perakis Geopark perakisv@sitia.gr
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Basque Coast UNESCO Global Geopark, Spain

We got it!

Geo-quotes, a special way to celebrate
the Green Card in the Basque Coast Geopark.

A visitor to
the Geopark
experiences
the outcome of
the Geo-quotes
initiative.

T

The green text
is displayed
in the most
prominent sites
in town.
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he Basque Coast Geopark was successfully
revalidated for another four years with the
designation as a UNESCO Global Geopark. It is
the second time that The Basque Coast Geopark
has been able to renew its place in the Global
Geoparks Network without any necessary corrective action being detected.
The news was received with enormous satisfaction by the three municipalities that make up
the Basque Coast Geopark: Deba, Mutriku and Zumaia. The recognition encourages the Geoparkea
SNØQEDNTBKEØEÛNQSRØSNØOQEREQUEØAMDØOQNLNSEØSHEØ
natural and cultural heritage.
The participation and involvement of the local
population is fundamental for the sustainability
of a Geopark. In order to share and celebrate this
recognition with the entire community that is part
of the Geopark, an innovative marketing action
called Geo-quotes was designed.
The Geo-quotes strategy focused on online and
NßIMEØ LAQJESIMGØ ACSIUISIERØ "AREDØ NMØ SHEØ ONR-

itive comments from visitors about The Basque
Coast Geopark in social media and other fora,
green texts were painted on the pavements and
special postcards were produced and sent to the
Geopark’s inhabitants. Lately, pictures of the texts
VEQEØ ONRSEDØ NMØ 'ENOAQJEAØ RNCIAKØ LEDIAØ OQNÜKERØ
together with the production of a video summary.
This marketing technique was considered as
a way to show how lucky people should feel to
be part of such an environment and to make
them conscious about the importance of taking
care of it. So, this initiative helped The Basque
Coast Geopark to make people aware about the
meaning of the Green Card and to appreciate the
importance of what it means to achieve this recognition.
Geoparkea Green Card video: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=oKiSYPVP62s
Leire Barriuso geogarapen@geogarapen.com
Asier Hilario ÝXRCH GIOTYJNAETR

The postcard
sent to every
one of the
9,000 houses
in the Basque
Coast UGGp.

£$PSGRÐRPCCQÐMDÐRFCÐWC?P¤

the taste of the territory and protection of biodiversity
(Global Agenda 2030, SDG 15).

SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT

Bergstrasse-Odenwald UNESCO Global Geopark,
Germany

N

The information
panel providing
information about
the origin, time to
harvest, storage
time, growing
conditions
and use of the
a*@JAÛÖDHQBG@NEDJb

Photograph of
an established
a*@JAÛÖDHQBG@NEDJbÖ
tree in the
Geo-Naturpark
Bergstrasse
Odenwald.

owadays, everyone is talkby a relevant product for each
ing about nature and the
“Fruit tree of the year”.
diversity of animals, plants and
4HEØ ÜØQRSØ FQTISØ UAQIESXØ SNØ BEØ
habitats. There is no doubt that
named at the start of the protheir protection is vital for the
ject in 2016 was the “Spitzrasurvival of mankind – we are
bau”, a greyish-green, whitepart of the ecosystem, living
ÝØERHEDØ AOOKE Ø VHICHØ IRØ NMKXØ
with and from it. Protecting
rarely found growing in the
KNCAKØ ÝØNQAØ AMDØ FATMAØ IRØ AMØ IL
Bergstrasse-Odenwald
reportant aspect of this task. In
gion. A planting programme
this context, the conservation
has done much to improve the
of old, regional fruit varieties is
presence of the Spitzrabau in
something that is close to the
the region. The project partheart of the Geo-Naturepark
MEQ ØSHEØDIRSIKKEQXØb/DEMVĕKDEQØ
Bergstrasse-Odenwald (UNE"QĕMDEb Ø CQEASEDØ AMØ AOOKEØ KI
SO Global Geopark). In collaboqueur as an associated prodration with the “Rescuers of the
uct.
Meadow Orchard” (StreuobstThe pear variety “Schweizer
wiesenretter), the Geo-NaWasserbirne”, Fruit of the Year
turepark initiated the award
2017, is especially suited for
“Fruit Variety of the Year”. This
producing must (unfermented
programme draws attention
juice). Now rare, it was once a
Geo-Naturpark Bergstrasse
to our meadow orchards and
common variety in the region.
.CDLU@JCÖÛÖWDPÖEMPÖRGDÖ%PSHRÖ The associated product was a
their importance as a habitat for
Tree of the Year 2019 – the
numerous species, while at the
pear brandy. In 2018 a tasty varia*@JAÛÖDHQBG@NEDJb
same time it serves to preserve
ety of cherry, the “Schwarze Fallocal fruit varieties.
ter”, was named Fruit of the Year
The Geo-Naturepark produces annually a free and was planted in a wonderful cherry orchard
ÝØXEQØ ARØ OAQSØ NFØ SHIRØ OQNGQALLEØ AMDØ IMRSAKKRØ IM
near Bensheim. The juice was transformed into a
formation panels for each planted tree with the SARSXØCHEQQXØKIPTETQØ4HEØAOOKEØb+AKBÝØEIRCHAOFEKc Ø
aim of increasing the awareness of the local res- Fruit of the Year 2019, had all but disappeared
idents. Additionally the Geo-Naturepark presents from the region. Now as a result of the award,
each of the member communities with a “Fruit many saplings have been planted all over the retree of the year”. The programme is augmented gion. Tasty dried apple rings were added to the
product range.
The Fruit of the Year programme is the means
with which the Geo-Naturepark and its partners
encourage regional biological diversity. This is a
continuing endeavour towards safeguarding our
basis of life and protecting nature. As such the
Geo-Naturepark provides an important contribution towards the Global Agenda 2030 (Sustainability Goal No. 15, Life on Land, biological diversity).
Jutta Weber j.weber@geo-naturpark.de
Roland Mayer r.mayer@geo-naturpark.de

Planting
saplings of the
a*@JAÛÖDHQBG@NEDJbÖ
in the Fruit of the
Year programme
2019.
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SPPCLÍ?LBÍ!JGˑQÍMDÍ+MFCPÍ3,#1!-Í%JM@?JÍ%CMN?PI Í
Ireland

2FCÐ*C?BGLEÐ0MJCÐMDÐ5MKCLÐ
GLÐRFCÐ SPPCLÐ?LBÐ!JG˾QÐMDÐ+MFCPÐ
3%%N
G

ender equality and the empowering of women are key components of sustainable socioeconomic development championed by UNESCO
and UNESCO Global Geoparks. Across the world
and in all cultures equality of opportunity and
pay for women, while improving, is still aspiraSINMAKØIMØLAMXØAQEARØ7ISHIMØSHEØ"TQQEMØAMDØ#KIÛRØ
of Moher UNESCO Global Geopark, one of our
main partner organizations, the Burren Ecotourism Network (BEN), has developed and grown
largely through the activities of women since it
VARØÜQRSØERSABKIRHEDØIMØØ"%.ØHARØBEEMØAMØ
integral part of all our national and international
awards for local food product development and
best practice in environmental awareness and
management (EDEN Gastronomy award 2016;
National Geographic Destination Leadership
award 2016; Chambers Ireland Local Authority
award 2018). While the activities of BEN have
received a lot of applause and attention, the key
role of the women behind the scenes and the role
of women in other key agencies have not.
We present here a list of some of the female
leaders in our community, a brief outline of what
SHEXØDNØAMDØVEØRTGGERSØSHASØHAUIMGØAØRIGMIÜCAMSØ
number of female leaders and role models is an
example of best practice for all Geoparks
&DP@JCHLDÖ$LPHFGRÖ Ö#HPDBRMPÖ"JHÙQÖMEÖ,MGDPÖ
Visitor Experience

dØ"QIGISSAØ#TQSIMØ Ø/VMEQØ"TQQEMØ3LNJEHNTRE
dØ%UAØ(EGAQSXØ Ø/VMEQØ"TQQEMØ&QEEØ2AMGEØ0NQJØ
and Glamping
dØ&QAMCERØ#NMMNKEØ Ø/VMEQØ"TQQEMØ&IMEØ7IMER
dØ(EKEMØ"QNVMEØ Ø/VMEQØ$NNKIMØ#AUE
dØ-EGAMØ'QIMDQNDØ Ø/ÞCEQØ)MØ#HAQGEØ$NNKIMØ
Coast Guard
dØ.TAKAØ-TKPTEEMXØ Ø/VMEQ$IQECSNQØ!IKKVEEØ
Cave/Birds of Prey/Burren Gold cheese
dØ*NAMØ(ALIKSNMØ Ø-AQJESIMGØ$IQECSNQØ$NNKIM!ran Ferries
dØ-AQXØ(AVJERØ'QEEMEØ Ø/VMEQ$IQECSNQØ"TQQEMØ
College of Art
dØ$NQEEMØ$QEMMAMØ Ø/VMEQØ$NQEEMØ$QEMMAMØ!QS
dØ3AQAHØ&NTRSØ Ø/VMEQØ&NTRSØ!QSØ'AKKEQX
dØ3INBHĒMØ0NVEQØ Ø'ENKNGIRSØ'ENKNGICAKØ3TQUEXØ
Ireland
dØ3HAQNMØ-AKNMEØ Ø3AKERØ-AMAGEQØ&AKKRØ(NSEK
dØ2NIRIMØ'AQUEXØ Ø#NTMSXØ#NTMCIKKNQ
dØ*NAMØ4AQLEXØ Ø!CSIMGØ4NTQIRLØ/ÞCEQØ#KAQEØ
County Council
dØ4IMAØ/a$VXEQØ Ø/VMEQ$IQECSNQØ4HEØSNTQIRLØ
Space
dØ+AQEMØ&NKEXØ Ø%MUIQNMLEMSAKØ!VAQEMERRØ/FÜCEQØ#KAQEØ#NTMSXØ#NTMCIK
dØ-EQCEDERØ6AQNMAØ Ø/VMEQ&NTMDEQØ"EEØ,NUEDØ
Skin Care
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dØ+AQEMØ#NTQSMEXØ^Ø/VMEQØ3SNME#TSSEQRØ+ISCHEMØ
Restaurant
dØ4QINMAØ-AKNMXØ^Ø%UEMSRØ#NNQDIMASNQØ(NSEKØ
Doolin
dØ"AQBAQEAØ-AQIMØ^Ø/VMEQØ#ARAØ#ENIKØ""
dØ3NMȫAØ/a"QIEMØ^Ø/VMEQ$IQECSNQØ"NGHIKKØ#EMSQE
dØ"QĝDØ&AHXØ^Ø/VMEQ$IQECSNQØ,IMAKKAØ)CEØ#QEAL
dØ-NMAØ(XMERØ^Ø6ICEØ0QIMCIOAKØ,IRDNNMUAQMAØ
Secondary School
dØöIMEØ-AQSIMØ^Ø(EADØNFØ3AKERØ(NSEKØ$NNKIM
dØ+AXEØ-AAHRØ^Ø!QSIRS/VMEQØVVVJAXELAAHR
com
dØ#IAQAØ/a(AKKNQAMØ^Ø#N FNTMDEQØ2EDBAMJØ3EAfood Company
dØ3INBHAMØ+IMGØ^Ø#KIEMSØ3EQUICERØ/ÞCEQØ7IKDØ
atlantic Way: Fáilte Ireland
dØ-AQGAQESØ#NSSEQØ^Ø2TQAKØ$EUEKNOLEMSØ/ÞCEQØ
Clare County Council
Not included in picture:
dØ2APTEKØ.NBNAØ^Ø/VMEQØ&IàXØ3HADERØ'QEEMEQØ
dØ,ATQAØ#NSSEQØ^Ø#NLLTMICASINMRØ#NNQDIMASNQØ
EU –Interreg Atlantic Geoparks Project
dØ%LLAØ'KAMUIKKEØ^Ø2AMGEQØ.ASINMAKØ0AQJRØAMDØ
Wildlife service
dØ0EMMXØ"AQKESSØ^Ø2AMGEQØ.ASINMAKØ0AQJRØAMDØ
Wildlife service
dØ-AQIEØ-C'ATQAMØ^Ø/VMEQØ"TQQEMØEWOEQIEMCEØ
Guided walks
dØ-AQXØ'AQDIMEQØ^Ø/VMEQØ"AKKIMRHEEMØ(NTRE
dØ*NAMMAØ-C)MEQMEXØ^Ø$IQECSNQØ"TQQEMØ/TSDNNQØ
Education and Training Centre
dØ/QKAØ6ATGHAMØ^Ø/VMEQØ6ATGHAMaRØ)MM
dØ3ADIEØ#HNVEMØ^Ø#N NVMEQØ"TQQEMØ0EQFTLEQX
Dr Doyle acknowledges the support of Clare
County Council and the Geological
Survey Ireland.
Dr. Eamon Doyle edoyle@clarecoco.ie

Introducing
some of the
female leaders
in Burren and
"JHÙQÖMEÖ,MGDPÖ
UNESCO Global
Geopark.

A Question of Marketing
GLÐRFCÐ!F?@J?GQÐ3,#1!-Ð
%JM@?JÐ%CMN?PI Ð$P?LAC

The Tourist
.ÜBDÖ@LCÖ
Geopark
Partners
Workshop, May
2019.

T

he Chablais territory in France worked hard
to integrate into the Global Geopark NetVNQJØIMØØØ-AMXØNFØSHEØÜQRSØIMISIASIUERØDQIUEMØ
forward by the newly designated Geopark were
designed to continue its integration within the
territory and improve the Geopark’s visibility.
Following the creation of the new UNESCO label
“UNESCO Global Geoparks” in 2015 the Chablais
sought to clarify how it marketed the brand. The
Geopark started to reconsider how to promote
the UGGp label and communicate with greater
EÞCIEMCXØ VISHØ ISRØ KNCAKØ ONOTKASINMØ AMDØ UIRISNQRØØ
The Chablais UGGp is already a very well frequented mainstream tourist destination.
Generally high numbers of the local population
AMDØ ONKISICIAMRØ ASØ DIÛEQEMSØ KEUEKRØ AQEØ MNSØ NMKXØ
able to recount that the Chablais is a UNESCO
Global Geopark but are also proud of this fact.
(NVEUEQ ØVHEMØARJEDØFNQØAØDEÜMISINM ØAKKØOAQSIERØ
FNTMDØAØQERONMREØDIÞCTKSØSNØFNQLTKASEØØ'EMEQAKly, answers were founded upon personal experience: individual visits to geosites, geosite events,
training courses for local guides, and educational activities in schools. When working with partMEQRØIMØSNTQIRSØNÞCERØNQØUIRISNQØASSQACSINMR ØSHEXØ
struggled to pinpoint the Chablais UGGp’s brand
promise.
The Geopark, aware of this shortfall, sought to
revise its communication and marketing. Initially,
it sought to harmonize its work with the existing
policies presented in documents and websites
produced by UNESCO and the Global Geopark
Network. However, having studied the general
content and communications presented on the

DIÛEQEMSØ OKASFNQLR Ø SHEØ #HABKAIRØ 5''OØ MEEDEDØ
additional marketing elements. Consequently a
communications and marketing consultant was
engaged to assist in the development of the
Geopark’s role.
Initial work established that the priority audience was our local population and visitors who
would be experiencing the Chablais in a leisure
capacity. This audience needs to quickly underRSAMDØSHEØCNQEØ'ENOAQJØUAKTERØAMDØVHASØISØNÛEQRØ
A series of workshops were organized with parSICIOAMSRØFQNLØSNTQIRSØNÞCERØAMDØSHEØ'ENOAQJaRØ
partners. Working together, stakeholders were
encouraged to express what they liked and understood about the Geopark and they also explored visitor needs in the territory. A second
VNQJRHNOØ KNNJEDØ ASØ AKKØ SHEØ DIÛEQEMSØ NÛEQRØ IMcluding promotional material, the Geopark partnership scheme and our geosites. It also probed
VHASØSHEØ#HABKAIRØ5''OØDNERØMNSØNÛEQ ØBTSØSHASØ
clients seek.
The workstream concluded with the development of a series of action points for the Chablais
UGGp to address. These involved creating a
communication kit for our tourism partners (A
Geopark Language Toolkit) and a set of guidelines for our institutional partners (mainly our 62
municipalities). The actions are being addressed
and new toolkits and training programmes are
being launched. In order to assess the success
of this initiative, Chablais UGGp will monitor and
CNLOAQEØSHEØEÛECSIUEMERRØNFØIMSEGQASIMGØØSHEREØ
ACSINMRØVISHØSHNREØNFØNTQØDIÛEQEMSØOAQSMEQRØØ
S Justice coordinationgeopark@siac-chablais.fr
A Giroux tourisme@siac-chablais.fr

SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT

Chablais UNESCO Global Geopark, France

The revised
Chablais UGGp
tourist map
using the new
marketing
approach
developed in
collaboration
with the
Geopark’s
partners.
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The European Geopa

The Network consists of 74 Geoparks in 2
34

www.european

arks Network today

EUROPEAN GEOPARKS NETWORK 2019
Under the auspices of UNESCO

24 European countries (February 2020)

ngeoparks.org
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GLOBAL GEOPARKS
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1 Haute-Provence Geopark

FRANCE

38 Tuscan Mining Park Geopark

ITALY

2 Vulkaneifel Geopark

GERMANY

39 Vikos – Aoos Geopark

GREECE

3 Lesvos Island Geopark

GREECE

40 Muskauer Faltenbogen / àuk MuĪakowa

4 Psiloritis Geopark

GREECE

GERMANY &
POLAND

5 TERRA.vita Geopark

GERMANY

41 Sierra Norte de Sevilla Geopark

SPAIN

6 Copper Coast Geopark

IRELAND

42 Burren and Cliffs of Moher Geopark

IRELAND

7 Marble Arch Caves Geopark

IRELAND & UK

43 Katla Geopark

ICELAND

8 Madonie Geopark

ITALY

44 Massif des Bauges Geopark

FRANCE

9 Rocca di Cerere Geopark

ITALY

45 Apuan Alps Geopark

ITALY

10 Styrian Eisenwurzen Geopark

AUSTRIA

46 Villuercas-Ibores-Jara Geopark

SPAIN

11 Bergstraße-Odenwald Geopark

GERMANY

47 Chablais Geopark

FRANCE

12 North Pennines AONB Geopark

UK

48 Central Catalonia Geopark

SPAIN

13 Luberon Geopark

FRANCE

49 Bakony-Balaton Geopark

HUNGARY

14 North West Highlands Geopark

SCOTLAND, UK

50 Azores Geopark

PORTUGAL

15 Swabian Albs Geopark

GERMANY

51 Karavanke/Karawanken Geopark

16 Harz – Braunschweiger Land Geopark

GERMANY

SLOVENIA &
AUSTRIA

17 HaĠeg Country Dinosaurs Geopark

ROMANIA

52 Idrija Geopark

SLOVENIA

18 Beigua Geopark

ITALY

53 De Hondsrug Geopark

NETHERLANDS

19 Fforest Fawr Geopark

UΚ

54 Sesia Val Grande Geopark

ITALY

20 Bohemian Paradise Geopark

CZECHIA

55 Kula-Salihli Geopark

TURKEY

21 Cabo de Gata – Nijar Geopark

ANDALUCIA,
SPAIN

56 Molina and Alto Tajo Geopark

SPAIN

57 El Hierro Geopark

SPAIN

22 Naturtejo da Meseta Meridional Geopark

PORTUGAL

58 Ore of the Alps Geopark

AUSTRIA

23 Sierras Subbeticas Geopark

ANDALUCIA,
SPAIN

59 Monts d’Ardèche Geopark

FRANCE

24 Sobrarbe - Pirineos Geopark

ARAGON, SPAIN

60 Odsherred Geopark

DENMARK

61 Terras de Cavaleiros Geopark

PORTUGAL

25 Gea Norvegica Geopark

NORWAY

62 Lanzarote and Chinijo Islands Geopark

SPAIN

26 Papuk Geopark

CROATIA

27 English Riviera Geopark

UK

63 Reykjanes Geopark

ICELAND

28 Adamello - Brenta Geopark

ITALY

64 Pollino Geopark

ITALY

29 GeoMôn Geopark

WALES, UK

65 Sitia Geopark

GREECE

30 Arouca Geopark

PORTUGAL

66 Troodos Geopark

CYPRUS

67 Causses du Quercy Geopark

FRANCE

68 Las Loras Geopark

SPAIN

69 Beaujolais Geopark

FRANCE

31 Shetland Geopark

SCOTLAND, UK

32 Chelmos – Vouraikos Geopark

GREECE

33 Novohrad – Nograd Geopark

HUNGARY &
SLOVAKIA

70 Famenne-Ardenne Geopark

BELGIUM

34 Magma Geopark

NORWAY

71 Origens Geopark

SPAIN

35 Basque Coast Geopark

SPAIN

72 Courel Mountain Geopark

SPAIN

36 Cilento, Vallo di Diano e Alburni Geopark

ITALY

73 Vis Archipelago Geopark

CROATIA

37 Rokua Geopark

FINLAND

74 Trollfjell Geopark

NORWAY

.PMHCARÐ+?JJ?R?Ð?ÐAMK@GLCBÐ
C˾ÐMPRÐRMÐICCNÐMSPÐFCPGR?ECÐ
alive in the Sobrarbe-Pirineos
Geopark

SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT

Sobrarbe-Pirineos UNESCO Global Geopark, Spain

Starting
the work on
restoring
the Mallata
Carduso.

T

hink about the Pyrenees. Think about mountains, folds and lakes, dense forests and the
ÝØIGHSØNFØSHEØBEAQDEDØUTKSTQEØ"TSØJEEOØIMØLIMDØSHASØ
SHIRØKAMDRCAOEØIRØAKRNØIMÝØTEMCEDØBXØHTLAMØBEIMGR
Enormous upland areas of grassland have supported livestock during the summer months for
thousands of years. Sheep, goats and cows have,
like any other agent, shaped the landscape. The
Pyrenean shepherds have developed a culture deeply rooted in the mountains of the Sobrarbe-Pirineos
UNESCO Global Geopark. However, in the last decades, the cattle industry has declined dramatically. Every year, fewer shepherds and fewer animals
spend the summer in the mountains, consequently,
part of our culture is disappearing.
4HIRØDECKIMEØDNERØMNSØNMKXØAÛØECSØAMILAKØHTRBAMD
ry, it also impacts on the areas’ intangible heritage
including tales and legends, toponymy, traditional
knowledge about the weather and also the loss in
expertise in building traditional shepherd’s houses:
the mallatas.
Mallatas, in Aragonese language, are much more
than a shepard’s house. They are shelters where the
sheep are kept at night and are also used for milking or making cheese.
Some of these buildings are deteriorating
through lack of use coupled with the severe climate conditions in the mountains. To save some
iconic examples, the Geopark launched the Mallata
Project. The project’s objectives were to rebuild a
shepherd’s hut, recover the skills required for dry
stone building, communicate traditions and historical information about the shepherding culture,
show the relationship between the mallatas and
the geological and natural environment and last,
but not least, to develop a strong group spirit in the
volunteers participating in the project.
In order to achieve these goals, many activities

The team of
volunteers
celebrate a job
done well!

were scheduled. Conferences about the shepherding culture and the ecology of grazing areas were
organized together with a call for volunteers to
work in the Mallata Carduso. Fieldtrips were arranged for the general public and for friends of the
Geopark to visit the rebuilt mallata and to explain
the geological, biological and other features around
the site of the mallata.
All these activities were organized in close collaboration with the Ordesa and Monte Perdido National Park and the Pirineos-Monte Perdido World
Heritage Site.
The main activity, the restoration of the hut,
took over two weeks. More than 20 local volunteers
worked under the direction of a local dry stone
master who shared the knowledge of dry stone
walling, recently declared by UNESCO as a component of intangible heritage. All the volunteers were
extremely happy to have helped to save a part of
their own heritage and culture.
Shepherding is an important part of our identity. The Geopark is totally committed to help in the
preservation of this activity as well as its cultural
imprint on the landscape. New buildings and new
activities are currently being developed in Sobrarbe-Pirineos Geopark. The sound of the sheep shearing is still alive!
Ánchel Belmonte Ribas ajbelmonte@educa.aragon.es
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SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT

Vulkaneifel UNESCO Global Geopark, Germany

An energy crop for enhancing
@GMBGTCPQGRWÐ?LBÐKGRGE?RGLEÐQMGJÐ
CPMQGMLÐGLÐ4SJI?LCGDCJÐ%CMN?PI

M

ore than 8,000 biogas plants in Germany support rural economies and the transition towards
renewable energy production. However, the large
scale cultivation of whole crop maize, which delivers
the highest yields of biogas, has a range of negative
RIDEØEÛECSRØIMØSEQLRØNFØBINDIUEQRISXØAMDØRNIKØEQNRINMØ
As part of the project LIFE-IP ZENAPA the cultivation
of alternatives to maize will be supported in the Vulkaneifel UNESCO Global Geopark.
As part of the ZENAPA partner project MUNTER,
which seeks to reduce soil erosion during heavy rain
events, a farmer in Vulkaneifel is testing the cultivation of the promising alternative energy crop “Cup
plant” (Silphium perfoliatum) or “Silphie” in German.
Analyses comparing the volume of the biogas produced from cup plants and maize vary. Currently a
20% reduction in biogas production using cup plants
is anticipated. However, trials using cup plants show
AØQAMGEØNFØONRISIUEØRIDEØEÛECSR ØVHICHØAQEØCKEAQØAMDØ
UIRIBKEØIMØSHEØÜEKD
The crop is perennial over a period of 10 to 15
years, reaches a height of up to 3 metres and once
it is established, a deep root system stabilizes the
soil. This is crucial in spring when heavy rain events
occur, and are predicted to increase in response
to climate change. Conventional maize plantations
are prone to soil erosion during the spring rains be-

The cups formed
by the leaves
around the stem
collect water
which can be
used by the
plant during dry
spells.
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cause the plants are small and their roots are not
fully developed. Soil erosion from maize plantations
has damaged agricultural land and has impacted on
the surrounding villages in the Vulkaneifel in recent
years. That the Cup plant is perennial also means
less tillage, fuel consumption, compaction and disturbance of the soil. The large leaves form small
CTORØAQNTMDØSHEØRSELØNFØSHEØCTOØOKAMSØSHEREØÜKKØVISHØ
water which is used by the plant during dry spells.
4HEØ BQIGHSØ XEKKNVØ ÝNVEQRØ ASSQACSØ IMRECSRØ IMCKTDIMGØ
HNMEXBEER ØBTLBKEBEERØAMDØBTSSEQÝIER ØEROECIAKKXØIMØ
SHEØEUEMIMGØVHEMØSHEØÜEKDRØAQEØHIGHKXØFQEPTEMSEDØBXØ
insects. In addition, at a time when the landscape ofFEQRØNMKXØAØKNVØRTOOKXØNFØFNND ØSHEØÝNVEQRØAMDØMECSAQØ
of the cup plant are still available to insects. For wild
boars, which cause damage and yield loss in maize
ÜEKDR ØSHEØCTOØOKAMSØIRØAØONNQØAMDØTMDERIQABKEØRNTQCEØ
of food.
The farmer trialling the cultivation of the Cup plant
in the Vulkaneifel manages a biogas plant which produces electricity and supplies heat to more then 70
households in the village. Producing the heat from
SHEØ CTOØ OKAMSØ HARØ SHEØ ONSEMSIAKØ SNØ IMCQEAREØ RIGMIÜcanlty the sustainability of the villages’ heat supply.

Dr. Andreas
Schüller, Head
of Vulkaneifel
UGGp and
Heinz-Peter
Thiel, District
Chief visiting
the cup plant
plantation of
local farmer
René Blum.

Teresa Benzing, Martin Krämer, Andreas Schüller
geopark@vulkaneifel.de

Like the honey
bee, various
insects are
attracted by the
ÛMUDPQÖMEÖRGDÖ
cup plant.

Crossing trails
?LBÐKCCRGLEÐECMQGRCQ

The trail from
Mega Spilaio to
Xerokampos.

A guided
tour, with
students, of the
educational trail
Agios IoannisKeramidaki.

C

helmos-Vouraikos Geopark is located in the
North Peloponnese, 100 km from Patras and
200 km from Athens. It has an area of 647 km2
and a unique geological history with exceptional
landscapes with canyons, caves, ravines, springs,
lakes, rivers and torrents combined with cultural
HEQISAGEØ AMDØ AMØ EWCEKKEMSØ RCIEMSIÜC Ø EDTCASINMAKØ
and tourist infrastructure.
Highlights of Chelmos-Vouraikos Geopark include Vouraikos Gorge with its Rack Railway, the
Cave of the Lakes with 13 amazing underground
lakes, Mega Spilaio Monastery, “Balcony” of Styx
Waters forming an impressive waterfall, Tsivlos
,AJE Ø SHEØ AQSIÜCIAKØ KAJEØ NFØ $NWA Ø !QNAMINRØ 2IUEQØ
Springs fed by the waters of Feneos Basin, the Ski
Centre, the impressive Telescope of Aristarchos
and others.
The “geosites” are the products but also the records of the geological evolutionary history of the
AQEAØ&NQSXØDIÛEQEMSØGEtRISERØNFØMASINMAKØAMDØKNCAKØ
importance have been featured including unique
rock formations, fossil sites, caves and other karst
features, gorges, lignite deposits, rocks with impressive folds and faults, water features such as
lakes, rivers, springs and others. Chelmos-Vouraikos Geopark has tried to improve the infrastructure concerning its visibility by providing new
signs with innovative and minimal design that in-

tegrate with the landscape, enhance the visitors’
awareness and arouse the interest of geotourists
to visit and explore the Geopark.
The Management Body of Chelmos-Vouraikos,
as the responsible authority of the Protected Area,
carries out guided tours within the Geopark, hosting primary and secondary school students, university students, various other groups and adults.
Guided tours include presentations together with
information material about the natural and cultural richness of the protected area at the Geopark’s
)MFNQLASINMØ #EMSQEØ AMDØ ÜEKDØ SQIORØ ACCNLOAMIEDØ
BXØSHEØROECIAKKXØSQAIMEDØRSAÛØNFØSHEØ-AMAGELEMSØ
Body. The aim is to bring young and older people
closer to nature in order to experience the richness and exceptional value of bio-diversity and
geo-diversity of Chelmos –Vouraikos Geopark and
to educate people to respect and conserve nature.
Chelmos-Vouraikos Geopark is an ideal destination for implementing environmental education
programmes focused on the geo-environment and
the interaction of abiotic and biological factors.
The visitors walking the trails experience the diversity of the abiotic and biotic nature of the
Geopark. They have an opportunity to observe and
identify various geological landforms and structures, and geological processes involved in the
formation of karstic phenomena (caves), lakes,
landslides and other features.
By promoting the local bio-diversity and geo-diversity, the Management contributes ceaselessly
to the promotion of alternative tourism, environmental education and protection and the promotion of Chelmos-Vouraikos Geopark, with numerNTRØBEMEÜSRØFNQØSHEØKNCAKØCNLLTMISX
Eleni Koumoutsou,
Coordinator-Environmentalist MSc.
fdxb@otenet.gr
George Iliopoulos,
Associate Professor of the Department of Geology
NFØSHEØ5MIUEQRISXØNFØ0ASQAR Ø3CIEMSIÜCØOAQSMEQØNFØSHEØ
Geopark
iliopoulosg@upatras.gr
www.fdchelmos.gr

GEOTOURISM

Chelmos-Vouraikos UNESCO Global Geopark, Greece

New signage
system with
an innovative
design that
integrates with
the landscape.
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UNESCO Global Geopark Styrian Eisenwurzen,
Austria

Ð,CUÐ4GQGRMPÐ%SGB?LACÐ
System in the Green Heart
of Austria
GeoVillage
Gams – the
newly rebuilt
GeoWorkshop
including a new
exhibition and
information
desk. It is also
the new starting
point for the
Noth Gorge and
Kraus Cave.
(© C. Scheucher)

A

&DM1@ÞHLFÖMLÖ
the River Salza .
(© Stefan Leitner Gesaeuse)

s a wild and romantic Alpine area with many rivers, creeks, springs, lakes, marshes, gorges and
caves, we are facing the challenge to protect our
natural wonders while giving people the chance to
discover them. Within several projects, the UNESCO
Global Geopark Styrian Eisenwurzen developed and
implemented a new visitor guidance system where
we:
dØCQEASEDØAØMEVØCNQONQASEØDERIGMØAMDØIDEMSISXØFNQØNTQØ
Nature- and Geopark,
dØIMRSAKKEDØAMDØVIKKØIMRSAKKØLNQEØIMSEQACSIUEØIMFNQLAtion points in every municipality and road signs
along main roads,
dØOTBKIRHEDØAØBQNCHTQEØVISHØQECNLLEMDASINMRØCNMnected to certain sites and activities as well as
geological treasures and animals living in the
Geopark,
dØ OTBKIRHEDØ SHQEEØ ONRSEQRØ IMØ %MGKIRHØ AMDØ 'EQLAMØ
(‘Fossils in Geoparks’, ‘Minerals in Geoparks’, ‘Geosites in Geoparks’) concerned with the responsible
and respectful treatment of the geological heritage (within our Interreg Danube GeoTour Project)
dØ QERHAOEDØ SHEØ UIRISNQØ LAMAGELEMSØ RXRSELØ NFØ NTQØ
two most popular geosites, the GeoVillage Gams
and the River Salza.

Investments at the GeoVillage Gams
The GeoVillage Gams, our main geosite, includes
several spectacular and unique geological features in
NMEØUAKKEXØ(EQEØUIRISNQRØCAMØÜMDØSHEØKAQGERSØGXORTLØ
cave in German-speaking countries and by following
the wooden walkway along the dramatic Noth Gorge
EWOEQIEMCEØSHEØFEEKIMGØNFØÝNVIMGØVISHØSHEØQIUEQ
The already accessible GeoVillage Gams now has
AMØNÞCIAKØEMSQAMCEØVISHØAMØIMFNQLASINMØONIMS ØEWHIbition, shop and cash desk, while new information
panels and trail signs have been sited in the Noth
Gorge.
New management system for the River Salza
whitewater sport area
The breathtaking River Salza is the most famous
AQEAØIMØ!TRSQIAØFNQØVHISEVASEQØRONQSR ØLAIMKXØQAàIMGØ
and kayaking. One of the main problems concerning
visitors is entering the river at vulnerable sites.
!SØ ÜQRS Ø SHEØ 'ENOAQJØ ILOKELEMSEDØ AØ RTQUEXØ NFØ
SHEØ ÝNQAØ AMDØ FATMA Ø AMDØ BAREDØ NMØ SHEØ QERTKSR Ø REKECSED ØQEBTIKSØAMDØCKEAQKXØDEÜMEDØQAàIMGØEMSQAMCERØ
and parking areas. The parking fee allows the local
LTMICIOAKISIERØSNØHIQEØRSAÛØSNØCNMSQNKØSHEØTREØNFØSHEØ
area. For visibility and conservation purposes, new
information panels, trails and promotional materials
VEQEØ OQNDTCEDØ 7EØ IMSQNDTCEDØ 'EN2AàIMGØ SNØ OQNvide more information about the cultural and natuQAKØHEQISAGEØNFØSHEØAQEAØSNØSHEØQAàIMGØGTIDERØAMDØSNØ
visitors. Education is still the most powerful tool for
preserving nature.
Supported by the Federal Ministry for Sustainability and Tourism, the State of Styria and the European Union (LEADER). The Interreg Danube GeoTNTQØOQNȫECSØIRØCN ÜMAMCEDØBXØ%TQNOEAMØ5MINMØFTMDRØ
(ERDF, IPA).
More information: www.eisenwurzen.com
www.interreg-danube.eu/danube-geotour
Check us out on facebook: Natur- und Geopark Steirische
Eisenwurzen
Nikolett Csorvási: n.csorvasi@gmail.com
Oliver Gulas MSc: oliver.gulas@eisenwurzen.com
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Gea Norvegica Geopark
cooperates with the new
(MKDPSJ?LBÐ,?RGML?JÐ.?PI

A section of
pebble beach
in the new
Jomfruland
National Park.

GEOTOURISM

Gea Norvegica UNESCO Global Geopark, Norway

Welcome to
Jomfruland
National Park.

J

omfruland is one of the most exotic islands along
the coast of southern Norway, and a very important site within the boundaries of Gea Norvegica
UNESCO Global Geopark. Recently the island with its
surrounding islets and seabed was designated as a
marine national park.
Jomfruland National Park consists of an area of
117 km2, with a rich natural diversity both above and
below the shoreline where the seabed is by far the
largest component of the park. The main goal for
any national park in Norway is to protect and secure
the environment, landscape and cultural heritage
for the future. However, protection and use must
go hand in hand, therefore the Geopark and the
National Park work together in providing knowledge
and a sense of pride-in-place for its inhabitants and

visitors. Important geo-sites have now also received
a higher degree of protection by law.
The islands have for a long time been a popular tourist destination during the summer season, so the
main focus is how the tourists can use and leave the
area leaving nothing but their footprints. The park is
perfect for boating, kayaking, hiking, bird watching,
RCTBAØDIUIMG ØRVILLIMGØAMDØÜRHIMG ØAMDØIFØXNTØȫTRSØ
want to relax in beautiful scenery there are plenty
of suitable sites. The Geopark organizes hiking trails
with information on the environment and cultural
monuments on the main island. Gea Norvegica also
exhibits the original “rock family” on Jomfruland.
Bjørn Magnus Mowinckel Nilsen Narum
bjorn.narum@geanor.no

Glacially
polished rocks
along the
shoreline of the
National Park.
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De Hondsrug UNESCO Global Geopark, Netherlands

1?@PC RMMRFCBÐ2GECPÐ2P?GJÐ?LBÐ
Leewal Walk-Through-Time

De Hondsrug
UNESCO Global Geopark

Children and adults experience the Ice Ages in 3D in
Hondsrug Geopark

The Leewal
Walk-ThroughTime in the
Hondsrug
UNESCO Global
Geopark.

New Trails
n September De Hondsrug UNESCO Global
Geopark opened two new educational trails near
Exloo, on the crest of the Hondsrug. The shorter
trail is located in and around the Hunzebos, a local forest. For children there is an adventurous,
winding trail through the forest and over the Ice
Age hills, with 10 play objects where they can
swing, jump, scramble, play and can even compete with a sabre-toothed tiger. On the longer
trail of 7.5 kilometers adults and children alike
can travel through the 470,000 years of earth’s
history which is visible here.

I

The 3D app
with virtual
and augmented
reality providing
animations
about the
geological
and cultural
history of the
area along the
Sabre-toothed
Tiger and
Leewal trails in
the Hunzebos
Forest.

Get closer by using the app with virtual and
augmented reality
For both hikes we developed an app, adding virtual and augmented reality and interesting animations about the geological and cultural history
of the area. This makes the experience more intense and exciting. The app also contains games
in which the children can pit their wits and skills
against the Sabre-toothed tiger.
The hikes are developed in a scenic area where
many of the special features of the Geopark can
be found: glacial hills and valleys, tumuli, a hunebed (a megalithic grave monument) and picturesque towns. The Hunzebos Forest also contains

many glacial and archaeological remains, such
as dry valleys and part of the enigmatic Leewal
Ridge.
Origin of the dry valleys
During the summers in the last Ice Age the
snow on the ground melted and the upper metres of the frozen ground thawed. The melt water washed away some of the muddy soil and
over time valleys were formed that grew wider
AMDØDEEOEQØEACHØRTLLEQØ!àEQØSHEØ)CEØ!GEØSHEØ
ground thawed completely and the surface runNÛØVASEQØCNTKDØRIMJØIMSNØSHEØGQNTMDØAMDØSHEØUAKley dried up. At the Hunzebos you can see a nice
example of such a ‘dry valley’.
Leewal: an enigmatic ridge
And then there is the enigmatic ridge of the
Leewal winding through the country. We used to
think it was an esker. Eskers originated at the
end of the Saale Glacial Period, when melt water
eroded tunnels beneath the ice. These tunnels
ÜKKEDØTOØVISHØRAMDØAMDØGQAUEKØ7HEMØAKKØSHEØICEØ
had disappeared, the mix of sand and gravel was
KEàØBEHIMDØARØAØQIDGEØIMØSHEØKAMDRCAOEØ.NVØSHEØ
origin of the ridge is under investigation. It could
also be a chain of sand dunes.
Cooperation
In this project we collaborated with local organizations, businesses, inhabitants and school
children. The children advised us on the trail, the
sites for activities and the play objects. And of
course they participated in the opening event of
the trails in September.
Cathrien Posthumus,
c.posthumus@dehondsrug.nl
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A swing and
tightrope
provided for
children to
play along the
adventure trail
in the Hunzebos
Forest.

Ð,CUÐ4GQGRMPQÐ!CLRPCÐ
$C?RSPGLEÐRFCÐ£5PGRRCLÐ
in rocks” Exhibition,

an excellent starting point for exploring Idrija
Geopark

GEOTOURISM

Idrija UNESCO Global Geopark, Slovenia

Children
exploring
the Earth’s
interior and
learning about
convection.
(Photo by Bojan
3@TĹ@P

The part of
the exhibition
dedicated to
natural values:
the vulnerability
of karst
J@LCQBNDQÖJDÞ Ö
the morphology
of the Idrija
area (right) with
a dinosaur in
the background.
(Photo by Bojan
3@TĹ@P

3GDÖÚPQRÖMÜBH@JÖ
guided tour
through the
Visitor Centre
with Marjutka
Hafner,
Secretary
General of
Slovenian
National
Commission
for UNESCO
and Mirka
Trajanova, NC
IGGP Slovenia
Chairperson.
(Photo by Bojan
3@TĹ@P

I

drija Tourism Board, UNESCO Global Geopark Idrija, is the leading partner of the Danube GeoTour Project extending from January 2017 until the
end of 2019. The main objective of the project is
to work on strategies and practical solutions (pilot actions) to develop and to motivate activities
in geodiversity/geoheritage and to apply positive
market trends for sustainable tourism development in 8 Geoparks in the Danube region.
The 11 partners include 7 UNESCO Global
Geoparks (UGGps), a national geopark, an Institute
for Nature Conservation, a regional tourism organization and a university, as well as three associated
strategic partners.
The important components of this demanding
project included two work packages involving piKNSØ ACSINMRØ 4HEØ ÜQRSØ VARØ DEDICASEDØ SNØ SHEØ CQEAtion of geo-products in partner areas, resulting in
AØ UAQIESXØ NFØ OQNDTCSRØ DEÜMEDØ ARØ GEN OQNDTCSRØ IMØ
a wide-ranging debate in the partner consortium.
The term geo-product has been presented at European Geopark and UNESCO Global Geopark conferences and is ready to be applied in other UGGps.
The second work project was dedicated to interpreting heritage. Project partners developed interpretation sites that were either modern (digital) or

traditional and understandable to non-geologists.
Idrija UNESCO Global Geopark designed a Visitors
Centre interpreting how Earth’s forces shaped IdQIȫAaRØKAMDRCAOE ØIMÝTEMCEDØISRØMASTQAKØHIRSNQXØAMDØ
consequently the history, lifestyle and character of
its people. The exhibition aims to encourage visitors not to concentrate only on the main tourist offer in the town but also to explore the countryside,
to experience the natural and cultural heritage, and
through contact with out-of-town tourist providers
choose to spend more time in Idrija Geopark.
The story of Idrija began with the creation of
our planet and continues with the processes that
modify and keep it alive. We wish to show that
OQNCERRERØIMØAMDØNMØ%AQSHØDEÜMEØSHEØEMUIQNMLEMS Ø
the variety of rocks, the morphological diversity
that makes plants, animals, and people adapt their
ways of life.
During the project, work group members and
external collaborators developed a rich exhibition
with models, interesting items, animations, and
video presentations to stimulate both those with
little interest in the environment and those seeking deeper knowledge. Three sites in the exhibition,
are dedicated to the youngest visitors who will discover natural laws and facts in a playful and interactive way. With digital technology (a short promo
video linked to a QR code), the exhibition also presents and promotes visits to the partner UGGps.
The exhibition, which opened on the 24 October
2019, can be visited individually or with a guide.
4HEØ)DQIȫAØ'ENOAQJØÜMAKKXØHARØAØ6IRISNQRØ#EMSQEØ^ØAMØ
excellent starting point for your trip through the
'ENOAQJØARØISØNÛEQRØBARICØIMFNQLASINMØNMØSHEØHEQISage as well as classic tourist information.
4HEØOQNȫECSØVARØCN ÜMAMCEDØBXØ%TQNOEAMØ&TMDRØ
(ERDF, IPA).
,MȩB@Ö&MPȩSNÖ*@TĹHĹÖ
mojca.gorjup-kavcic@geopark-idrija.si
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Lanzarote and Chinijo Islands UNESCO Global
Geopark, Spain

PRÐ?LBÐ%CMJMEWÐGLÐ*?LX?PMRCÐ
?LBÐ!FGLGHMÐ'QJ?LBQÐ%CMN?PI
I

A concert of
classical music in
the Auditorium
of the Cueva de
los Verdes.
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n the 1960’s, the rein a cave that is part
nowned artist from Lanof the same volcanic
zarote César Manrique
tube. These locations
created the Art, Culture
make them unique in
and Tourism Centres in
the world. Their perwhat is now the Lanfect acoustics are a
zarote and Chinijo Islands
delight, not only for
UNESCO Global Geopark.
the audience but also
By transforming these
for artists who are
sites into works of art,
touched by having the
the artist succeeded in
chance to perform
highlighting the value of
and show their art in
the natural and geologisuch a magical vencal features of the island,
ues. Since these are
thus preserving its natnatural features, their
ural, cultural, geological
beauty is outstanding,
and landscape heritage.
and they leave all visiThe Centres are linked
tors in awe. The audito the heritage, and
toriums hold 600 and
therefore to the culture
400 people respecof the island. With the
tively, and in 2018
Centres, the Geopark
more than 9,000 peomeets not only the conple participated in the
servation objectives of
events.
those centres, but also
Important national
raises awareness among
Poster for a performance
and international artists
the local people and visin the Jameos del Agua Auditorium.
have performed on their
itors. In order to achieve
stages (Bárbara Henthis, the Centres have a
dricks; Roger Hodgson; the Tenerife Symphonic
wide-ranging programme of events which con- Orchestra). Events at the Centres have also intribute to promoting the culture and are of spe- CKTDEDØÜØKLØAMDØUIRTAKØAQSRØFERSIUAKR ØAØDAMCEØFER
CIAKØBEMEÜØSØSNØKNCAKØAQSIRSRØ)MØGENKNGICAKØSEQLR Ø tival (Israel Galván, and others) and performances
most of these events are held in the most highly produced by and with local artists such as Tempo
acclaimed architectural jewels. The auditoriums AMDØöMGAQN ØALNMGØNSHEQR
in Jameos del Agua and in Cueva de los Verdes,
At the Lanzarote and Chinijo Island UNESCO
AQEØKNCASEDØIMØSVNØNFØSHEØLNRSØRIGMIÜØCAMSØGEN
Global Geopark, we continue the work of those
sites within the Geopark.
VHNØVEQEØSHEØÜØQRSØSNØQECNGMIYEØSHEØUAKTEØNFØNTQØ
The Jameos del Agua Auditorium is situated geological heritage by making it known to everyon the inside of a volcanic tube, with a domed one through culture and art. The result is simply
structure and completely natural walls, created extremely exciting.
by the eruptions of Volcán de la Corona more
than 25,000 years ago. The Auditorium in CueIsabel Betancort Delgado
va de los Verdes on the other hand, is situated
directoracontrolyauditoria@centrosturisticos.com

The Jameos
del Agua
Auditorium.
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.PMCLg? ? 4CJF?Ð4GJJ?ECÐ
celebrates 800 years

by Promoting Research and Hosting Cultural Events in
Naturtejo Geopark

Closing concert
with the choir
Tomás Luis de
Victoria, from
the University
of Salamanca,
celebrating 800
years of the
Proença-a-Velha
Village.

Opening of the
photo exhibition
of Marcin
Górski, in the
Gallery of the
Olive Oil Press
at Proença-aVelha.

I

n April 1218, D. Pedro Alvites, Master of the
+MIGHSRØ 4ELOKAQØ IMØ 0NQSTGAK Ø GQAMSEDØ SHEØ ÜQRSØ
Foral document to Proença-a-Velha with the agreement of the king D. Afonso II and queen D. Urraca.
This ancient town is nowadays a small village in the
municipality of Idanha-a-Nova, with 140 inhabitants, within the Naturtejo UNESCO Global Geopark.
The community decided to celebrate this unique
date. The commemorations lasted one year, from
April 22nd 2018 to April 28th 2019, and were only
ONRRIBKEØDTEØSNØSHEØȫNIMSØEÛNQSRØNFØSHEØVHNKEØCNLmunity and the cooperation of the institutions from
Proença-a-Velha, namely the Parish administration,
the Church Holy House of Mercy and the 0ɩɦɜɥʞɘɣ
– League for the Development of Proença-a-Velha,
with the important support of the Municipality of
Idanha-a-Nova.
During the last twelve months, eight research
meetings, open to the public, were held in Proençaa-Velha. These included 27 speakers with 23 talks
dealing with a variety of subjects related to the
territory of Proença-a-Velha, ranging from geodiversity and past mining, archaeology, history, bioDIUEQRISXØ AMDØ KAMDRCAOE Ø AQSRØ Ø CQAàR Ø QEKIGINM Ø SNØ
art, architecture, traditions and ethnography. The
CNLLTMISXØOAQSICIOASEDØRIGMIÜCAMSKXØIMØSHEREØSAKJRØ

presented by professors and experts from the Portuguese Academy of History, Association for the
Studies of High Tagus, Municipality of Idanha-aNova, Directorate of Cultural Heritage, UNESCO
Naturtejo Global Geopark, Polytechnical Institute of
Castelo Branco, Ancient Art National Museum, the
universities of Coimbra, Évora, and Lisbon’s ULisboa, Católica and NOVA..
Eight concerts were hosted with the participation
NFØSEMØGQNTORØOQEREMSIMGØDIÛEQEMSØRSXKERØNFØLTRIC Ø
with special emphasis on choral groups. Four exhibitions about Proença-a-Velha were organized, two
involved landscape painting and urban sketches
and two were concerned with photography. A new
hall of religious art was opened in the old building of the Mercy Hospital, to exhibit the Calvary of
Proença, one of the oldest (13th century) and most
interesting wood sculptures known in Portugal.
Coinciding with the commemorations of the centenary of the armistice of World War I, a monument
to the soldiers from Proença during this war, who
all returned alive, was inaugurated by the mayor of
Idanha-a-Nova, Armindo Jacinto, at the Square of
the Cross (Largo do Cruzeiro).
A project for tourism signage, including the
placement of bilingual interpretative panels next to
the main sites of interest in the village, was initiated. At the highest point in the village, next to the
Chapel of the Lord of the Calvary, an interpretative
panel presenting wide views of the landscape will
be installed with the support of the Geopark. The
research developed by experts during the last year
is the starting point for the Archaeological Map of
Proença-a-Velha, identifying over 70 sites where
only two were previously recorded. Later this year a
BNNJØVIKKØBEØOTBKIRHEDØVISHØSHEØQERTKSRØNFØSHEØDIÛEQent research projects providing an up-to-date synthesis about all existing knowledge of the ancient
Proença-a-Velha and as a reference for building the
future of this community.
João Adolfo Geraldes
Coordinator of the 800 years celebrations
prohensa@gmail.com
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Naturtejo UNESCO Global Geopark, Portugal

Field work,
engaging in
archaeological
mapping with
the local people.
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Odsherred UNESCO Global Geopark, Denmark

-BQFCPPCBÐ%CMN?PIÐMNCLQÐ
GRQÐRFGPBÐ'LDMPK?RGMLÐ.MGLRÐ
within one year

An
interpretation
of a painting in
the exhibition.

O
The introduction
to the
chronology
of the the
history of art in
Odsherred.

n 10 October 2019, Odsherred Geopark
opened its third information point in the local art museum with arts and art history as the
obvious theme.
The recommendation in the evaluation report
approving Odsherred Geopark’s membership of
the Global Geoparks Network in 2014, stated
that the Geopark should establish or develop
plans for a Geopark visitor centre. As a result,
the Odsherred Geopark decided to create four information points, one for each theme within the

Geopark. The fourth remaining information point
with the theme ‘local produce’ will hopefully be
situated in the Michelin awarded hotel restaurant at Dragsholm Castle.
At the art museum in Odsherred, the Geopark
and the museum are now able to introduce visitors to the Geopark’s unique territory, to its place
in the history of art and especially to the relationship between art and the landscape.
The information point provides a chronological
SNTQØNFØSHEØDIÛEQEMSØAQSIRSRØIMØSHEØAQEAØAMDØSHEIQØ
main works, together with an audio guided tour
of the local folklore consisting of a story about
trolls shaping the landscape.
As something new in the specially designed
information points, all decorated in white and
green, young visitors can now also produce their
own art in the third information point by drawing
their interpretation of the audio guided story.
This very welcome addition provides… “Odsherred Geopark” … with a splendid opportunity
to highlight the proud art traditions of Odsherred
for the visitor, thereby promoting the holistic
connections between man, nature and geology.
Jakob Walløe Hansen
jakob@geoparkodsherred.dk
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Audience
participation
in which
the viewer
interprets and
illustrates the
story provided
in the audio
guided tour.

Location on
Google Earth of
the geo-route
through the
Pollino Global
Geopark, named
“On the Trail
of the Pollino
Line”. The inset
map illustrates
position of the
Pollino Geopark
and “Pollino
Line” within
the geodynamic
framework
of the
Mediterranean.

£-LÐRFCÐRP?GJÐMDÐRFCÐ.MJJGLMÐJGLC¤ Ð
a geo-route through
the Pollino Geopark

GEOTOURISM

Pollino UNESCO Global Geopark, Italy

The information
panel explaining
RGDÖQHFLHÚB@LBDÖ
of the “COZZO
FERRIERO’S
PRIMEVAL
BEECH FOREST
UNESCO
WORLD
HERITAGE
SITE”.

The geological
and geomorphological information panel at
the Cozzo Vardo
view point.

T

he Pollino UNESCO Global Geopark is a large
area on the Calabria-Lucania border, Southern
)SAKX ØIMØVHICHØRIGMIÜCAMSØGENKNGICAKØAMDØGENLNQOHNlogical features are associated with several natural
and cultural resources.
One of the strategic actions undertaken by the
0NKKIMNØ 'ENOAQJaRØ RSAÛØ HARØ BEEMØ SNØ ERSABKIRHØ CNLOQEHEMRIUEØ IMFNQLASINMØ OAMEKRØ ASØ RIGMIÜCAMSØ RISERØ
with explanations about structural geology and the
related geomorphology. The geological interpretation and tectonic history of the whole area, involving
the length, kinematics and seismotectonics of the
regional fault system known as the b0ɦɣɣɠɥɦØ,ɠɥɜc, is
OQNUIDEDØASØRNLEØGENKNGICAKKXØRIGMIÜCAMSØUIEVONIMSRØ
distributed along a kilometre scale route.
In this way the Geopark has established the georoute b/ɥØ ɫɟɜØ ɫɩɘɠɣØ ɦɝØ ɫɟɜØ 0ɦɣɣɠɥɦØ ,ɠɥɜc, where
tourists, by using the information panels, can appreciate the geological, geomorphological, and tectonic
OQNCERRERØ SHASØ DEÜMEØ SHEØ OQEREMS DAXØ FEASTQERØ IMØ
the landscape. The route includes the unique “#ɦɱɱɦØ&ɜɩɩɠɜɩɦaɪØɧɩɠɤɜɭɘɣØəɜɜɚɟØɝɦɩɜɪɫØɬɥɜɪɚɦØɮɦɩɣɛØ
ɟɜɩɠɫɘɞɜØɪɠɫɜc and the “0ɦɣɣɠɥɦØɧɠɥɜɪØɭɠɜɮɧɦɠɥɫc.
The Pollino UNESCO Global Geopark is situated in
the southern Apennines in one of the main younger circum-Medterranean orogenic belts. It is formed
from tectonic units originating from the deformaSINMØNFØDIÛEQEMSØOAKAENGENGQAOHICØEKELEMSRØVISHIMØ
the Mesozoic Tethys Ocean and the Eurasian and African plate margins. The geology is dominated by by
the Mesozoic carbonate platform, the backbone of
the Pollino Geopark, and by ophiolite-bearing units,

located in the western part of the Geopark (Timpa
delle Murge and Timpa Pietrasasso Geosites). SigMIÜCAMSØRSQTCSTQAKØDEFNQLASINMØFEASTQERØIMCKTDEØSHEØ
tectonic superimposition of oceanic crust derived
rocks on the sedimentary carbonate rocks which
form the Apennine Mountains and by movement
along the Neogene-Quaternary strike-slip regional
fault, the “0ɦɣɣɠɥɦØ ,ɠɥɜ”, resulting in the displacement of the Calabrian Crystalline Block towards the
south-east relative to the Southern Apennines.
The geological history of the Pollino Geopark is the
OQNDTCSØNFØSHEØKNMG SEQLØEUNKTSINMØNFØDIÛEQEMSØAMDØ
contiguous palaeogeographic domains, as shown by
the variety of rocks, structures and morphotectonic
features. Along the route of the “0ɦɣɣɠɥɦØ,ɠɥɜ” it is
possible to observe the relationships between the
components of the mountain chain and, from the
UIEVØONIMSR ØSHEØLAIMØFATKSRØAMDØSHEIQØIMÝTEMCEØNMØ
the evolution of the landscape. Because the area is
seismically active, the geo-route is also linked with
explaining the nature of faults and the role of tectonic processes in activating faults and creating
earthquakes. Thus the “On the Trail of the Pollino
Line” geo-route provides an educational itinerary for
schools and the general public, to understand the
causes of earthquakes and the risk involved by living
in a seismically active zone.
Calabrese Egidio
egidio.calabrese@parcopollino.gov.it
Bloise Luigi luigi.bloise@parcopollino.gov.it
Muto Francesco francesco.muto@unical.it
Tripodi Vincenzo vincenzo.tripodi77@unical.it
Schiattarella Marcello marcello.schiattarella@unibas.it
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Swabian Alb UNESCO Global Geopark, Germany

Experience Earth history
in the Geopoints Project
in the Swabian Alb Geopark

Geopoint
Neidlingen
Waterfall: QR
codes on the
Geopoint panel
provide access
to in-depth
information
about the
geotope.

T

Geopoint
Veringenstadt:
Ceremonial
inauguration of
the Geopoint
“Beanore Pit”
in the county of
Sigmaringen.

he UNESCO Global Geopark Swabian Alb is
geologically very diverse and includes geotopes and geomorphological phenomena ranging in age from the Jurassic to the present day.
They shape the face of the landscape. However,
geotopes and geological phenomena are not
always immediately recognizable to the visitor;
they require interpretation and explanation. As a
result, geotopes are not only perceived as visually interesting, they also become sites with an
eye-opening experience.
In order to better emphasize the special geological features of the Geopark for visitors, the
project “Geopoints” was launched in 2016. Geopoints are outstanding geotopes, involving elements in the cultural landscape and smaller museums in the Geopark, where or in which Earth
history can be experienced.
The basis for the selection of Geopoints is the
geotope inventory, which has been available in
the Geopark since 2016. Criteria for the selection
of geopoints include their value in representing
AØROECIÜCØGENKNGICAKØEONCH ØSHEIQØROASIAKØDIRSQIBT-

SINMØIMØSHEØ'ENOAQJ ØSHEIQØRIGMIÜCAMCE ØASSQACSIUEness and accessibility. Vulnerable geotopes that
cannot withstand a high number of visitors, are
protected and not designated as Geopoints.
To-date, 27 geo-historically important sites in
the Geopark have been designated as Geopoints.
Ultimately the goal is to identify around 10 to
30 Geopoints in each of the 10 counties in the
Geopark. There is a superb proposal for choosing geopoints, with the participation of the local population, for example using online voting
to identify the 100 most beautiful geotopes in
the Swabian Alb Geopark. This proposal aims to
inform the local people about the Geopark and
SHEØGENSNOERØSHASØQEUEAKØSHEØRIGMIÜCAMCEØNFØISRØ
geological heritage.
Geopoints are recognizable by graphically uniform panels with the caption ‘Geopoint’. The uniform design ensures easy recognition, that the
information is conveyed in an exciting way and
informs the viewer that the site is a geological
highlight in the Geopark.
The information transfer takes place via
short and easy-to-understand texts in German
and English. A QR code takes the visitor to the
Geopark’s website, where additional information
about the site can be accessed. Larger information panels with more information are provided
for more complex geotopes.
Geopoints provide an opportunity to promote
outstanding geological phenomena in a special
way. In this respect the Geopark is supported by
its information centres which advertise the Geopoints on their websites and in brochures.
Geopoints also provide excellent opportunities for promoting and marketing the Geopark.
The attendance of local politicians and the press
during the inauguration of new Geopoints conSQIBTSERØRIGMIÜCAMSKXØSNØQAIRIMGØSHEØ'ENOAQJaRØUIRibility and its acceptance by the local population.
Siegfried Roth, roth@geopark-alb.de
Iris Bohnacker, bohnacker@geopark-alb.de
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Geopoint
Gutenberg
highlights
calcareous
sinter terraces
in the bed of the
Weisse Lauter
River.
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Vikos- Aoos UNESCO Global Geopark, Greece

Participants
trying to resolve
the puzzle along
the ‘Treasure
Hunt’ route.
Participants
sign up for the
the ‘Treasure
Hunt’ in the
Vikos-Aoos
UNESCO Global
Geopark.

The winning
team of the
‘Treasure Hunt’
in the VikosAoos UNESCO
Global Geopark
celebrate their
victory in the
Wine and Vine
Museum in
Konitsa.

H

aving taken into consideration the visitors’ wishes for a more informative tour of
the Geopark’s hidden secrets, Epirus SA, the
Geopark’s Management body, undertook the
implementation of the THEMA project, funded
by the Interreg Greece-Albania 2014-2020 Programme. THEMA’s core idea is the development
of a specialized mobile application that relates
to the development of three thematic interpretive routes centered on Vikos-Aoos UNESCO
Global Geopark. Visitors will soon be able to
follow, position themselves and locate selected
sites of special interest along the three routes,
with the help of the application. The application
IMCNQONQASERØ GALIÜCASINM Ø EDTSAIMLEMSØ RSQASEgies together with information about local tourism providers.
Each of the three routes in Vikos-Aoos Geopark
ÜSRØ OEQFECSKXØ VISHØ ISRØ RIRSEQØ SHELASICØ QNTSEØ
within the neighbouring country Albania. This
is not accidental, since the cross-border city of
Gjirokaster in Albania and Vikos-Aoos Geopark in
Greece, are recognized by UNESCO as a World
Heritage Site and a UNESCO Global Geopark respectively.
The three routes, together with their specialized themes are as follows:
2NTSEØØ 6IJNR !NNRØ'ENOAQJØ!ØQNTSEØSNØEW-

OKNQEØ.ASTQE Ø#TKSTQEØAMDØ'ENKNGX
2NTSEØ Ø ,NCAKØ ÝAUNTQRØ KNCAKØ OQNDTCSRØ AMDØ
%OIQNSICØ GARSQNMNLX4HEØ QNTSEØ IMSQNDTCERØ OAQticipants to the traditional Greek cuisine of the
Epirus region.
2NTSEØØ .ASTQEØAMDØ7EKKMERR
On Sunday September 29th 2019, Epirus SA
and the Association of Hoteliers of Ioannina,
NQGAMIYEDØFNQØSHEØÜQRSØSILEØAØ`4QEARTQEØ(TMSaØIMØ
the Vikos-Aoos UNESCO Global Geopark in the
framework of the THEMA project together with
the Joint Secretariat of the Programme. The
event was linked with the publicity involving the
‘European Cooperation Day 2019’ on 21 September 2019.
As envisaged, the game involved the participation of teams from either Ioannina or the areas
NFØ+NMISRAØAMDØ:AGNQI ØVHN ØAàEQØBEIMGØOQNUIDEDØ
with the necessary map and instructions, would
explore various parts of the Geopark. The teams
were guided by puzzles the resolution of which
would lead them to the desired victory and the
acquisition of the treasure.
Finally, forty people of all ages started from
the village of Kipi in Zagori and rushed into the
Geopark, searching for the hidden boxes with the
coded instructions at selected points of interest
along the route. Deciphering the riddles, all the
secrets of the Geopark were gradually revealed
AMDØ SHEØ CNMSERSAMSR Ø AàEQØ CQNRRIMGØ NKDØ BQIDGERØ
and paths, forests, rivers and mountains and
stone-built villages ended up at the Wine and
Vine Museum in Konitsa where a small celebration took place!
Such was the success of the Treasure Hunt
Game that we decided to organize it every year
from now on!!! You are welcome to participate!!!
Haritakis Papaioannou,
h.papaioannou@epirussa.gr
Georgia Kitsaki,
gkitsaki@epirussa.gr
Aristotelis Stagkikas,
telis@epirussa.gr
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Apuan Alps UNESCO Global Geopark, Italy

The Centenary of the 1920
Garfagnana-Lunigiana
Earthquake

provides the Apuan Alps Geopark with an opportunity
to learn from the past to build a safer future

Historical image
of the rescue
operations
@ÞDPÖRGDÖÖ
GarfagnanaLunigiana
Earthquake.

O

n 7th September 1920 a strong earthquake
struck an area of over 1,000 square kilometres in the Garfagnana and Lunigiana regions,
which partially overlap with the northern area of
SHEØ!OTAMØ!KORØ5''OØ4HEØEÛECSØVARØDERSQTCSIUEØ
causing more than 170 deaths and the collapse
of many buildings. The rescue operations were
managed mainly at a local level with scarce resources and few tents to accommodate the refugees.
The epicentre was located west of Piazza al
Serchio Village and the earthquake had an intensity of IX/X degrees MCS (Mercalli-Cancani-Sieberg Scale). Based on the historical reports of
the damage, the earthquake, generated by tectonic movement in the Garfagnana-Lunigiana
seismogenic zone, had a magnitude of 6.5 on
the Richter Scale. The Garfagnana area on the
north-eastern border of the Apuan Alps UGGp,
corresponds to a tectonic depression bounded
BXØ .7 3%Ø NQIEMSEDØ FATKSØ RXRSELRØ SHASØ DEÜMEØ
the geographical separation between the Apuan
Alps and the main ridge of the Northern Apennines. The NW-SE fault systems are the product
of high-angle brittle faulting which accompanied
SHEØTOKIàØNFØSHEØ!OTAMØ!KORØIMØSHEØ0KINCEMEØ%ONCHØ
DTQIMGØ SHEØ ÜMAKØ RSAGERØ NFØ SHEIQØ GENKNGICAKØ EUNlution.

The Project
“1920-2020:
preserving the
memory of a
past disaster”.
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Therefore, major earthquakes in the Apuan
Alps area are not an exception as several events
HAUEØBEEMØQECNQDEDØBEFNQEØAMDØAàEQØ ØCNMÜQLIMGØSHASØSHEØ'AQFAGMAMA ,TMIGIAMAØRECSNQØIRØ
one of the most hazardous seismic zones in the
Northern Apennines. The most recent high-magnitude earthquake (magnitude 5.3) occurred in
2013. During this event the severe damage to
BTIKDIMGR Ø SHASØ AQEØ AØ RIGMIÜCAMSØ CNLONMEMSØ NFØ
the monumental heritage, included new fractures
and the opening of old wounds from previous
earthquakes. Fortunately the buildings were constructed and restored using earthquake-proof
solutions according to codes and regulations to
build safer buildings established by Regional and
National authorities since the early 1980s with
the involvement of geologists, seismologists and
other Earth scientists.
Considering the crucial need to learn from
the past to build a safer future, the Apuan Alps
UGGp has already established as a top priority
the implementation of projects and activities to
raise awareness and mitigate risks from natural
disasters by empowering its local communities.
The centenary anniversary of the 1920 earthquake provides an occasion to promote a series
of initiatives such as workshops, exhibitions, lectures and educational activities involving local
people, students, visitors, stakeholders and politicians.
The Apuan Alps UGGp will be supported by the
National Institute of Geophysics and Volcanology
of Pisa, whose mission includes the monitoring
and understanding of the earthquakes for the
assessment of seismic hazards and the mitigation of the seismic risk.
JDQQH@Ö KMPÚLHÖAALNQÜMI OAQCAOTAMEIS
Antonio Bartelletti abartelletti@parcapuane.it
Giuseppe Ottria ottria@igg.cnr.it

Isoseismic
map of the
7th September
1920
earthquake
showing the
geologicalstructural
background
of the Apuan
Alps and
surrounding
areas.
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of giant fossil tree trunks
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Giant fossil tree
trunks came
to light during
the rescue
excavations in
the Acrochiras
Wind Farm
area under the
supervision of
Prof. Nickolas
Zouros director
of Natural
History Museum
of the Lesvos
/DRPHÚDCÖ%MPDQR

G

Examples of
conserved
giant fossil
tree trunks
recovered
during rescue
excavations at
the Acrochiras
Wind Farm.

iant fossilized tree trunks have recently come
to light during the ongoing rescue excavations carried out by the Natural History Museum
NFØSHEØ,ERUNRØ0ESQIÜEDØ&NQERSØASØSHEØ!CQNCHIQARØ
Antissa site. The rescue excavations are part of
a project for replacing wind turbines at the Wind
Park of Acrocheiras by the National Electricity
Company - Renewable Energy Section.
The excavations revealed hundreds of fossilized trees, among them the largest fossilized
SQEEØEUEQØDIRCNUEQEDØIMØSHEØ,ERUNRØ0ESQIÜEDØ&NQest, in the foundations of the wind turbines. The
majority of the trees which are horizontal and
not in growth position, were buried by major mud
ÝNVR
Work on the site began in September 2018
and continued intensively until September 2019.
During that period more than 500 fossil trees
VEQEØTMEAQSHEDØ4HEØLAȫNQISXØNFØSHEØFNRRIKR ØAàEQØ
conservation treatment, were moved to the Natural History Museum to facilitate the continued

construction of the wind farm. The most prominent fossils were preserved in situ.
The impressive gigantic fossil trunks of conifer
trees which are almost 25 metres in length are
related to the modern redwood coniferous trees
in the subfamily Sequoioideae of the family Cupressaceae. Fossils of pines, oaks, cinnamon and
laurels were also recovered. Following the completion of their conservation treatment, the fossil
trees will be the main exhibits in the new open-air
park which will be created on Akrochiras Hill in the
0ESQIÜEDØ&NQERSØNFØ,ERUNR
The excellent cooperation between the Natural
History Museum and the National Electricity Company has to-date made it possible to combine the
development of renewable energy with the preservation and enhancement of the geological heritage of Lesvos Island UNESCO Global Geopark .
The excavations in the area of Acrochira provide
ILONQSAMSØIMFNQLASINMØABNTSØSHEØÝNQAØDTQIMGØSHEØ
DEUEKNOLEMSØ NFØ SHEØ ,ERUNRØ 0ESQIÜEDØ &NQERSØ AMDØ
complement the reconstructed image of the forest
that existed in the western area of Lesvos during
the Miocene Epoch, 20 million years ago. Research
in the area, by the Natural History Museum, has
IDEMSIÜEDØLNQEØSHAMØØROECIERØNFØFNRRIKØOKAMSRØIMØ
SHEØQELAIMRØNFØSHEØ,ERUNRØ0ESQIÜEDØ&NQERS
Protection, conservation and preservation of
SHEØ,ERUNRØ0ESQIÜEDØ&NQERSØIRØTMDNTBSEDKXØAØDTSXØ
and an obligation in creating a legacy for the generations to come. However, it can also be a promising source of inspiration and a tool for sustainable development in the Lesvos Island UNESCO
Global Geopark.
Konstantina Bentana lesvospf@otenet.gr
Nickolas Zouros nzour@aegean.gr
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L E S V O S
G E O P A R K

Lesvos Island UNESCO Global Geopark, Greece
Geoconservation and Public Works:

Following their
conservation
treatment, the
majority of
the fossil tree
trunks were
transported to
the Museum to
facilitate the
construction
of the wind
farm. The most
prominent
fossils were
preserved in
situ.
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Famenne-Ardenne UNESCO Global Geopark, Belgium

2FCÐ$MLBÐBCQÐ4?SJVÐ
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The Trotti aux
Fosses sink hole,
a Subterranean
Cavity of
2BHDLRHÚBÖ
Interest.

T

HEØ &NMDØ DERØ 6ATKWØ IRØ AØ LAȫNQØ GENRISEØ IMØ SHEØ
Famenne-Ardenne UNESCO Global Geopark.
The small, deep valley called the Fond des Vaulx
with its wild, untamed nature and a surface area
of approximately 15 hectares (37 acres) provides
us with a landscape which contrasts strongly with
the wide plain surrounding Marche-en-Fammenne.
The valley, which is part of the limestone outcrop
known as the Calestienne, was fashioned over millions of years by the acidic water seeping from the
Ardennes Massif in the south. Three walks enable
you to discover, among other sights, several cavities and caverns (the Ducasse Cave, ‘The Fox’s
(NKEa Ø AMDØ NSHEQR Ø CHAMSNIQRØ ÜRRTQERØ IMØ SHEØ QIUEQØ
bed), rock faces, e.g. the ‘The Flat Stone’ and a
chasm called the Trotti aux Fosses. The latter is a
geological feature unique in Belgium which is list-

A student
excursion in the
Fond des Vaulx.
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EDØARØAØ3TBSEQQAMEAMØ#AUISXØNFØ3CIEMSIÜCØ)MSEQERSØ
The chasm, an iconic geosite, is a sinkhole in which
a large, 10 metres deep entrance pit, leads into a
CHALBEQØ VISHØ AØ DNVMVAQD RKNOIMGØ ÝNNQØ KISSEQEDØ
with huge boulders of rock that have fallen from
the roof of the cave. The chamber continues to a
depth of up to 28 metres.
Many legends are linked with the Fond des Vaulx,
a valley shrouded in mystery and the Trotti aux Fosses chasm. They include among others, the legend
of the“Grosse Biesse”or Great Beast of the Fond
des Vaulx Valley. The beast, with the size of two
elephants, has a long, pointed tail, the head of a
crocodile, scales the size of dinner-plates, a long
MECJØ AMDØ HTGEØ SEESHØ %UEQXØ XEAQ Ø SHIRØ ÜQE BQEASHing dragon emerges from its secret lair, in the
well-known geological site within the Geopark, to
descend on the good folk of Marche. Great fun for
young and old, all with but one idea in mind : to celebrate the historical heritage and folklore of their
community.
The Fond des Vaulx is also a geosite of choice
for our conferences and educational activities with
the city’s schools. It allows students to discover the
FATMA ØÝNQAØAMDØSHEØMASTQEØNFØSHEØRNIKØAQNTMDØSHELØ
We want students, but also the local people to reclaim this beautiful geosite.
It should be noted that the geosite is included
IMØ ,IFEØ(ęKIAMSHĘLEØAØOQNȫECSØAILEDØASØQERSNQIMGØ
limestone pastures, which are one of the richest
ecosystems in Wallonia. Thus in diversifying its
natural heritage, the Fond des Vaulx, the green lung
NFØ-AQCHE ØVIKKØQECNUEQØISRØFNQLEQØRIGMIÜCAMCEØAMDØ
maintains its place in the landscape.
Alain Petitgeopark
Alain.petit@geoparkfamenneardenne.be
Simon Vankeerberghen
Simon.vkb@geoparkfamenneardenne.be

The Great Beast
of the Fond des
Vaulx Valley
descends on
the good folk of
Marche.

0CBGQAMTCPWÐMDÐRFCÐDMQQGJÐ
footprints of Saignon:

a voluntary community project in Luberon Geopark

EARTH HERITAGE

Luberon UNESCO Global Geopark, France

Volunteers
removing sand
to excavate the
surface with
the bird fossil
footprints during
the October 2019
dig.
(© David Tatin)

A group of
volunteers
APSQGHLFÖMÙÖ
surface dust
on the fossil
footprints
during the
October
2019 dig.
(© David Tatin)

The slab of Saignon: on the tracks of ancient
animals
his outstanding site is located in the centre of
the Luberon UNESCO Global Geopark. There,
33 million years ago, animals walked the muddy
RHNQERØNFØAØKAQGEØKAJEØ4HEXØKEàØFNNSOQIMSR ØVHICHØ
VEQEØQAOIDKXØÜKKEDØVISHØREDILEMSRØAMDØOQEREQUEDØ
for millions of years.
Fossil footprints provide a glimpse into the
everyday activities of extinct animals, recording
AØÝEESIMGØIMRSAMCEØLIKKINMRØNFØXEAQRØAGN
The limestone slab of Saignon is covered with
HTMDQEDRØNFØRLAKKØDEOQERRINMRØNFØDIÛEQEMSØRIYERØ
and shapes over an area of 600 square metres.
The fossil footprints comprise isolated prints
AMDØSQACJVAXRØNFØDIÛEQEMSØRIYERØAMDØCHAQACSEQIRtics. There are several types of tracks: two-toed,
SHQEE SNED Ø ÜUE SNEDØ OQIMSRØ ASSQIBTSEDØ SNØ BIQDR Ø
rhino-like mammals and other hoofed animals.
The study of the prints provides information
about the track-makers and about what the animals were doing as they made the tracks.

T

A unique and protected site
Mammal fossil footprints are relatively rare with
about a hundred sites known worldwide. The Luberon area includes several footprint sites. The
RIGMIÜCAMCEØNFØSHEØ3AIGMNMØRISEØKIERØIMØSHEØDIUEQsity, the high-density and in the quality of the
tracks’ preservation.
)MØ ØAàEQØAØREQIERØNFØRSTDIERØNMØSHEØCNMservation management strategy, the site was
covered by a geotextile, sand and rubble in order
to protect it.
Towards a new project with the participation
of people!
In June and October 2019, a voluntary community project was organized to excavate the site.
To carry out this work, we called for the voluntary contribution of the local population through
schools and associations.
More than 80 local volunteers and 5 primaQXØ RCHNNKØ CKARRERØ ȫNIMEDØ IMØ SHEØ ÜEKDVNQJØ 4HEØ
participants discovered basic palaeontological
techniques and learnt about the Luberon’s past

Portion of
the slab of
Saignon yielding
ungulate fossil
tracks.
(© Stéphane Legal)

climate and ancient mammal communities.
Looking backward through time at how much
the planet has changed in the past is a key to
understanding the changes happening in today’s
world.
Now the protective cover has been completely
removed, the state of conservation of the slab
will be assessed. The conservation strategy will
IMUNKUEØ AØ RCIEMSIÜCØ QE IMUERSIGASINM Ø FTKKØ DNCTmentation and 3D digital data capture of the
site using photogrammetry, restoration, and
the implementation of new in-situ conservation
measures compatible with public access such as
an on-site museum building.
Pauline Coster, pauline.coster@parcduluberon.fr
Stéphane Legal, stephane.legal@parcduluberon.fr
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TERRA.vita UNESCO Global Geopark, Germany

2FCÐ+CE?JMBMLÐ
Excavation Project
The team
consisting of
TERRA.vita and
Museum am
2BGģJDPADPFÖQR@ÙÖ
members as
well as amateur
palaeontologists
look for fossils
at the excavation
site.
(© Tobias Fischer)

R

A part of
the fossil
assemblage
in the Grafeld
Sand Pit:
A) tooth of
Carcharocles
megalodon,
B) a whale
tooth,
C) magnolia
EPSBRHÚB@RHML Ö
D) a whale
TDPRDAP@ÖQB@JDÖ
bar = 3 cm.
(© Carina Könning,
Angelika Leipner,
Tobias Fischer)

“Palaeontological
gold”: one of
many in-situ
discoveries of a
Megalodon shark
tooth.
(© Tobias Fischer)
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ecent palaeontological excavations undertaken
by the Nature and UNESCO Global Geopark TERRA.vita Geopark, in collaboration with the Natural
(IRSNQXØ-TRETLØb-TRETLØALØ3CHĥKEQBEQGcØIMØ/RMAbrück, revealed a previously unknown Miocene marine vertebrate assemblage in the Geopark’s area.
The assemblage also includes up to 10 cm long teeth
of the well-known Megalodon (Carcharocles megalodon), the largest known toothed shark in Earth’s hisSNQX ØVHICHØQEOQEREMSØSHEØÜQRSØFNRRIKØQELAIMRØNFØSHIRØ
animal to be discovered in NW Germany.
The excavations were motivated by chance discoveries of a Miocene shark tooth assemblage while
OQEOAQIMGØFNQØAØÜEKDØEWCTQRINMØIMØSHEØ'ENOAQJØ(NVEUEQ ØSHEØÜQRSØDIRCNUEQIERØNFØSHEREØFNRRIKRØVEQEØLADEØ
BXØSHEØALASETQØOAKAENMSNKNGIRSØ#AQIMAØ+ĥMMIMG ØVHNØ
also found specimens of Megalodon teeth. Her outstanding collection was professionally curated, but
IMØ SHEØ ABREMCEØ NFØ RCIEMSIÜCØ DNCTLEMSASINMØ DNTBSRØ
VEQEØQAIREDØABNTSØSHEØRCIEMSIÜCØUAKTEØNFØHEQØDIRCNUeries.
The excavations were conducted in March and
June 2019 in the Grafeld Sand Pit located in the Ankum Highs, a chain of hills in the northern part of
the Geopark. The geological succession in the sand
OISØCNMRIRSRØNFØSVNØTMISRØAØGKATCNMISICØÜME GQAIMEDØ
green sand indicating shallow marine conditions,
and an overlying layer of fossil-rich cross-bedded
loosely consolidated conglomerate grading to sand,
which indicates a regression of the sea and an estuarine or a coastal depositional environment. The fos-

sils, which were discovered in the latter unit, consist
NFØSHEØSEESHØAMDØUEQSEBQAEØNFØEIGHSØDIÛEQEMSØRHAQJØ
species including Carcharocles megalodon, Carcharomodus escheri, Cosmopolitodus hastalis, Isurus oxyrinchus and Parotodus benedeni and suggest an age
of approximately 12 million years. Teeth, vertebrae,
ribs and tympanic bullae of whales and probably
other marine mammals, fossilized clams, snails, crab
pincers and sponges as well as lignite and magnolia
FQTCSIÜCASINMRØNFØSEQQERSQIAKØNQIGIMØCNLOKESEØSHEØFNRsil content.
The transition from the glauconitic sand to the
CNMGKNLEQASICØ RAMDØ IMDICASERØ AØ QEGQERRIUEØ RHIàØ NFØ
the primordial North Sea in the region during the Miocene. The Miocene marine sediments were exposed
during the Saale Glacial event approximately 190
thousand years ago, when they were pushed and included as lenses of several metres in length, in the
glacial deposits of a terminal moraine.
In presenting this project, we would like to encourage Geoparks to act as a communication tool
between academic institutions, museums, amateur
geologists and amateur palaeontological working
groups. TERRA.vita has already gained some positive
experience in this respect working together with the
amateur palaeontologist Horst Felker. This collaboQASINMØHARØQERTKSEDØIMØRCIEMSIÜCØEWCAUASINMRØAMDØOTBlications about Eocene shark fossils. Furthermore, it
has allowed the establishment of the HaiTec educaSINMØ CEMSQEØ ASØ +THKHNÛØ IMØ "IOOEMØ 4HEREØ EWALOKERØ
show that Geoparks and geoscientists can achieve
UAKTABKEØRCIEMSIÜCØQERTKSRØIMØCNKKABNQASINMØVISHØALAteur palaeontologists and at, the same time, receive
more attention from the media and tourists. AmaSETQØ OAKAENMSNKNGIRSRØ CAMØ BEMEÜSØ FQNLØ CNLOKXIMGØ
with legal requirements for collecting fossils and, by
mastering techniques for documenting their discoveries more professionally, they can achieve recognition of their work from professional scientists,
Tobias Fischer Tobias.Fischer@lkos.de, UNESCO Global
Geopark TERRA.vita
Patrick Chellouche Chellouche@osnabrueck.de, Museum
ALØ3CHĥKEQBEQG
Carina Könning c.kehrmann@gmx.net
Horst Felker Horst.Felker@gmx.de

The origin of life as we know it:
the international meeting on the Ediacaran System
and the Ediacaran–Cambrian transition in VilluercasIbores-Jara Geopark

EARTH HERITAGE

Villuercas-Ibores-Jara UNESCO
Global Geopark, Spain

Field trip to an
outcrop with
sabelliditid
fossils.
Delegates
attending the
International
Meeting on
the Ediacaran
System and
the Ediacaran
– Cambrian
Transition in
VilluercasIbores-Jara
UNESCO Global
Geopark.

Delegates
examine the
Cloudina
olistolith.

T

he International Meeting on the Ediacaran
System and the Ediacaran–Cambrian Transition held in the Villuercas-Ibores-Jara UNESCO
Global Geopark, Spain, from 17 – 24 October,
2019, was organized by the Geopark, together
with the University of Extremadura, the IGEO
(Institute of Geosciences), and the International
Commission on Stratigraphy.
The event was attended by 105 participants,
researchers from universities and research centres from 18 countries. In the 84 oral communications and poster presentations, the newest
advances on sedimentology, palaeontology,
geochemistry and palaeomagnetism of this almost unknown period and its boundaries were
OQEREMSEDØ 4HEØ ÜEKDØ EWCTQRINMRØ OQNUIDEDØ NOONQtunities for visiting outcrops of the Ediacaran
and Ediacaran–Cambrian transition in the Central-Iberian Zone and also to get to know the cultural and natural heritage of the area.
The Geopark was chosen for this meeting due
to the exceptional nature of the outcrops of the
Ediacaran Period, including the Ediacaran–Cambrian Transition, and the importance of fossil

deposits of those ages. These include vendotaenids and sabelliditids, interpreted as multicelKTKAQØ AKGAEØ AMDØ AMMEKIDR Ø SNØ CKNTDIMIDR Ø SHEØ ÜQRSØ
biomineralized metazoans and treptichnids, the
ÜQRSØCNLOKEWØSQACEØFNRRIKRØ!KKØSHEREØFNRRIKRØQEUEAKØ
some of the most crucial events in the evolution
of life: the transition from single cell organisms
to multicellular organisms, the acquisition of
skeletons, and the so-called “Agronomic Revolution” (when the animals started burrowing in the
REAÝNNQ 
In the words of some of the participants:
Dr. Shuhai Xiao, Professor of the Department
of Geological Sciences, Virginia Polytechnical
Institute and University, USA, and Chair of the
Subcommission on Ediacaran Stratigraphy: “It
has been the best meeting I have attended taking
into account the mixture of a large number of important scientists and the good mix of established
specialists and young people, the geology visited
DURINGÚTHEÚÞELDÚTRIPS ÚTHEÚCUISINE ÚCULTUREÚANDÚPLACEÚ
of the meeting and its surroundings”.
Dr. Bruce Runnegar, Professor Emeritus of
the Department of Earth, Planetary, and Space
Sciences in UCLA, USA, and Director of the NASA
Astrobiology Institute from 2002-2006 said: “Is
a fantastic meeting. An outstanding geology and
palaeontology in a very special place. The work of
Geoparks making the history of our planet known is
very important. I’m enjoying Villuercas-Ibores-Jara
not only as a scientist”.
$QØ -AůGNQYASAØ -NCYXDůNVRJA Ø 0QNFERRNQØ
Emeritus of the Department of Earth Sciences,
Uppsala University, Sweden: “Most of us know the
relevant geology and palaeontology of this area
THROUGHÚ THEÚ SCIENTIÞCÚ PAPERS Ú BUTÚ THEÚ 'EOPARKÚ ISÚ
also doing a fantastic work regarding natural and
CULTURALÚHERITAGEÚ)ÚWASÚHEREÚFORÚÞELDWORKÚÚYEARSÚ
ago and the change is very remarkable. I am enjoying a lot with this more complete vision of this
area”.
Iván Cortijo icortijo@dip-caceres.es
José Mª Barrera jmbarrera@dip-caceres.es
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Azores UNESCO Global Geopark, Portugal

£*'2-2#!¤ÐKMPCÐRF?LÐ
a collection of rocks!

T

he Azores UNESCO Global Geopark (UGGp)
recently promoted the production of a collection of rock samples that represent the geodiversity of its territory and geological history. The main
purpose of the rock collection named “LITOTECA”,
meaning the deposit/archive of rock samples, is to
support the dissemination of information in educaSINMAKØ AMDØ RCIEMSIÜCØ OQNGQALLERØ AMDØ SNØ OQNLNSEØ
geoscience initiatives undertaken by the Azores
UGGp.
The “LITOTECA” therefore contains a collection
NFØ IDEMSIÜED Ø OKAIMKXØ KABEKKEDØ GENKNGICAKØ RALOKERØ
that is easily transported and suitable for use by
SHEØ'ENOAQJaRØRSAÛØAMDØRSAJEHNKDEQRØIMØEDTCASINMAKØ
activities, engaging with the general public and in
exhibitions.
The “LITOTECA” includes 12 samples that illustrate the lithological geodiversity of the Azores
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Red & Gray
Volcanoes:
@ÖQHKNJHÚDCÖ
approach to
learn about
volcanic
eruptions and
volcanic rocks.

The Azores
UGGp
“LITOTECA” –
rock collection.

Promotion of
the Azores UGGp
“LITOTECA”
at the 15th
European
Geoparks
Conference,
Seville,
September
2019.

GEOPARΚ

)RKAMDR Ø IMCKTDIMGØ AMJAQALISE Ø RTQSREXAMØ STÛ Ø IGnimbrite, trachyte, basalt, scoria, pumice, volcanic
sand, syenite and fossiliferous limestone. It also includes the Work Sheet “Volcanoes…in colours”, designed especially to be used by teachers, students
AMDØ SHEØ 'ENOAQJØ RSAÛØ DTQIMGØ ACSIUISIERØ IMUNKUIMGØ
education and the promotion of geoscience. This
document which is also available on the Azores
UGGp website (in Portuguese and English), includes
AØMNUEKØAMDØRILOKIÜEDØAOOQNACHØSNØKEAQMØABNTSØUNKcanoes, volcanic eruptions and volcanic rocks, with
a direct connection to geological samples included
in the “LITOTECA”:
“VOLCANOES …in colours!”
YES, “red volcanoes” and “gray volcanoes”: have you
heard about them?
“RED VOLCANOES” are associated with basic magmas, and their eruptions are characterized by: 1) the
EMISSIONÚ OFÚ ßUIDÚ LAVAÚ ßOWSÚ AND Ú  Ú THEÚ EJECTIONÚ OFÚ
lava fragments (pyroclasts) thrown out into the air.
4HEÚLAVAÚßOWSÚFORMÚROCKSÚLIKEÚTHEÚBASALT, and the
pyroclasts contribute to deposits of ash, lapilli and
bombs, commonly designated as SCORIA!
“GRAY VOLCANOES” are associated with siliceous
magmas, usually with very explosive eruptions characterized by: 1) high eruptive columns; 2) a “rainfall”
of pyroclasts reaching great distances; 3) the occurRENCEÚOFÚPYROCLASTICÚßOWSÚTHATÚMOVEÚALONGÚTHEÚßANKSÚ
of the volcano and, 4) sometimes, the emission of very
VISCOUSÚ LAVAÚ ßOWS Ú ASÚ DOMESÚ ORÚ COULʀESÚ 4HEÚ PYROclasts contribute to deposits of ash, lapilli and blocks,
commonly designated as PUMICE, the pyroclastic
ßOWSÚPRODUCEÚIGNIMBRITESÚORÚTUÝS ÚANDÚTHEÚLAVAÚ
ßOWSÚFORMÚROCKSÚLIKEÚTRACHYTE!
(AVEÚYOUÚIDENTIÞEDÚTHOSEÚROCKSÚINÚTHEÚc,)4/4%#!dÚ DIDÚ YOUÚ UNDERSTOODÚ THEÚ DIÝERENCESÚ BETWEENÚ
them? …can you “see” the type of volcano/magma
association? ...Well Done!
João Carlos Nunes jcnunes@azoresgeopark.com

Geology Projects Traineeship
to come along and place rocks into a piece of
artwork that will be visible for years to come. We
also led a guided walk and produced a temporary
trail for families to follow.
!MNSHEQØHIGHKIGHSØHARØBEEMØEMGAGIMGØVISHØRSAÛØ
from other Geoparks and aspiring Geoparks when
I attended the UK UNESCO Global Geoparks Forum annual meeting in the North West Highlands
in May 2019.
A geology degree is a ticket to many exciting
careers, but when I graduated from university I
didn’t really know where I wanted that ticket to
take me. For a geoscience graduate with a love
of Earth history, neither academia nor industry
REELEDØSNØNÛEQØLTCHØNFØAMØNOONQSTMISXØSNØQEAKKXØ
share that passion with others. My time in the
North Pennines has provided me with an excellent range of transferable skills, which I hope will
lead to further employment in geoheritage in the
future.
The traineeship, along with the “Earthworks”
project, is funded by the UK’s National Lottery
Heritage Fund and the INTERREG Atlantic Area
programme of the European Regional Development Fund.
Author: Jake Morton
Contact: Naomi Foster
naomi@northpenninesaonb.org.uk

Building a
geological map
of the North
Pennines AONB
Geopark from
pebbles.
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North Pennines AONB and UNESCO Global Geopark, UK

Delivering
hands-on
activities
at Durham
University’s
‘Celebrate
Science’ family
festival.

I

n the summer of 2018 I joined the North Pennines team as a Geology Projects Trainee. The
aim of this traineeship was to experience working in geoheritage interpretation and education
in the North Pennines Area of Outstanding Natural Beauty and UNESCO Global Geopark, and
ISØ HARØ BEEMØ PTISEØ AØ XEAQØ -IMEØ VARØ SHEØ ÜQRSØ NFØ
three year-long graduate internships as part of
the North Pennines “Earthworks” project. I joined
close to the beginning of the project and have
worked with schoolchildren, volunteers, businesses, scientists, artists, writers, designers and
families on a range of events and interpretation.
Together with training from the Geopark’s
EWOEQIEMCEDØRSAÛ Ø)ØHADØSHEØNOONQSTMISXØSNØSAJEØ
a lead on several aspects of the project. These
included developing activities for events, designing interpretation boards and managing communications with a group of new ‘geo-guide’
volunteers. Another of my tasks was to create
AØ REQIERØNFØÜUEØMEVØREKF GTIDEDØGENKNGICAKØSQAIKØ
KEAÝESR ØEMCNTQAGIMGØUIRISNQRØSNØEWOKNQEØRNLEØNFØ
our special geological features and mining relics.
This was a great chance to engage with local experts, particularly those in our Geopark Advisory
Group, and to learn a lot about the challenges of
LAIMSAIMIMGØ RCIEMSIÜCØ IMSEGQISXØ VHEMØ OQNDTCIMGØ
materials for the public.
Contributing to our 2019 EGN Week events
programme was a particular highlight. Over the
week we delivered a number of events for families at our Bowlees Visitor Centre, including the
creation of a geological map of the Geopark using pebbles. Members of the public were invited
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Troodos UNESCO Global Geopark (TUGGp), Cyprus

Ð,CUÐ%CMCBSA?RGML?JÐ
.PMEP?KKCÐGLÐ2PMMBMQÐ%CMN?PIÐ

Photo of the
Kids’ Room
within the
TUGGp Visitor
Centre.

T

he Troodos UNESCO Global Geopark which is
located in a mountainous area in the heart of
the island of Cyprus, consists of well-preserved
and well-exposed rocks that were formed in the
depths of the ancient Neotethys Ocean. They were
RTBREPTEMSKXØTOKIàEDØSNØSHEIQØOQEREMSØONRISINM ØQEcording the complex geological processes of ocean
ÝNNQØROQEADIMGØAMDØOKASEØSECSNMICRØDTQIMGØSHEØKARSØ
92 million years. Today, it is considered to be the
Earth’s most complete land exposure of oceanic
crust. Since the 1950‘s, the Troodos Oceanic Crust
(TOC) has been a major research area for geosciEMSIRSRØ AMDØ HARØ OKAXEDØ AØ RIGMIÜCAMSØ QNKEØ FNQØ SHEØ
development of the divergent boundary theory and
the formation of new oceanic crust, as we know it
today.
The Geopark’s 62 geosites and abandoned mines
are important geological story tellers: each one reveals a piece of the Troodos Mountain Range’s evoKTSINMAQXØHIRSNQXØAMDØHARØAØTMIPTEØRCIEMSIÜCØUAKTEØ
The conventional information panels that we established within the Visitor Centre and at geosites
are, however, not easily understandable to the general public, as geological terms and diagrams that
are essential to highlight the geological importance
AMDØTMIPTEMERRØNFØEACHØRISEØCAMMNSØRILOKIÜED
We therefore decided to develop, in parallel, a
geo-educational tool appropriate for the generAKØ OTBKIC Ø BAREDØ NMØ RILOKIÜEDØ CAQSNNMØ AMILASINMRØ
The new geo-educational programme involves a
number of 2D and 3D animations showing how the
rocks (mantle, plutonic and extrusive) and chemical
REDILEMSRØNFØSHEØ4/#ØVEQEØFNQLEDØAMDØTOKIàEDØSNØ
their present position. The animations are screened
in a specially-designed room (Kids’ Room) of the
Visitor Centre, as part of the guided tour provided
by the Centre’s geologist.
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Snapshot of the
3D animation of
the successive
subduction
zones created
92 million years
ago due to the
convergence of
the African and
Eurasian plates.

Snapshot of the
3D animation
MEÖ@ÖQHKNJHÚDCÖ
model that
explains the
formation of the
Troodos Oceanic
Crust.

Furthermore, our group of experts decided to enrich the geo-educational programme by broadening
ISRØ GENRCIEMSIÜCØ CNMSEMSØ SNØ IMCKTDEØ AMILASINMRØ NFØ
the structure of the Earth, plate tectonics, faults,
earthquakes, seismic waves and seismological networks, to achieve a more holistic explanation of the
Troodos geological history.
We strongly believe that this geo-educational
tool succeeds in decoding, to the required level, the
complicated geodynamic processes of the Earth
that occurred in the area of the Eastern Mediterranean during the last 92 million years and that it will
be well received by the general public.
$ÞGWKHMQÖ3QHMJ@IHQÖetsiolakis@gsd.moa.gov.cy
Sylvana Pilidou etsiolakis@gsd.moa.gov.cy
Iordanis Dimitriadis etsiolakis@gsd.moa.gov.cy

2FCÐ#BSA?RGML?JÐ!MJJCARGMLÐ
MDÐ0MAIQÐ?LBÐ+GLCP?JQÐ
in the Tuscan Mining Geopark
O

The guide to the
collection and
an example of
the educational
sheet for a
QNDBHÚÖBÖKHLDP@J

EDUCATION

Tuscan Mining UNESCO Global Geopark, Italy

nce upon a time, in primary schools, children were
taught that the Earth is divided
into three realms: animal, vegESABKEØ AMDØ LIMEQAKØ 4HEØ ÜØQRSØ
two are more familiar and easily recognizable. The third, the
mineral realm, we ignore, perhaps because it is hidden, difÜØCTKSØ SNØ TMDEQRSAMDØ AMDØ IMAMI
mate. And yet it plays a leading
role in the history of our planet,
beginning 4.54 billion years
ago.
The understanding of our
territory starts from the knowledge about the rocks and minerals of the Geopark, especially Examples of the boxes of rocks
because this is a mining park and minerals customized for the
Gateways to the Park.
in which the millenia spanning
mining history, are the most
valuable component of the region’s heritage. Mining which
began in the Copper Age, developed during the Etruscan
and Roman civilizations and
expanded considerably from
the Middle Ages until the 20th
century when an increase in
mining research resulted in the
opening of numerous important mines.
Knowing the Geopark and its
geological and mining history
also requires careful observation of the minerals and rocks
that are encountered along
geotrails, in geosites and, with
the help of expert guides, being Boxes with examples of rocks and
able to touch and examine their minerals from the Tuscan Mining
properties and learn how to
UNESCO Global Geopark.

IDEMSIFXØ SHELØ DTQIMGØ ÜØEKDØ EW
cursions. For this purpose small
collections, representative of
the most common rocks and
minerals to assist the guides
DTQIMGØÜØEKDØEWCTQRINMRØAMDØEDT
cational in the Gateways to the
Park, were created.
The Rock and Mineral Collection, the Geological Guide and
Descriptive Sheets.
The educational collection
of rocks and minerals and the
associated guide, consisting
of sixty samples, are organized in three boxes, each box
has been customized for each
Gateway to the Park. The boxes
are divided into twenty small
compartments each containing
a sample with a label and an
IDEMSIÜØCASINMØCNDE
The guide contains three diagrams showing the arrangement of the samples within
the three boxes in order to
facilitate the correct reposiSINMIMGØ NFØ SHEØ RALOKERØ AàØEQØ
use. To avoid confusion each
RALOKEØ HARØ AMØ AÞ
ØØWEDØ IDEMSI
ÜØCASINMØ CNDEØ VHICHØ EMABKERØ
immediate recognition. The
IDEMSIÜØCASINMØ CNDEØ FNQØ EACHØ
sample is also shown in the
legend of the geological map
of the park, included in the
guide, thus making it possible
to locate the place of origin of
the rock and mineral samples
in the collection.
Each sample is accompanied by a descriptive sheet, in
VHICH ØIMØADDISINMØSNØSHEØMTLBEQØAMDØSHEØIDEMSIÜØ
cation code, the following information is provided: the geological age, a photograph and some
basic information (composition, appearance,
genesis, properties, uses) and useful ideas for
subsequent research.
Elena Buracchi
geology@parcocollinemetallifere.it
Alessandra Casini
direttore@parcocollinemetallifere.it
Giancarlo Pagani
giancarlo.pagani@unisi.it
Marco Porciani
biodiversita@parcocollinemetallifere.it
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Beigua UNESCO Global Geopark, Italy

CGES?Ð3,#1!-Ð%JM@?JÐ
Geopark’s Junior Geoparker
Programme

An example
of the Beigua
UNESCO Global
Geopark’s
passport
for Junior
Geoparkers.

Junior
Geoparkers “in
action” during
one of the
workshops.

S

Junior
Geoparkers
engaging with
L@RSPDÖMLÖ@ÖÚDJCÖ
excursion in the
Geopark.

pending a day in the Beigua Geopark is not
only a way for our children to have some
fun, but it is also a unique opportunity to teach
them about the beauty of nature in all its forms,
SNØCNMMECSØVISHØSHEØÜUEØREMRERØSNØAØMEVØVNQKD Ø
AKIUEØAMDØEMGAGIMG ØUEQXØDIÛEQEMSØFQNLØSHEØUIQSTal world with which they interact on a daily basis
by using smartphones and playing video games.
To immerse oneself in nature, to relive the
excitement of being an explorer, to rediscover a
sense of wonder by observing the precise systems that govern the life of the small animals or
ÝNVEQRØ NFØ "EIGTAØ 'ENOAQJ Ø SNØ GESØ IMØ STMEØ VISHØ
the Earth and understand the importance of biodiversity, these are all elements that will encourage the development of a sense of responsibility
towards the environment.
The Junior Geoparker Programme provides edTCASINMAKØVNQJRHNOR ØÜEKDØEWCTQRINMRØAMDØGALERØ

that enable children to learn in a fun way how
natural cycles work by becoming, for one day,
geologists, botanists, birdwatchers or young explorers.
Surprised faces, attentive looks, a lot of curiosity and an inexhaustible desire to discover
new things: the Geopark Guides are always able
to create magic by stimulating all the senses of
children to capture the scents and sounds of naSTQE ØSHEØRHAOERØAMDØCNKNTQRØSHASØDEÜMEØSHEØKAMDscape, giving space to their imagination, without forgetting that everything they learn today
in contact with nature, such as the importance
of protecting wildlife and respecting the rules
of the mountain, contributes to developing the
adults they will be tomorrow.
Throughout all seasons, the little explorers
of nature have followed the traces of the animals that inhabit the forest, walked with snowshoes on white tracks, watched the migratory
birds that circle in the skies of Beigua and have
SQAUEKKEDØBACJØIMØSILEØBXØÜMDIMGØFNRRIKRØSHASØSEKKØ
some of the story of our world. But above all,
they learned to protect nature and to always
have a curious and respectful attitude to the environment that surrounds them.
During the last year more than a hundred
children participated in nature activities involving short hikes and educational workshops. All
received a passport to record the completed activities. Those who collected 10 stamps became
Junior Geoparkers and young ambassadors of
Beigua UNESCO Global Geopark. Maybe, one
day they be our trail guides!
Giulia Castello turismo@parcobeigua.it
Claudia Fiori turismo@parcobeigua.it
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Pupils learn
about the
interconnectivity
of the food cycle.

Pupils learn
about natural
recycling
processes.

T

he Bohemian Paradise Ecological Education
Centre (BPEEC) is one of the founding organizations of the Bohemian Paradise Geopark. The
BPEEC’s mission is to motivate society through
sustainable environmental education and respect
for nature. The centre is located in the popular Sedmihorky Campsite, very close to Hruboskalsko Rock
#ISXØGENRISEØAMDØSNØSHEØ'ENOAQJØNÞCEØ4TQMNUØ-Tnicipality). It provides one-day and residential environmental education programmes and, since 2009,
the Guardians of the Earth Programme created by
the Earth Education Institute at BPEEC.
Earth Education represents an environmental
education initiative that originated in the United
States in the 1970s and has spread throughout
the world. The founder of the movement,Professor
Steve van Matre, who originally worked as a leisure instructor in summer camps, currently lectures
mainly on environmental education and interpretation. Earth Education builds on very sophisticated
programmes that have been developed for several
years and are then adopted by collaborating centres.

The Guardians of the Earth is an international
programme of the Earth Education organization
and it is implemented in the same form in several countries. It is targeted at pupils from 10 to 12
years of age. Children stay two and half days in
the centre and then continue to work at school for
two months. During the programme, pupils undergo
a coherent sequence of activities focused both on
knowledge and experience. The secretive character
E.M, who guides pupils through the programme as
well as in searching for the keys to reveal the message hidden in the mysterious chests, is a great
motivator for the pupils. On completing the programme, pupils should have a better understanding
NFØREKECSEDØECNKNGICAKØOQIMCIOKERØEGØEMEQGXØÝNVRØ
or mass cycle) and develop their own relation to
nature. Emphasis is placed on the pupils’ individual
responsible environmental behaviour.
BPEEC succeeded in adopting and testing this
programme in local settings. The programme which
has been delivered several times a year since 2013,
OQNUIDERØ AØ UEQXØ EÞCIEMSØ EMUIQNMLEMSAKØ EDTCASINMØ
and has a deep impact in changing pupil behaviour.
However, it is not free of charge. The programme
is very demanding on the instructors’ time and
teaching skills and in addition is dependent on good
weather conditions. Therefore a maximum of six
courses per school year are available. However, in
order to meet the high demand for the programme,
the BPEEC has expanded the programme to include
other environmental education centres, which are
gradually adopting it and thus expanding its availability throughout the Czech Republic. In this way,
we hope that in the near future, it will be available
to all potential candidates not only in the Bohemian Paradise Geopark but also in other parts of our
country.
Vít Preisler Preisler.Vit@seznam.cz
Martina Pásková martina.paskova@mzp.cz

EDUCATION

Bohemian Paradise UNESCO Global Geopark, Czech
Republic

Pupils learning
about energy
cycles in nature
in the Guardians
of the Earth
Programme.
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GLOBAL GEOPARKS
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Colca y Volcanes de Andagua, Peru

Courel Mountains, Spain

Imbabura, Ecuador

Jiuhuashan, China

Kütralkura, Chile

3PMJJ×ÖDJJ Ö-MPU@W

Vis Archipelago, Croatia

Yimengshan, China

T

he UNESCO Executive Board during it’s 126
session on April 17th 2019 unanimously endorsed the decisions made by the UNESCO Global
Geoparks Council during its third session in Adamello Brenta UNESCO Global Geopark, in Italy,
last September and eight territories demonstrating the great diversity of our planet’s geology
have received the UNESCO Global Geopark label.
Thus from April 17th 2019 there are 147 UNESCO Global Geoparks in 41 countries!

The new UNESCO Global Geoparks are:
dØ#NKCAØXØ6NKCAMERØDEØ!MDAGTA Ø0EQT
dØ#NTQEKØ-NTMSAIMR Ø3OAIM
dØ)LBABTQA Ø%CTADNQ
dØ*ITHTARHAM Ø#HIMA
dØ+ĪSQAKJTQA Ø#HIKE
dØ4QNKKÙØEKK Ø.NQVAX
dØ6IRØ!QCHIOEKAGN Ø#QNASIA
dØ9ILEMGRHAM Ø#HIMA

Learn more about the new UNESCO Global Geoparks in Europe! Presentations in pages 63-65.
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+?LÐ?LBÐECMJMEWÐGLÐRFCÐ!MSPCJÐ
Mountains Geopark

A map of
the Courel
Mountains
UNESCO
Global Geopark
showing the
positions of
one globally
QHFLHÚB@LRÖ
geosite and
four Spanish
National
geosites.

View of the
unique Variscan
45-km-long
recumbent fold
deforming rocks
ranging from
Precambrian to
Carboniferous
in age.

T

he Courel Mountains Geopark has an area
of 578 km2, an altitude of up to1,641 m and
a population of 5,400 with 9.3 inhabitants/km2.
The area’s geology consists predominantly of
lower and middle Palaeozoic rocks. One geosite
NFØIMSEQMASINMAKØRIGMIÜCAMCEØIRØQEOQEREMSEDØBXØAØ
unique 45-km-long Variscan recumbent fold in
rocks ranging in age from Precambrian to Carboniferous. This sequence hosts superb sites
with fossils of archaeocyathids, trilobites, brachiopods, cephalopods, conodonts and crinoids,
as well as antimony and iron ore deposits. Four
GENRISERØNFØMASINMAKØRIGMIÜCAMCEØIMCKTDEØFEASTQERØ
of tectonic, mineralogical and geomorphological
interest. The landscape is molded by rivers with
canyons up to 400 m deep, 30 m high waterfalls,
alluvial fans and river terraces. The Geopark’s
karst landscape includes seven kilometres of
caves. The highest summits are associated with
glacial ice sculpted cirques from the last Glacial
Period. The area’s deciduous forests, inhabited
by brown bear, deer, wild boar and other fauna,
contribute to one of the most ecologically diverse areas in northwest Spain. All are protected
as Sites of Community Importance.
The Geopark’s geology is closely linked with
its rich cultural history. Neolthic people colonized the Courel Mountains approximately 4,000
years ago creating petroglyphs, stone tombs and
OAIMSIMGRØVISHIMØDEEO LNTMSAIMØCAUERØ3IWSXØÜUEØ
hillforts were constructed during the Iron Age

and the Roman occupation (1st-2th centuries AD)
using local shale and quartzite for dwellings and
defensive walls built along natural, up to 200
m high scarps. Local slate was used to roof the
buildings. The Romans mined gold ore from the
bedrock, extracted gold from alluvial sediments
and excavated water channels and tunnels to
divert rivers. Following the abandonment of the
hillforts, new settlements were developed on
alluvial fans, river terraces, on the sites of ancient Roman mines and large landslides. These
settlements, together with Medieval castles,
introduced the use of Palaeozoic limestone and
gneiss and Cenozoic rocks as new construction
materials, whilst granite was imported to build
the oldest 12th century abbey. Coevally, 12 preserved lime kilns supplied local demands and,
later, mines provided iron for 15 traditional hydraulic workshops. These ancient settlements
evolved giving rise to the modern traditional
villages. Nowadays, the geology is still the economic driver for the Courel Mountains. Quarrying
OQNUIDERØ AGGQEGASERØ FNQØ KNCAKØ TRE Ø AMDØ QNNÜMGØ
slate for buildings in Spain and Central Europe.
The Courel Mountains Geopark is managed by
an association of three municipalities, Folgoso
do Courel, Ribas de Sil and Quiroga, together
with the Working Group for Ancares-Courel Rural Development. Within its infrastructures, the
Geopark has three museums and interpretation
centres (another in construction) and 25 geologically interpreted sites promoting the geoheritage in a format that appeals to tourists. The
area also includes the famous Winter Way of StJacques. The Geopark organizes exhibitions and
festivals promoting local products (wine, chestnuts, olive oil, honey), guides groups through
the territory and assists the private sector with
cultural and outdoor activities (trekking, canyoning). For a wonderful stay, the Geopark recommends 45 bar-restaurants, 25 hotels and hostels,
a camping area (~700 beds) and apartments in
SQADISINMAKØUIKKAGERØ(NVEUEQ ØNTQØÝAGRHIOØIRØSHEØ
education programme for local students, socalled Xeopícaros (“geo-pupils”), which involves
BNSHØÜEKDØAMDØCKARRQNNLØACSIUISIER

PRESENTATION

Courel Mountains UNESCO Global Geopark, Spain

Remains of a
Roman hill fort
in the Courel
Mountains
Geopark.

"MSPDJÖ,MSLR@HLQÖ&DMN@PIÖ.ÜBD
info@ribeirasacracourel.es
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Mount
Steinstind
on the island
of Leka - a
landmark
consisting of
the igneous rock
dunite, a major
constituent
of the Earth’s
mantle, and part
of the islands
outstanding
ophiolite
complex.
(Photo by Kristin
Floa)

2FCÐLMPRFCPLKMQRÐ3,#1!-Ð
Global Geopark

T

QNKKÙEKKØ'ENOAQJØIRØRISTASEDØNMØSHEØ.NQVEGIAMØ
coast, just south of the Arctic Circle, and displays a 500 million-year-long geological macro-cycle – from ocean to ocean. 67 % of the park
consists of sea with more than 12 000 islands,
islets and skerries.

Geological macro-cycle
4HEØ BEDQNCJØ IMØ 4QNKKÙEKKØ IRØ CNLONREDØ NFØ QNCJRØ
formed beneath, within and at the margin of an
ancient ocean – the Iapetus Ocean. They display
the architecture of an oceanic crust and the
transition to continental settings, as well as the
ÜMAKØCKNRTQEØNFØSHIRØNCEAMØQERTKSIMGØIMØSHEØCNMSInent-continent collision that formed the Caledonian mountain chain 400 million years ago.
The present landscape forms the margin of
the ‘new’ Atlantic Ocean. Glacial erosion has uncovered the ancient rocks and shaped a coastal
landscape of monumental mountains rising from
SHEØRSQAMDÝASØVISHØISRØMTLEQNTRØIRKAMDRØ4HEØKAMDØ
VARØTOKIàEDØREUEQAKØHTMDQEDØLESQERØIMØQERONMREØ
to isostatic rebound since the last Ice Age, and
the relative sea level has fallen more than 100
metres. Ancient shorelines can be seen up to the
ØLESQEØKEUEK ØVHEQEØSQACERØNFØSHEØÜQRSØRESSKEQRØ
who arrived 11,000 years ago are found.
3GDÖEDPRHJDÖQRP@LCÛ@R
4HEØRSQAMDÝASØIRØBXØFAQØSHEØLNRSØDNLIMAMSØKAMDRCAOEØFEASTQEØIMØSHEØ'ENOAQJØ4HIRØIRØAØKNV ØÝASØ
and wide platform, supporting thousands of
stacks, skerries and small islands, as well as shallow areas of sea. It is a globally rare geomorphoKNGICAKØFEASTQE ØAMDØ4QNKKÙEKKØ'ENOAQJ ØVHEQEØSHEØ
platform is up to 60 km wide, is one of the very
best examples.
4HEØ RSQAMDÝASØ VISHØ ISRØ QICHØ LAQIMEØ QERNTQCERØ
has played a fundamental role in the history of
human settlement along the Norwegian coast
and attracted people as the ice receded. They
RESSKEDØNMØSHEØELEQGIMGØIRKAMDRØAMDØKIUEDØBXØÜRHing, hunting and gathering. The frugal symbiosis
between man and nature gradually developed to
include the harvesting of down from wild eider
duck nests, a rare tradition which in 2004 re-
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sulted in the Vega Archipelago being included in
the UNESCO World List of Cultural and Natural
Heritage.
)RNRSASICØ TOKIàØ NFØ SHEØ KAMDLARRØ CNMSIMTERØ SNØ
the present day, making it an ever-unfolding geNKNGICAKØ OQNCERRØ 4QNKKÙEKKØ 'ENOAQJØ AILRØ SNØ GESØ
local communities to take responsibility and
ownership for the geoheritage without legal
measures. We believe this can be achieved by
promoting sustainable economic activities such
as geotourism and by increasing public knowledge about geology.
3PMJJ×DJJÖE@BRQ
The Geopark covers an area of 10, 082 km2, of
which 33 % is land and 67 % sea. It contains six
municipal boroughs (Brønnøy, Vega, Vevelstad,
Sømna, Bindal and Leka) in two counties (Trøndelag and Nordland) and has 13,700 inhabitants.
The Geopark was established in 2013 as a project managed by the South Helgeland Regional
Council, which is owned by the six boroughs. The
Geopark has joint operational management with
4QNKKÙEKKØ/TSDNNQØ#NTMCIKØ^ØAØCNKKABNQASINMØBAREDØ
on overlapping tasks, creating synergies for the
public and local communities.
Magne Ekker LAGMEEJJEQ SQNKKÙEKKGENOAQJMN
Charlotte G. Olsen charlotte.olsen@sh-region.no

Mount
Torghatten - a
national tourist
attraction with
a prominent sea
cave created by
marine erosion.
(Photo by Bjørn
Henrik Ormo)

3GDÖQRP@LCÛ@RÖ
is at its widest
in the Vega
archipelago. Old
settlements can
be seen in the
foreground on
the islands.
(Photo by Inge Ove
Tysnes)
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*MKHɁ@ Ö@Ö
coastal town
on the western
coast of Vis.
(Photo by
Ivo Pervan-min)

The Blue Cave
situated on the
island of Biševo.
(Photo by
Ivo Pervan-min)

O

n April 17, 2019 UNESCO’s Executive Board approved the designation of Vis Archipelago as a
UNESCO Global Geopark.
The Vis Archipelago in the central Adriatic Sea,
consisting of 10 islands with a combined area of
less than 100 km², is situated within a 6,601 km²
triangle–shaped area. The largest island of Vis with
an area of 89.72 km² has a population of 3,617 inhabitants.
The islands of the Vis Archipelago have the most
diverse rock formations in the region. In Triassic
SILER ØKAUAØÝNVR ØSHICJØKAXEQRØNFØRAKSØAMDØARRNCIASEDØREDILEMSAQXØQNCJRØACCTLTKASEDØIMØAØFATKSØDEÜMEDØ
basin created during the breakup of the supercontinent Pangea. The Triassic rocks were subsequently
buried beneath the few thousand metres thick carbonate sequence of the Adriatic Platform. From MioCEMEØSILERØSHEØIRKAMDRØVEQEØTOKIàEDØBXØTOVAQDØLNUing salt diapirs which intrude the sedimentary cover.
During the last Ice Age, when the sea level was up to
120 metres lower than today, huge deposits of sand
carried by strong winds from the Adriatic steppe
formed sand dunes in the northeastern region of Vis.
The area of the Vis Archipelago is unique in the
Adriatic in terms of its biological diversity. In 2003
the World Wildlife Fund included the Vis Archipelago
IMØSHEØ!DQIASICØ"KTEØ#NQQIDNQØ ØAMDØDEÜMEDØSHEØ
area as one of the ten “last paradise oases in the
Mediterranean”. The islands of the Vis Archipelago
and the surrounding submarine area are also included in the EU Natura 2000 programme.
The oldest city in Croatia, Issa, founded on the island of Vis by Greek colonists in the early 4th century
"#ØVARØSHEØÜQRSØCEMSQEØNFØTQBAMØCIUIKIYASINMØNMØSHEØ
eastern Adriatic coast. The settlers introduced the

use of money and developed a culture involving the
production of wine, literacy, literature and theatre.
4HEØ !DQIASICØ ÜRHIMGØ IMDTRSQXØ VARØ DEUEKNOEDØ NMØ
SHEØIRKAMDØNFØ6IRØAMDØÜRHEQLEMØFQNLØSHEØIRKAMDØOINMEEQEDØSHEØSH CEMSTQXØLNDEQMØÜRHEQIERØIMØ!LEQIca. In 2017 Croatia’s Ministry of Culture recognized
SHEØ&AKJTîA ØOQNBABKXØNMEØNFØSHEØNKDERSØSXOERØNFØÜRHing boats in the Mediterranean, and the “Cokavian”
DIAKECSØNFØ6IRØARØRIGMIÜCAMSØCNLONMEMSRØNFØ#QNASIAaRØ
intangible heritage.
The Vis Archipelago Geopark has three employees:
a geologist, biologist and a philologist. It has the
strong support of the local community which helps
with the development of joint projects. One project,
the Visitor Centre, is situated on the island of Biševo, the location of the spectacular Blue Cave. The
Geopark organizes educational programmes for the
local people and initiates new projects that focus on
sustainable development and geotourism.
The statements “Geoparks are not just about
rocks they are about people,” (Chris Woodley-Stewart North Pennines AONB UNESCO Global Geopark)
and “Geoparks are people!” (Patrick J. Mc.Keever, formally UNESCO’s Chief of Earth Sciences) emphasize
the main focus of UNESCO Global Geoparks. The Vis
Archipeligo Geopark, with the smallest population in
the UNESCO family of Geoparks, focuses particularly on educating the younger generations, since heritage without people ceases to be heritage.
The Vis Archipelago Geopark project is based on
SHEØGKNBAKØRIGMIÜCAMCEØNFØISRØGENKNGICAK ØMASTQAK ØCTKtural, tangible and intangible heritage and is a response to the challenge of survival.
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Vis Archipelago UNESCO Global Geopark, Croatia

The 4th century
BC Bronze head
of Artemis
found on the
island of Vis.
(Photo by Ivo Pervanmin)

Josko Bozanic josko.bozanic@gmail.com

Aerial view
of Budihovac
Island.
(Photo by Ivo Pervanmin)
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NATURAL
HISTORY
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PETRIFIED FOREST

International Intensive Course on Geoparks 2020

UNESCO Global Geoparks
and Sustainability

LESVOS ISLAND
1-10 June 2020

GREECE
Registration:
UUU NDRPHÚÖDCEMPDQR FPFDMN@PIQÖ

Information - Secretariat:
ml.faber@unesco.org | lesvospf@otenet.gr

FUN Geopark

9th International Conference
on UNESCO Global Geoparks
September 17-20 2020
Jeju Island Global Geopark Republic of Korea
EGN CC Meeting: September 16th
Welcome Message
Jeju Island UGGp has organized a preparatory committee for the successful
implementation of the 9th International Conference on UNESCO Global Geoparks.
As co-chairman of this committee, I would like to welcome you to Jeju Island
Geopark.
The theme of the 9th Conference is ‘Fun’.
The committee is dedicated to providing the participants with great opportunities
to share and exchange their good practices and lessons learned while they have a
fun and meaningful time on Jeju Island.
"XØDIUEQRIFXIMGØSHEØRERRINMRØAMDØÜØEKDØSQIOR ØOAQSICIOAMSRØAQEØAKRNØEWOECSEDØSNØ
enjoy the nature and scenery of Jeju Island Geopark.
Therefore, we look forward to welcoming you to the 9th International Conference
on Jeju Island.
You will have a valuable hands-on learning experience accompanied by local
residents on the beautiful island, Jeju
Chairman of the Organizing Committee
INFORMATION: https://www.jejuggn2020.org/

REGISTRATION
4HEØNÞ
ØØCIAKØQEGIRSQASINMØFNQØSHEØSHØ
International Conference on UNESCO
Global Geoparks will start in February 2020.
Please register for participation through the
registration webpage.
The regular fee ($300) applies to those
who register by May 1th, 2020, and the
registration fee will gradually increase
AàØEQVAQDR
GGN 2020 Secretariat
224 Jungmungwangwang-ro Seogwiposi Jeju-do 63547 Republic of Korea |
Corporation Number: 616-81-20339
e-mail : info@jejuggn2020.org
Tel: 82-64-735-1087 Fax: 82-64-735-1098

YEARS 2000 - 2020 | 74 Geoparks | 24 Countries

Cabo de Gata – Nijar Geopark, ANDALUCIA, SPAIN

Naturtejo da Meseta Meridional Geopark, PORTUGAL

Sierras Subbeticas Geopark, ANDALUCIA, SPAIN

Sobrarbe - Pirineos Geopark, ARAGON, SPAIN

Gea Norvegica Geopark, NORWAY

Papuk Geopark, CROATIA

English Riviera Geopark, UK

Adamello - Brenta Geopark, ITALY

GeoMôn Geopark, WALES, UK

Arouca Geopark, PORTUGAL

Shetland Geopark, SCOTLAND, UK

Chelmos – Vouraikos Geopark, GREECE

Novohrad – Nograd Geopark, HUNGARY & SLOVAKIA

"HKDMSN ©5@KKN©CH©#H@MN©D© KATQMH©&DNO@QJ ©(3 +8

Rokua Geopark, FINLAND

Tuscan Mining Park Geopark, ITALY

Sierra Norte de Sevilla Geopark, SPAIN

Burren and Cliffs of Moher Geopark, IRELAND

Katla Geopark, ICELAND

Villuercas-Ibores-Jara Geopark, SPAIN

Chablais Geopark, FRANCE

Magma Geopark, NORWAY

Vikos – Aoos Geopark, GREECE

Massif des Bauges Geopark, FRANCE

Basque Coast Geopark, SPAIN
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Central Catalonia Geopark, SPAIN

Bakony-Balaton Geopark, HUNGARY

Azores Geopark, PORTUGAL

Karavanke/Karawanken Geopark, SLOVENIA & AUSTRIA

Idrija Geopark, SLOVENIA

De Hondsrug Geopark, NETHERLANDS

Sesia Val Grande Geopark, ITALY

Kula-Salihli Geopark, TURKEY

Molina and Alto Tajo Geopark, SPAIN

El Hierro Geopark, SPAIN

Ore of the Alps Geopark, AUSTRIA

Monts d’Ardèche Geopark, FRANCE

Odsherred Geopark, DENMARK
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Lanzarote and Chinijo Islands Geopark, SPAIN

Reykjanes Geopark, ICELAND

Pollino Geopark, ITALY
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Troodos Geopark, CYPRUS

Causses du Quercy Geopark, FRANCE

Las Loras Geopark, SPAIN

Beaujolais Geopark, FRANCE

Famenne-Ardenne Geopark, BELGIUM

Origins Geopark, SPAIN

Courel Mountain Geopark, SPAIN

Vis Archipelago Geopark, CROATIA

Trollfjell Geopark, NORWAY

